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20e Per cap)

Around 11.2 Percent

By CHRISTOPHER CONNELL
Associated Press Writer

gets $576 from Social Security. They
would get about $64 more,$640 a mon-

womitigifrp, ;11=i4toote;i2cr,
time in 13 Years, Soeial Security reci
pients will be gettAng an increase in
benefits — probably around 11.2 percent.
The exact size of the increase for
the nation's 36 million beneficiaries
depends on the March Consumer
Price Index figures being released today.
Social Security benefits rise
automatically each year with that inflation index, as do Supplemental
Security Income benefits for 4.1
million poor, aged, blind or disabled
people.
Each 1 percent increase in the Consumer Price Index boosts the cost of
Social Security by $1.4 billion a year.
The new increase in benefits, which
will take effect in July, is expected to
add upward of $15.4 billion to the annual cost of the program, now $136
billion a year.
The maximum benefit for 65-yearolds retiring this year is $677 a month.
They are likely to get a boost of about
$76,-raising them to about $753 a month.
The average retired worker gets
$337 a month and stands to receive an
increase of about $37 to $374 a month.
The average elderly couple now
MINI-UNIVERSITY CLASSES — Approximately 180 fifth and sixth
graders from Murray Middle and Calloway County grade schools are
participating in five-week Mini-University classes offered through
Murray State's Center for Innovation and Development. Above, Linda Shepard instructs Dina Duncan, daughter of Prentice and Doris
Duncan, how to construct a basket. Upper right, Sallie Guy shows
Dorothy Merrell, daughter of George and Edna Merrell, how to
weave yam. Lower right, cooking instructor Leonel Zuniga checks
food prepared by Jill Weihrouch, right, daughter of Ray and Gail
Weihrouch, and Kathy Friebel, daughter of George and Eldora
Friebel. The classes are three of eleven which will conclude Satur(Photos by Roger htitthews)
day, April 25.

Community Theatre Sets
Three One-Act Plays
For Kickoff Of Season
The Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre will kick off its summer season with, not one, but three
plays, all presented in one gala evening of theatre, May 14-16.
For a change, producing-director
Richard Valentine will be producing
instead of directing. Each of,the three
one-act plays will have its own director.
Charlene ButWell, whose directing
.credits_ included ."Star-Spangled
Girl," "How the Other Half Loves,"

First Interview Since Shooting

Reagan Says He'll
By JAMES GERSTENZANG
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Reagan, wondering why no one ever
tried to shoot him before, says he
won't be afraid to leave the White
House again but "I have a hunch I'll
be more alert" -after -last month's
assassination attempt.
—There's not going to be any change
in the way we do things," Reagan said
Wednesday in his first interview since
he was shot March 30.
The convalescing chief executive
said constant security threats are
part of the job and "you get a little esed to it."
But he added: "You sometimes
wonder in your mind when and how
it's going to happen or any attempt or
what it would be like."
Reagan said that since the attack
which wounded him, White House
press secretary James S. Brady and
two law officers, he has seen films
showing him milling in crowds "and I
find myself wondering, 'Well, why
didn't this happen 27times before?"

The president, interviewed by the
senior White House correspondents of
The Associated Press and United
Press International, appeared ruddycheeked, his gait quick but
somewhat stiff, his handshake strong,
23 days after he was wounded.
Underthe ground rata get by White
House deputy chief of staff Michael K.
Deaver, questions were limited to the
shooting, the president's recuperation,and related topics.
Reagan recounted his reaction to
the assassination attempt, which he
said "still seems kind of unreal," and
his near-panic, gasping for air as the
presidential limousine sped from the
scene of the shooting outside the
Washington Hilton Hotel.
Reagan said that once he heard
shots "my first instinct was to take a
look and see what was going on from
where they were, but the Secret Service man behind me had a different
idea and the next thing I knew I found

myself pushed into the car."
And then there was the pain. It
didn't occur as soon as the bullet
entered his left side and Came to rest
in his left lung.
"It was the most paralyzing
pain...as if someone had Wawa with a
hammer," Reagan said. "Suddenly I
found that I was coughing up blood."
On a cart at the George Washington
University Hospital, "they found the
wound and that I'd actually had been
shot," he said.
"The more I tried to breathe and the
deeper I tried to breathe,it kept seeming as if I was getting less air and you
know that panic that you can get if
you're strangling on something. I
almost had the feeling that it was going to diminish to the place where I
wouldn't be getting any and then they
shut me up by sticking a pipe down
my throat"to aid the breathing.
Reagan said "I'm feeling fine" now.
His discomfort is diminishing, he

President Will Address
Gallery Of Congress Tuesday Night
The Arts

April 23, Actor's Theatre of
Louisville, Mime in Residence ,
performance and workshops,
Murray Middle School.
7 p.m., Spring Festival, Murray High School. 7 p.m., senior voice recital,
Linn Bearden, Recital Hall Annex, Price Doyle -Fine Arts
Center.
8:15 p.m., senior voice recital,
Lisa Cates, Paducah, Farrell
Recital Hall, second floor, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center.
The faculty woodwinds recital
with Ray Smith,originally slated
for April
was.postponed until
8:15 April 28.
'The senior clarinet recital with
Lonnie Klein, am schedided for
April 22, wee postponed until

r

29

WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Reagan will address a joint session of
Congress Tuesday night on his
economic program.
The president, who has not been
seen in public since he was shot in an
assassination attempt March 30, will
go before the House and Senate at 9
p.m. EST, deputy White House press
secretary Larry Speakes said today.
His address will come one day after
Congress returns from a two-week
Easter recess.
Speakes said Reagan's economic
recovery program was"a subject the
president believes is of the utmost importance to the nation and one on
which he believes he should communicate in person with members of
the House and Senate at this time."
"He feels it is particularly important that he outline his views as his
program •moves forward in the
legislative process," Speakes said at
a White House briefing for reporters.

-rne%rnirrimum benefit of $153.10 a
month is likely to go up about $17 to
$170.
The maximum SSI payment is now
$238 for an individual and $357 for
couples. Their payments are likely to
rise by nearly $27 and $40 respectively.
Some SSI recipients may gain
nothing. When their checks go up,
other benefits may fall correspondingly.
Since 1975, Social Security checks
have risen automatically each July
under a formula that provides for the
increases when inflation exceeds 3
percent from the first quarter of one
year to the first quarter of the next.
Here are those and some earlier increase voted by Congress: 1968, 13
percent; 1970, 15 percent; 1971, 10 percent; 1972, 20 percent; 1974, 11 percent; 1975, 8 percent; 1976, 6.4 percent; 1977, 5.9 percent; 1978, 6.5 percent; 1979, 9.9 percent; 1980, 14.3 percent.
In the same 13-year period, the
payroll tax or the amount of. wages
that may be taxed for Social Security
has risen a total of 18 times. Social
Security taxes are now levied on income up to $29,700, nearly four times
the 1968 level.

"He is eagerly looking forward to the
opportunity to be back on Capitol
Hill."
The president's last major speech
was also in the Capitol. He addressed
a joint session Feb. 18, giving his
views on the state of the nation's
economy and his recommendations
for improving it.
Since he was shot, he has been
visited by political leaders and
several others, including two
reporters, but he has avoided large
crowds and has not left the White
House since he returned there April 11
from his hospital stay.
Speakes said the. president consulted this morning with Senate
Republican Leader Howatd H. Baker
Jr. of Tennessee, who visited him at
the White House and abe talked about
the speech on Wednesday, in a
telephone conversation with House
Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill Jr. of
Msachusetts.

said, andJie_haslicen_able_to-resurrie
his regimen of ex rcise, albeit at a
slower pace.
"I don't think I' going to hurdle
any tables in the rcom here for a
while," he said.
Still the 70-year
he is astonished by his dovery, adding that horseback riding, his
favorite recreation, will 'come along
pretty soon." .
Reagan did not say w n he expected to return to the Ovl Office,
although top aide Edwin Mese Ill
said separately that might con'T early
See REAGAN.
•
Page 17, Col.

Murray City Council
Will Meet Tonight
The Murray City Council will meet
at 7:30 p.m. tonight in City Hall.
Items on the agenda include the second Ltddlng of an .ordinance On
penalty payments forlate city sticker
purchases, .first reading of an ordinance authorizing the sale of $10
million in industrial development
revenue bonds, first quarter general
fund reports, three resignations and
an executive session to consider a request from the community development board concerning condemnation
of property.

and "Rainmaker," and who has worked with both the Community and
University Theatres, will direct
"Public Eye."
Linda Begley, who has performed
almost every role in a theatre production from acting to set construction,
will add directing to her credits.
Begley, who recently Starred in "The
Four Poster," will direct Tad Mosel's
play,"Impromptu."
Bill Phillips, who co-starred with
Ms.Begley in "The Four Poster," will
complete the roster as he directs "The
Facts Concerning_ theRecent ear,_
nival of Crime in Connecticut." The
playj,s an adaptation from the short
story of the same name written by
Mark Twain.
Parts are available for male and
female adults and teenagers and for
young boys. Auditions begin at 7 p.m.
and further information can be obtained by calling 759-1752.
Begley, who is presently the vicepresident for production, looks forward to a large turnout. "These oneacts should appeal to those who, have
always wanted to participate but who
may have been intimidated by the
time commitment required by a twoor three-act play."

Reagan Has Made No Decision
Yet On Soviet Grain Embargo
WASHINGTON ( AP) — A White
House spokesman today stood firm by
his contention that President Reagan
"really has not made a decision" on
phasing out the grain embargo
against the Soviet Union.
Thepresident has been talking with
advisers about "what kind of signal
we'd be sending" by such action,
deputy presssecretary Larry Speakes
said.
Amid speculation that the president
was about to lift the embargo, imposed in January 1980 by former President Carter in response to Soviet intervention in Afghanistan, Speakes
said, "I do not know anything on the
president's schedule on the grain embargo.,"
The spokesman said Reaganreceived a national security briefing this
morning from adviser Richard Allen,
but "I wouldn't read into it that it was
on the grain embargo."
CBS News quoted an unidentified official Wednesday as saying • Reagan
has approved a plan that calls for
allowing the Soviets to purchase more
wheat and possibly mere soybeans
depending on "how they behave" over
labor wrest in Poland. Coin would

not be included because of a drought
in the Midwest,CBS said.
The report said Reagan approved
the concept last week and would formally decide to lift the embargo at a
meeting today with top officials. It is
to be announced Friday after the Commodity and stock markets have clos-

ed,the network said.
Speakes responded Wednesday by
saying, "I can't confirm a meeting
(today) and the president has made
no decision." At the regular briefing
for reporters earlier, Speakes several
times said the president had not
decided.

thunderstorms
Two Sections-32Pages
2
Aces
Classifieds.............18,19
10
Comics
Crossword
Dear Abby
Dr. Lamb
Garrott's Galley
HoroscopeLocal Scene
Opinion Page
8,9
Sports
Private Property
12 pages
Section

Rain and isolated thunderstorms
ending this morning with some
clearing this afternoon. Highs today in the upper 60s. Partly cloudy
and cooler tonight with lows in the
upper 40s to low 5q. Partly sunny
rather windy and chilly on Friday
with highs in the lower 80s.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
Saturday through Monday: Dry
on Saturday, Sunday and Monday
with below normal temperatures.
Highs will be mostly in the 80s and
lows will be from the mid 30s toi,
mid 40s.
Lake Levels
Lake Barkley
354.57
Kentucky Lake
358.40
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Coming Community Events
Filday, April 24
Chapter No. 853 of the National Association of Retired
Federal Employees will
meetat 9:30 a.m. at the Ellis
Community Center with Bill
Teuton of the MurrayCalloway Chamber of ComSuburban Homemakers merce as speaker.
Club will meet at 7 p.m. at
Club membership social
the home of Sue Dunn,South
will be held at 5:30 p.m. at
12th Street.
the Murray Country Club.
First District PTA will
meet at 6:30 p.m. at East Greater Paducah Chapter
College Elementary School, of Parents Without Partners
will have a coffee at the
Mayfield.
home of Dorothy Parker,
Disabled American Trail Ridge Road, Mayfield,
Veterans and Auxiliary will at 7 p.m.
meet at 7 p.m. at the Legion
Hall.
Shopping for Senior
Annual Harry Lee Water: Citizens will be held and call
field Lecture Series presen- 753-0929 by 9:15 a.m. for
tation
with
U. S. morning shopping and by
Oen g ress m a n
John 11:30 a.m. for afternoon

Thursday, April 23
Zeta
Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
Meet al.7:30 p.m.at the club
house.
-- --Women's
Christian
Fellowship of First Christian
Church will have a general
meeting at 7 p.m. at the
church library.

Thursday, April 23
Support Group for SIDS
(sudden death syndrome)
et-the
will Meet at 7t3G
Health Center. This is open
to all persons affected in any
way with sudden death.

Wranglers Riding Club
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Community Room of the
North Branch of the Peoples
Bank. A film on horses will
be shown.
Knights of Columbus will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the St.
Leos Catholic Church.

Saturday,April 25
Bazaar by Creative Arts
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club will be held
from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the
Calloway Public Library.
Alpha Department of Murray Woman's Club will have
a potluck luncheon at 12 noon
at the club house.

Michael Cimino's
Heaven's Gate (R)
* Kris Kristofferson
* Christopher Walker
753-3314
Late Shows Fri. & Sat.

t

r4

11 'to

II 40

Adult Entertainment
— 1 8 or over only —

D7:4",5tte-a,

ThrU Sun.

• EQUIPPED WITH RADIO SO4JNO •

"UNPARALLELED
TERROR"
-an moo

TIFT
CHAIIISAW

MASSACRE
What happened-is true. Now the motion picture that's just as real.
Produced and DIrected by TOBE HOOPER
From &NEW LINE CINEMA

Second
Top Hit

The Hills
Have Eyes(R)

1st Feature Repeated Fri. & Sat. Nites

ikALikrraji

jirwS*41"

Cam

TEAM
Registration & Information Meeting
10 A.M. This SAT. 4125*
Cheri Theatre
All Inters:toil Swionosors ottillor Parents shoeld attend! this
idistisis Awl mssig. Pranks basksAweAvg* MAL
Roomed At This ilismothsg.

Four-H and Open Horse
Show, sponsored. by
Calloway'4-H Club, will be at
Wranglers Riding Club with
4-H class at 4 p.m. and open
class at 6 p.m. For inforrnation call Eddie Workman,
435-4301 or Mary Kay Reese,
753.6701.
•

Banner-Workshop Tot persons interested in constructing banners for the

Recitals by Robert Wayne
Pope,
baritone, will be at 2
LBL Arts and Crafts p.m. and
by Constance Sue
Festival in June will be held Nagy Ottway,
at the Murray Art Guild at 9 p.m. in Farrellviolin, at 3:30
Recital Hall,
a.m.
Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University.
.
Sunday,April 26
Sounds of JOY will present
Choral Departments of a program at
Mt. Horeb
Calloway County High Free Will Baptist Church at
3
School

and CalloWay County p.m.
Annual Murray State Middle School will present a
Missionary Day will be at 3
concert at 2 p.m. in the high
University Matherrizt-k=and
school cafeteria. The public p.m. at Chestnut Grove AME
Science Fair for elementary
Church.
is
and junior high school invited.
students will be from 8 a.m.
The Catch
to 5 p.qi. at the 1.4.— I
-714.
)17;444.
siter.
-COPOlikt
ene
‘‘Rou„,-;_. L.,:—...4/140110
ic invited to view the exParty" will be held at the hibits after 12 noon at
no
Murray Country Club with charge.
Marty and Kathy Mattis in
Emeritus Club luncheon
charge assisted by Messrs
and Mesdames Bill Hewlett, for Alumni Day at Murray
Mike Holton, Bob Dunn, State University will be at
Enjoy The Finest Seafood
Gary Haverstock, Greg 11:30 a.m. in Room 1,
In The Area
University
Center.
1931
class
McKeel,and Tony Hamby.
reception will be from 2 to 4
Alaskm
Guff Red Snapper
p.m. in Mississippi Room,
King Crab
Murray Squar-A-Naders University Center. Alumni
$6.95
$8.95
will dance from .8 to 10:30 banquet will be at 6:30 p.m.
Breaded Oysters
p.m. at the Woodmen of the in banquet room of UniversiClam Strips
$4.75
World Hall.
$4.50
ty Center.

Friday Night
At
Dakota Feed & Grain

Scallops $6.25

c

We are happy that
Lisa Hopkins, brideelect of B.J. Morris
has selected her
decorating
cc from the -

G. CORN,JR.

S

*V,
• •„"t44.14
rule 1,,
•

THE TREASURE
HOUSE

Flounder $6.25

Start With Our
Oyster
Peel'n Eat
Shrimp
Bar
Doz.$1.50
'A Lb.$2.75
Bakers Dozen $3.00 'A Lb.$4.95
1 Lb.$9.25

f

South:We Manor, Morray, Ky.

NORTH,
443-A
•Q 1 0 8 6 4
•A 10
•A K 4
+A 4
WEST
•3
J 95 4 2
•8 6 3

+9872

EAST
•AJ952
K 763
•2
•Q 10 3

SOUTH
•K 7
•Q 8
•Q J 1095
K 65

Vulnerable: East-West.
Dealer: North. The bidding:

• East was Dirk Schroeder
of Germany -and-he-had-- a
perfect reason to double six
diamonds in a World Championship match against
France. The slam double
would ask for an unusual
lead; in this case, the first
snit-bit by-dtimmr-liew-clid- Schroeder "know" that
South had precisely two
spades and West had exactly
one?
Playing five card majors,
North was marked with a
five card suit since he chose
six diamonds after receiving delayed spade support.
Therefore. North couldn't
have a six card spade suit.
How did he place Soyth with
two spades? He answered,
partrief'S five
card known spade suit only
once and then only after
some study. So West had to.
have one spade and not a
void:.
East's double was well
reasoned since it was
unlikely that West would
lead his singleton after both
opponents had shown spade
strength. East's accurate
double directed the spade
lead and the spade ace and a
spade ruff quickly beat the
slam--plus 100 points for
East-West.

MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY

no admission.

0.
, ;

,4

Nights
5 p.m.-10 p.m.

rAZODITMEE
Chestnut EL 16th
Murray, Ky.
759-4455

Unfortunately, this fine
analysis was good for only a

••••••••••MM1==.

Open 6:45—Start 7:15

p.m. The
public is invited and there is

p.m. in celebration of their
golden wedding anniversary.

Ronnie Jarlee-nroggiekDispkgs `Wqrk

THE ACES®IRA

Starts Tomorrow

Registration for girls division of Murray Soccer
Association will be at
Robertsori School. This is for
When a man has not a
girls, ages 7 to 13, in Grades good reason for doing a
2 to 8.
thing, he has one good rea1981 Area 1 West Kentucky son for letting it alone." —
special Olympics Track and Sir Walter Scott.
Field Events will be held at
East had a good reason
Roy Stewart Stadium.
for choosing a lead directing
double of today's touchy
slam (Lightner Slam
Murray Professional Double). The bidding told
Secretaries International Mai what the distribution
will have its SOTY-BOTY was, so he "knew" that he
luncheon at 12 noon at the could beat the slam. In the
replay. East could not
Colonial
House afford the same double, but
Smorgasbord.
partner had even a better
reason to beat the same

Sunday,April 21
Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Senior
Citizens
Willis will be honored at an
Greenhouse, 1620 Main
.open house at their ham at
Street, will have a public
Buchanan,Tenn.,from 2to 5
plant sale from 8 a.m. to 4
Saturday,April 25

Spring Invitational Gymnastics,sponsored by Lyndia
Cochran - Dance-Gymnastics
tion and tryouts from 9:30 to Studio, will be
held at Mur11:30 a.m. at the Park ray High
School gym from P.m.
field.
League
9:30 a.m. to 3:30

Park League Baseball
League will have registra-

Registration for girls division of Murray Soccer
Association will be at
Elementary
Alcoholics Anonymous and Robertson
Alanon will meet at 8 p.m. at School. This is for ages 7 to
the west end of the West Ken- 13 in grades 2 to 8.
tucky Livestock and ExposiCalloway County Band
tion Center.
Boosters
will canvass shoppCounty
Murray-Calloway
•
Swim Team will hold ing areas from 9 a.m. to 3
registration and information p.m. collecting for new band
meeting at 10 a.m..'" at the uniforms. A spaghetti dinner
Cheri Theatre. Allinterested for the public will be at 6
ts p.m. at the high school
..linmers and parents
cafeteria followed by a
should attend this meeting.
•
special.? program. Tickets
be purchased in ador at the door.

Wesley Foundation at
Murray State University will
have open house at its new
treet_
!a64.49-it.gt.
464
ftiriCa1T-MPIT7Piiin
jiter7:::
.liere at 8 p.m' . in
is invited.
Barkley Room, University Field Day for West KenRonnie Jackson, Route 4,
Center, Murray State. This tucky Future Farmers of Murray, has some of his
is free and open to the public. America, sponsored by Mur- wood carvings on display at
Ends Tonite•
1 ' 10 1
ray State Agriculture Club,
Gamma Gar-nitv:1-Chapter. will startat 8:30 a.m. at the the Calloway County Public
Starts Tomorrow
of Beta Sigma Phi will meet Livestock and Exposition Library.
Jackson began carving apin the home of Rhonda Felts Center.
proximately four years ago
at.7 p.m. Pledge rituals will
Psychology Fair, designed as a hobby and has devoted
be held at this time.
to introduce high school much of his spare time since
Tryouts will be at 5:30 students to the Murray State then to the craft. He
Oil 9 25
Ends Tonne*
p.m. for anyone who has hot Department of Psychology, estimates that he spends 60
The Competition(PG)
already tried out for the Lit- will be held from 10 a.m. to to 70 hours completing a carStarts Tomorrow
2:30 p.m. at Wells Hall, ving.
tle League Baseball.
the State of the Art in
Included in his display are
MSU.
Artenahon.
tivmg
ducks of various species,and
ASIZEICAN
Senior recitals by Linn
par
Actors Theatre of birds. Also included in the
•Bearden, voice, will be at 7
Louisville
will present "Bus showing is a Kentucky Carp.m. at the Recital Hall-Annex and by Lisa Karen Stop" at 8 p.m. at the Mur- dinal mounted on Kentucky
Cates, voice, at 8:15 p.m. at ray State University coffee tree wood carved in
Thru Thur. 430
the Farrell Recital Hall, Theatre. Tickets will be $3 the shape of the state.
He uses wood from catalpa
Fine Arts Center, Murray for adults and $1.50 for
children with special dis- trees that are grown in this
State University.
count to season ticket area. He commented that
the trees have been used for
holders.
Friday, April 24
many purposes through the
Dr. Forrest C. Pogue will
Murray State University years as it seasons well.
speak at the organizational
Percussion Ensemble will' Animals, human figures,
meeting of "Friends of the
present a free concert at 8:15 birds and fowl are the most
Thou Thur. 4130
Library" Group at the main
p.m..in the Recital Hall An- popular of the artist's work.
reading room of the Pogue
nex,Fine Arts Center, MSU.
Jackson manages a large
Library, Murray State
MG° STARR
farm operation on the west
University. The reception
MAW*BACH
Mothers Morning Out will side of the county where he
tpt8P.PlAft
will start at 6 p.m. and acbe at 9 a.m. at the First lives with his wife Donna and
tivities will continue until 9
Christian Church.
12-year-oldson Mitch.
p.m. The public is invited.
Ends Tonne*
Star Wars(PG)

Saturday,April 25

Saturday,April 25

North
141,
44
5•
65

East
Pass
-Pa-Ks
Pass
Pass
Dbl

South
24
316—

54
6
All
pass

West
Pass
Vass
Pass
Pass

Opening lead Spade three
50 point swing, In the
replay. East-West also
scored a spade ruff against
six diamonds but East didn't
double. Why did West lead
spades? Playing an artificial club system, North
opened one club instead of
one spade and East took the
opportunity to overcall one
spade. What better reason
for West to lead a spade?

Gospel Meeting
April 26 Through
April 29
Featuring
Jay Lockhart
of Sugarland, Texas

Bid with Corn
South holds 4-23-B
•A J 9 5 2
•K 7 6 3
•2
+9 iO3
North South
IS
I.
2+

ANSWER: Two hearts.
Forcing on opener for one
more round and should elicit
information regarding the
best final contract.
--Send bridge questions to The Aces.
P0 Box 12363. Dallas, Texas 75225.
with sell-addressed. stamped envelope
for reply

ZACHERETTI G ER b
Mr. and Mrs. Philip
Zacheretti, B5 Coach
Estates, Murray, are the
parents of a baby girl,
Allison Courtney, weighing
seven pounds 8'.2 ounces,
measuring 20 inches, born on
Saturday, March 28, at 9:15
p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The father is employed
with the Vernon Company,
Newton,Iowa.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Guido Zacheretti and
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Bell,
all of Murray. Great grandparents are Mrs. Zella
4:Freeland and bIrs.., Neiberwip
Bell of Murray and Mr. and
Mrs. 011is Beach of Murray
Route 2.

Sunday, April 263:30 a.m.,
9:45 a.m.,
10:40 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.
Mon. Through Wed. 7:30 Pm*
For
Nursery
Provided
Transportation
Call 7534714
7th & Poplar

Church
of
Christ
L

6
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Hospital Patients Are Listed
Murray; George R. Alex- 7, Mayfield; Mrs. Sadie Nell.Murray ; Mrs. Tammy
ano;ler, Rt. 1, Almo; Mrs. Jones, 707 Vine Street, Mur- M.McCiain, Cowes; Mrs.
Merry Francine Sims, Rt. 6, ray; Mrs. Dixie M. Pogue, Eloise Ratliff, New Concord.
Mrs. Letha A. Crain, Rt. 1,
Murray; Mrs. Betty Jo 509 South Seventh Street,
Pttryear, T-enn.; Mrs.
-Williams, Rt. 1, pexter; Murray.
Carolyn Sue Hamilton, Rt. 1,
Thomas A. Allen, Rt. 3, Mur- 4-162
1-11"—
Murray; Jean I. Green, 313
ray;
Mrs.
Teresa
G.
Barnett,
Flazel.
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
13th Street, Murray;
South
Darnell, baby boy (Betty) 800 South Fourth Street, Perry, baby boy (Helen )
Jean Stovall,
Cynthia
Mrs.
Murray.
Rt. 1, Box 202, Farmington.
Rt. 1, Mayfield.
Murray;
Riviera,
215
Mrs. Ebith Louise Bray,
Borens, baby girl (Bonnie)
DISMISSALS
Lit. 1, Box 321A, Dover, 305 South Third Street, Mur- Myron D. Vanleer, Box
ray; Roger D. Murphy, Rt. 8153 Woods Hall, Murray;
Tenn.
Lewis, baby girl (Debra) 12, Florence, Ala.; Mrs. Mrs. Linda K. Tharpe and
Stella Starks, Rt. 1, Almo; baby girl, 610 Bolen, Paris,
Rt. 5, Box 506, Murray.
Mrs. Sue Overbey, 1600A Tenn.; Denise D. Fellows,
DISMISSALS
Mark T. McFarland, CR. Ridgewood, Murray; Box 4395 Hart Hall, Murray;
VISIT HERE
Box 147, New Concord; Mrs. Charles D. Finney, 1712 Mrs. Jo Ann Shoemaker, Rt.
Mr. and Mrs. Ken Hawkins
Murray; 5, Murray; Mrs. Ruth Anita of Shawnee, Okla., arrived
Mareella Jane Smith, Rt. 4, Calloway,
Benton; Mrs. Connie F. Margaret Riggs, Riviefa McCallon, Rt. 7, Murray.
here on April 11 for a Ztisit
Webb and baby girl, Rt. 6, Courts, Murray.
Nell Combs, 303 S: with their daughter and
Mrs. Effie Mae Futrell,827 Caldwell, Paris, Tenn.; Cecil family, Mr. and Mrs. Sam
—'Murray; Mrs. Frankie K.
Miller and baby girl, 1000 Hurt, Murray; Mrs. Irene Baker, 1604 'Catalina Drive, Woolwine and children,
Hickory, Benton; Misty Colliris,1014 Payne, Murray; Murray; Mrs. Lillian D. Sam, Nathan, and Beth, 1110
Dawn Wilson, Hardin; Mrs. Mrs. Helen D. Moore, Rt. 1, Modglin, 733 Riley Court, Elm Street, Murray. Mrs.
Shirley A. Gaskins, Rt. 1, Almo; Luther T. Easley, Rt.
-Henry,Tenn.
Lift,
Michael D. McGill, Farm, ..1.ingttor 13relitii-,
... "....riW
man, 1218 Murray Street,
Mayfield; Mrs. Mitzi A.
Reed, Rt. 8, Benton; Wayne
9:30 A.M.'TIL 8:30 P.M.
B. Crass, Rt. 5, Benton; Mrs.
Daisy 0. Dunn, 911 Johnny
Robertson Road, Murray;
Mrs. Shirley M. Carson (expired) Rt. 2, Buchanan,
Tenn.
4-13-81
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Tharpe, baby girl (Linda)
610 Bolen, Paris, Tenn.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Helen Kay Perry, Rt.
1, Mayfield; Thomas Harold
Overcast, Rt. 6, Murray;
Ricky H. Wofford II, Rt. 1,
Paris, Terin.r Clinton MI.
Woodward, Box 804,
Mayfield; Mrs. Tammy L.
Clayton, Rt. 3, Benton.
Alfred R. Duncan, 1204
Doran, Murray; Marty E.
Bohannon, Rt. 1, 1Cirksey;
Mrs. Sandra P. Russell, Rt.
Regular 3.00 to 5.95 Values
6, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Mary
E. Wilson, Hardin; Mrs..
Nora Kathleen Brewer, Rt.
1, Hardin.
Mrs. Gina Gail Boyden,
1508 Henry, Murray; Henry
B. Turner, B5 Fox Meadows,
Murray; Mrs. Elizabeth H.
Marshall, Hazel; Callie C.
Regular 2.00 Values
Williams, Rt. 2, Murray;
Mrs. Mamie 0. Bogard (expired) 230 South 15th Street,
Murray.
Adults 119
Nursery 6
4-14-81
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Regular 3.25 to 36.00 Values
Mrs. Mary Jane Key and
baby boy, 304 Oakdale, Murray; Mrs. Margaret L.
Lowe, Rt. 1, Hazel; Mrs.
Donna K. Long, Rt. 1, Hazel;
Yvonne Robinson,638 Bolin,
Paris, Tenn.; Thomas A.
Karasek, Box 45, New Concord.
Mrs. Betty L. Morris, 901
Special 2 oz. Size
Johnny Robertson Road,
Murray; , Mrs. Shirley Z.
Townley, Rt. 2, Buchanan,
Tenn.; Larry D. Ray, Rt. 2,
Puryear, . Tenn.; Rhonda
Faye Keel, Rt. 3, Murray;
Mrs. Lucille Glisson, Rt. 1,
_Benton; Robert A. Batts, 902
Olive Street, Murray.
• Sharon A. Mudd, 4071/2
Regular 3.00 to 12.00 Values
South Eighth Street, Murray; Anthony W. Lorey, B5
Coach Estates, Murray;
Mrs. Mary Ruth Hardison,
Rt 7, Mayfield; Mrs. Beula
L. Bailey, Dukedom, Tenn.;
Albert L. Duncan, 608 Ellis
Drive, Murray; Mrs. BobbiE
West, Rt. 1, Hazel.
Alvin L. Hale-,11t. 1, Dex
Regular 3.00 to 15.00 Values
ter; Mrs. Mavis J. Barrow
5011
/
2 South Seventh Street
Murray; Mrs. t Lillian L
Wright, Tyson Apartments
Paris, Tenn.; Lawrence L
Rushing, Rt. 6, Murray;
Mrs. Winnie M. O'Leary,
Fern Terrace Lodge, Murray.
Adults 108
Nursery6
4-12-81
NEWBORN ADMISSIONg
Liddle, -baby girl
(Marilyn) Rt. 1, Box 146,

1

William T. Warren, 1101
Klein Road,Gulfport, Miss.
Mrs. Gladys 0. Garland,
834 Hurt, Murray; Mrs.
Mable L. Moneypguiy, 700
35th Street, Marion, Iowa;
Mrs. Hazel J. Chilcutt, Rt. 1,
Hazel; Lewis F. Ross, Rt. 1,
Hardin; Felix E. Williams
Rt. 5, Murray.

LYNDIA COCHRAN DANCE
& GYMNASTICS STUDIO
Invites You To Attend The

Spring Invitation
Gymnastics Meet
Woolwine and daughter.
Beth, returned home with
her parents to spend the
Easter weekend and came
back to Murray by bus on
Monday. Mr. Woolwine is
with the Roses Department
Store in Murray.

at Murray

High School

Saturday April 25th

Class 4
Class 3

9:30 to 12:30
Approx. 12:30 to 3:30
NO ADMISSION(HARCE FOR PUBLIC

511MAY
9:30 A.M.'TIL 5:00 P.M.

,
ShOit"wo

gerea,

FAMUPLAYTEX
PANTYHOSE

Sensational Store-Wide Savings

ENTIRE SPRING STOCK

UMBRELLAS
Regular 8.00 to 13.00 Values

1 99 TO474

533 TO 867

NYLON TRICOT

BIKINIS& BRIEFS
3 FOR 433

READY FOR SUMMER

SPRING

SUNGLASSES
Regular ,8.00 to 14.00 Values

499 TO 799

FAMOUS NAME

SENSATIONAL SPRING

LINGERIE

BILLFOLDS
• Regular 4.00 to 9.00 Values
Regular Values
36.00 to 98.00

259 TO 2699

299 TO 699
'

Elizabeth Arden's

BODY BASICS®
NOW 500 ONLY

BATH COLLECTION

ADOLFO®
Regular 20.00 Value

•

NOW 105° ONLY

ENTIRE SPRING STOCK

BEAUTIFUL SPRING

BELTS

HANDBAGS

1 99 TO

Regular 10.00 to 68.00 Values

7"

SPARKLING SPRING

FAMOUS ARIS®

JEWELRY

ISOTONER GLOVES

wkht
4J

i)()%tilf

NOW 1 399 ONLY '
ENTIRE SPRING STOCK

JUNIOR & MISSY

MISTY HARBOR®

PLAID SHIRTS

RAINCOATS

DRESSES

SKIRTS

Regular 15.00 to 20.00 Values

Regular 78.00 to 128.00 Values

Regular 1 6.00 to 80.00 Values

Regular 23.00 to 26.00

NOW 2000 OFF

e0
NOW 4 OFF

JUNIOR & MISSY

ENTIRE SPRING STOCK

SUPER SELECTION

JUNIOR & MISSY

KNIT TOPS

SUITS

BRAS & GIRDLES

COORDINATES

Regular 10.00 to 21.00 Values

Regular 70.00 to 1 38.00 Values

Regular 6.50 to 15.00 Values

Regular 17.00 to 66.00

NOW

NOW

nhir%r

( 1n I hc

0

Regular 19.00 Values

1 99 TO 999

4-15-81
NO NEWBORN A DMIS
SIONS
•
DISMISSALS
Sellena K. Warren, Rt. 1
Sedalia; Evelyn Bryant
Fern Terrace Lodge, Mur
ray; Mrs. Betty A. Darnel
and baby boy, Rt. 1, Farm
ington; Mrs. Bonnie K
• Borens and baby girl, Rt. 1
Dover, Tenn.; Mrs. Marylir
Sue Liddle and baby girl, at
1,Hazel.
Joe B. Lawrence, Rt. .1

•

25% OFF

25% OFF

• 299 TO 799

NOW

_

•

NOW

25% OFF

25% OFF

$10.00
ODDS AND ENDS

tails

thirc

1 3 OFF
NOW /

MISSY STYLES

t-

\itirraN

AIr-

N()VV IN PROGRESS

4904

-
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.--111-cIntosh And Lowery Wedding Planned' Mrs. Rosemary Warner
and Dwain McIntosh -of
Murray announce the
, engagement and ap-proaching marriage of their
daughter, Laurie Leigh,
James Anthony Lowery.son
of Mr. and Mrs. Russell
I Amery of Murray.
Miss McIntosh is the granddaughter of the late Mr.
and Mrs. L. H. Teas of
Paducah and of Mr. and
Mrs. W. E. McIntosh of
iCeidland. She is the niece of
41r. and Mrs. Glenn Card of
••:Panorama Shores, Murray.

Master Charge, Visa, Behrs

Mr. Lowery is the grandson or Raymond Starks and
the late Helen Starks of
Almo and of the late Mr. and
Mrs. John Lowery .of Trigg
County.
The wedding will be_solernnized on Sunday,Mayp4,at5
p.m. at the First Christian
Church,Murray. A reception
will be held following the
ceremony.

4)

All relatives and friends
are invited to attend. Only
out of town invitations will
be sent.

We are pleased to anthat
Lisa
rfounce
Hopkins, bride-elect of
011aiwo

S.

her c ma and
cessories from our corn
•plete bridal registry.
Lisa and B. J. will be
married June 7th.

The Showcase
7534541

121 ByPass

Miss Laurie Leigh McIntosh and James Lowery
(OfInterest To

ELECT

Senior Citizens,‘

BILL
IfHILLIPS

Plant Sale Saturday

_
The Senior Citizens Greenhouse oa Broach Street directly behind St. John's Episcopal Church, Main Street, will
have its first plant sale for the public on Saturday, April
25,from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
The group has garden plants such as cabbage, broccoli,
cauliflower, eggplant, and many varieties of tomatoes
begonias, geraniums,
sultana and other green
_ flowering plants. The seniors
_and
also have a number of hanging baskets.
Regular hours at the greenhouse are Monday and Tuesday from 10 a.m.to 12 noon and Thursday from 1 to 3 p.m.,
according to Kathie Gentry,chairman, who may be called
for information at 759-1991.

Ot R
DISTRICT JI DGE
Inn/

Community ."IPiij'( tin voor

Mural1 ice-Chairman and Past Chairman
'',libitum' County Senior Citizens
Pre.sident - Iturray-Cullonyty County Cornmanitv
• Theater
Legal Advisor and Past Chairman - 11nm:1-•
Calloway County Transit Authority
--lt7iifit—trignir---7-tririsur---hind : Dri-W—Cinatiir,
Callotuqv County Eire-Rescue .1p4iail
Treasurer lind Committeeman - Boy Scout Troop 15
Secretary and Trustee - Soiith Pleasant Grove
Ilethodist Church
and Past Treasurer - Calloway Courtlice-Pre.sident
..
iv Bar Association
Voting representatire of Murrav atul Calloway
County - Regional Aging Comntission
Committeeman - Murra•- Beautiful Committee
Committeeman - Urrav--Callowav Counts 1.
Lenter Committee
_Legal Consultant - Kentucky lloniciput_ ..tattav
Revision Commission Citv .4ttornvv - I eteran - 1.oting Precinct Captain
-Actions .speak louder than wordsAn old lest Kentucky saving-.luthor unknown
Pod for by Leon J Phillips Treas

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
Foil FRIDAY,APRIL 24, 1981
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out What the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
I Mar.21 to Apr.19) gr
Career matters require
careful scrutiny, but an afternoon money opportunity looks
good. Be careful of
misunderstandings with close
ties,
TAURUS
I Apr. 20toMay20)
Plans may have to be revised_but you'll come up with a
pleasant alternative. Be flexible and don't cry over spilt
milk. Watch health.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Extravagance must be cut.
savp scanqUine for hookkeeptrig and - accounting,- -Concern
about a relationship dims your
party outlook.

RR4 Murray

f SALE
DIAMOND SOLITAIRE

SAVE 30 to 50%
ON SCORES OF BLAZING,
BONDED SOLITAIRES!
„ARNIM.

THIS MONTH ONLY,
ALL OUR SOLITAIRES ARE
30 to 50 %
LAYAWAY
NOW FOR

moyiqp.s DAY

CHARGE IT!
UP TO 20 MONTHS
TO PAY!
Reg
Now

300 to $2,000

199,

$1295

Sore Big Sere Now
Wordy For The Wrier,Of
The 110'1...Consing Soon To

LAYAWAY
NOW FOR
MOTHERS DAY

•Keepsake Excluded
:--:-.• 1APPLY NOW FOR OUR NEW GOLD CREDIT CARD!
IT ALLOWS YOU UP TO 20 MONTHS TO PAYI
JIM COME IN OR CALL 753-7695
AND WE'LL MAIL YOU AN APPLICATION.
111011) MOOT CARO

Bel Air Shopping Center

-4`h61,10

CANCER
(June 21 toJtdy 22)
If you've been cavalier
about a family member's
needs, you'll hear about it
now. Be sure to include a close
tie in your weekend plans.
LEO
(July 23toAug.22)
Don't neglect health. A
mistake on the job could mean
some overtime work. An afternoon breakthrough about a
career matter lifts spirits.
VIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) nP%.
A shortage of funds needn't
spoil your potential for good
times. Simple pleasures are
fun too! Romance improves
by day's end.
LIBRA
1Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
Inconsistency on:your part
could lead to a family problem. Don't procrastinate.
You're inclined to be overly
concerned about money now.
SCORPIO
Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
You'll have to sort through
rumors in order to come up
with the facts. Avoid
premature joriunents. A close
tie is quite supportive.
.0010.
SAGITTARIUS
1Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) I%
Ask others for advice and
you'll get conflieting opinions.
A new career idea has merit.
Don't let others talk you out of
a good thing.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 191 Vi
Put aside career concerns
and enjoy a good time with a
loved one. Don't attempt to
mix business with pleasure.
Relax and enjoy life,
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb.18)
Much of what you hear now
is not !rue. Go along with
family wishes for a pleasant
--eV-ening. Quiet tinks with loved ones are rewarding:
PISCES
(Feb.19to Mar.20) X
Neither a -borrower nor a
lender be. Social life is fun,as
long as you sidestep money
questions. Weekend travel
should be pleasant.
YOU BORN TODAY have
the ability to commercialize
your artistic talents. Acting,
painting, films and music are
some of the pursuits which
will bring you fulfillment. You
have a strong sense of social
responsibility and would do
well in welfare work and civic
involvement. Innately practical, despite your idealism,
you'll also succeed in real
estate, banking and large
business ventures. Avoid a
tendency to get into a rut.
Your best success comes when
you take a chance on your
originality. You may be
especially gifted in writing
and public speaking.

Junior

izes

is

• Suits
• Vest Dre se
• Jacket D
cev resses
• 1 and 2

412{igi

1/3 to

% Off

Spring Blazer Sale
3 to 40% Off
/
Reg. to 65.00 1
Exciting savings on the smartest,freshest look for
'81 . . the blazer. The perfect piece to mix and
match! Some lined.

Spring Fashion Junior
Coordinates
Mix and Match
2 Off
1
/
Hurry in for exceptional savings on coordinates!
You'll recognize the label!

Groups and Groups
of Shirts
7.99 shirts in
Reg.tO
Select from a wide assortment of spring
pastels, white, fancys and basics.

Versatile Wrap Skirts
8.99
Reg. to 24.99
Skirts for right now right into summer, in poplin,
pincord, sheeting, dnd cotton clack.

Fashion Pants
8.99
Reg. to 24.99
A terrific pant sale! Save on pants to mix and

match_
Central Shopping Center—Murray
753-7991

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10-9
— Sun. 1-6
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McCuiston-Carpenter' Dr. Dick
•••••••

•

Dr. Dick Usher was the
guest speaker at the meeting
of the Rho Chapter of Alpha
Delta Kappa held Wednesday, April 15, at 7 p.m. at the
Community Room of the
North Branch of the Peoples
Bank.
Introduced by Linda
Feltner, Dr. Usher discussed
a booklet on discipline called
"Baker's Dozen" which he
and Dr. John Taylor had
written.
The theme for this year for
Alpha Delta Kappa is "Today's Dream; Tomorrow's
Reality" and Dr. Usher
chose that as the title of his
discussion. Be said that the
teachers needed today are
those who have some
dreams and are not afraid to
49on intuition.

Wedding Vows To
Be Read May 30
At Elm Grove

4

Mr. and Mrs. Joe P. McCuiston of Murray announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their
eldest daughter,Karen Jo,to
Jon Tracy Carpenter, son of
Mr. and Mr. Bill Carpenter
of Beebe,Ark.
The bride-elect is a
graduate of Murray High
School and Murray State
University. She is currently
employed by the Carroll
County Board of Education
in Huntingdon, Tenn., as a
speech therapist.
Miss iticCuiston is the
granddaughter of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Emmett
McNutt and the late Mr. and
on, all
Mrs, Robert
'or
Mr. Carpenter is a
graduate of Beebe High
School and attended Arkansas State University at Mr. Maugherman of FreeBeebe. He is currently mont, Ind., and of Mrs.
employed by the P. W. T. Pernell Carpenter and the
Construction late Mr.
Masonary
Carpenter of
Company of Murray.
Angola,Ind.
The groom-elect is the The wedding will be solemgrandson of Mrs. -Jay nized on Saturday, May 30,
Maugherman and the late at 7 p.m. at the Elm Grove

Sfiis aren JoMcCutston,
to wed Jon Tracy Carpenter
Baptist Church. A reception
will follow in the church
fellowship hall.
Only out of town invitations will be sent. All friends
and relatives are invited to
attend the welding and the
reception.

Prof. Hough
At Workshop
A. L. Hough, an associate
professor of English at Murray State University, has
been invited to participate in
a two-week workshop at
Vanderbilt University June
8-20 and dealing with "The
Intellectual Crisis of Fifth
Century Greece."
The workshop is sponsored
by the Mellon Foundation,
and participation includes
all expenses, plus a stipend
of $300. Hough has participated in an earlier Mellon
Foundation workshop dealing with "Chaucer."

throughout Kentucky to
compete in marketing and
distribution contests.
During the conference,
Murray State DECA
member Scott Ford,
freshman from Morganfield,
was elected state Collegiate
DECA president. He is the
son of Mr.and Mrs. Buddy L.
Ford of Morganfield.
Other Murray State
students assisting in the conference were Carlton Bumphis of Murray, a freshman
and the son of Orea N. Bumphis; Mary Ann Green of
Bardstown, a sophomore
and the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. B. A. Quam of Bardstown; Laura McAlister of
South Fulton, Tenn., a
sophomore and the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Daniel L.
McAlister, and Tammy
Potts of South . Fulton, a
sophomore and the daughter
of Harlene Potts.
ThesDECA adviser ablurray State is Alberta Chapman, professor of office administration and business
education.

•t
between
relationship
teachers and students.
Teachers should constantly
be willing to suspend their
own judgments to share the
students' points-of-view."

be a guest of the chapter at
the May luncheon.
A report on the State Adyteery Council was given by
Mrs. Redick who had attended the meeting. Mrs. Riley,
Agnes McDaniel, and Clinton Rowlett planned to attend the state convention,
April 17 and 18, at Pine

Doll Redick, president,
presided. Betty Riley in the
absence of Altruistic Chairman Joanna Sykes announced that the Altruistic Project
for this month wuir a contribution to TikiMast.
Janice Hooks,chairman of
the scholarship committee,
announced that the committee had chosen Sarah Davis
Hill as the scholarship recipient. She will be invited to

Dr. Usher said "dreams
are important because they
are what keep us going.
Teachers do make a difference — what kind of difference is up to us."

"Discipline is a series of
small victories through
which the teacher wins the
st1
'13J
Dm;
problems are never solved.
Small victories come; then
we go on to meet other pro- •
blems of discipline," Dr.
Usher said.
The speaker said "Good
teachers are dreamers with
skill and some wisdom, and
who a person is speaks so
loudly sometimes no one
ever hears what he says.
Dreams are part of today's

Local Students Take
_Part In Conference
Of Collegiate DECA
Six Murray State University student members of Collegiate Distributive Education Clubs of America
(DECA) recently helped
conduct a state conference
for high school students.
The conference, conducted
in Lexington, attracted high
school DECA members from

Usher Speaks At Rho Chapter Meet
Mountain State Park.
Winner of the door prize
was Mg. Redick; Te
hostesses were Crystal
Parks, Juana Dodson, and
Geraldine Myers.
The next meeting will be a
luncheon on Saturday, May
2, at the home of Mrs.
McDaniel.

ALL
FRUIT TREES
30°/0 Off

We would like to
extend best wishes t
Lisa Hopkins, brideelect of B.J. Morris.
They have selected
decorating
ac cessories from our
- complete decorating
line.
Lisa and.B.J. will be
married June 7,
,
1981.
-

TREES AZALEA'S SHRUBS
BEDDING PLA
Professional Landscape Service

Jones Landscaping

kw 13AM1340
SAK.
1914 Coldwater

Rd.

/114o9.-Set. 8-5 Son. 1-5
407 N. 12th st.
Murray, Ky. 42071
Phone 753-1725

753-77?1

BULLETIN
ITEMS POSTED TO SAVE YOU MONEY
incaurvar7.-.

cer.u
-s„

' lir r7r

C0llldreni

Ladies

Pointer
Pants

Entire
Stock

Sand!
S
sole p.
SiS

By BigYank
Asst. Pastel Colors
Reg. $14.50
Now

Home

-.Jr

4 •

kr;t.

p.

Stereos
Size 5-16

25%
Ladies

Off

Hair Styling Show

Short Sets
Fun To Wear Styles
Ladies Sizes
S-M-L
Reg. $10

A_specialhair styling_show will hebeld_Mondayy_April
27, from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the Ezell Beauty School,
North Fourth Street, Murray.
Hair Stylist Jack Myers will show the new hairstyles for
-spring,according to Kay Ezell of the school who invites all
hairdressers to attend. The school will be closed that day
for the show.

Boy's

1981

Camp
Shorts

2 BANDED
Yellow, Green, Red,
Blue, Purple, Pink,
Turquoise

Sport Shins

$1 99

Reg. $28

BOCA

Flex
Shampoo

Pink, Navy,
lilioc, White
8 Yellow
Reg. $16.00

$1000
FRIDAY

f: SHOE
BIZZ
Shopping C
lei-Air.

44•11r -•
•I

• $.4.
•
-II

4/

Mr
4.4

4

Tn.
. J•

-11"1.r3 4 ?it

P. N. HIRSCH & CO.

SATURDAY
ONLY!

Olympic Plaza
migiamasima

Open 9:30 to NO Daily 1-5 Sunday

I
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Violin Recital By
Mrs. Ottway Will
Be Held On Sunda

Causes of ringing in ears
DEAR DR. LAMB - My
husband has had ringing in his
ears for a long time. The doctor told him that -his- high
bloodirressure was the cause
of it. e has been taking blood
pressure medicine for years
and his pressure is noranal
with medication. But he still
- -has ringing Writts ears. Coital
DEAR ABBY: After you published a letter about visiting you please tell us what causes.
I m this and what medicines can
aging parents, I received a copy of it "anonymously." '

By Abigail Van Buren

Mrs. Constance Nagy Ottway, a senior at Murray
husband to a specialist in ear, a hearing loss, an audiologist State University, will give a
nose and throat diseases for can, through testing, often violin recital at 3:30 p.m.
further evaluation of his mask the tinnitus sound. That Sunday, April 26, in the Far-

tinnitus.
Tinnitus can be caused by
medicines, which includes too
much aspirin. It can follow
exposure to excessive loud
noises or ear damage. It can
be part of hearing loss or it
can even be from wax in the
ears.
Not even every ear, nose
sure it came from my mother, to whomI haven't spoken for heSEAR READER - It is
and throat specialist's office
four months.
pressure
true that high blood
•
is yet equipped to evaluate all
I am 29, divorced with two children, live alone and can cause ringing in the ears cases of tinnitus and offer the
support myself and my children. I don't drink or run around (tinnitus). But there are many best available treatment. But
causes of tinnitus besides high it is your best bet. If it is
and I'm respected by everybody, but my mother.
- I know Mom !oven Me and I love her,-but unless she can Mode pressure and many peo- caused by a medicine it can be
choose my friends and control my life, she wants absolutely pie who have high blood pres- discontinued.
sure do not have tinnitus.
The treatment depends
Your doctor is a family upon the cause. If it can't be
She helped me financially when I needed it, a fact she ithySician or internist, corrected by some measure
mentions every chance she.gets, but she thinks that gives evidently, since he is treating such as stopping a medicine
her the right to pick my friends. After I told her I intended to your husband's blood pres.. or cleaning out the ears or a
live my own life. she said she never wanted.to see me again. sure. Ask him to refer your' suitable hearing aid if there is

Mom, Daughter LoserS
In Battle of Wills

•
then,she hasn't Galled me and I haven't called her.
Abby, I am so frustrated I could cry. She reads your colum
religiously, so please tell her I love her and want her to
my friend.
HURTING IN PA

means the person must wear a
tinnitus masker if one is indicated. The audiologist must be
trained and cleared to test
and apply tinnitus maskers
before he can offer that
service.
To give you a more complete idea of all the causes of
tinnitus and what can be done
I am sending you The Health
Letter number 12-10, Help for
Tinnitus - Noise or Ringing
in The Ear. Others who want
this issue can send 75 .cents
with a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it to
me, in care of this newspaper.
P.O. Box 1551, Radio City
Station. New York, NY 10019.
Some people have a hearing
loss and are unaware of
That loss, which can be
_!--,Ligcted with testing. may be
an important factor in causing the tinnitus.
DEAR DR. LAMB -- A
good friend. 22 years old, had

DEAR SIR: Those who address you as "Reverend"
without using your last name think they are being
respectful. Forgive them, Reverend Jones, for they
know not what they do.(But after this, many should
know better.)

Constance Ottway
r11 Recital Hall in the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center..
Mrs. Ottway, a music
education major, will be performing selections by Max
Rank- ti

. I re4t4
ftiteiti)
ize he will not be able to accompanied by Marie
father any children. I have
two questions: 1) Will he be Taylor, assistant professor
able to perform sexually of music, and Cynthia Bagwhen he gets married and 2) gett,a senior from Paducah.
What effects will there be on
The recital is part of the
the body due to the loss of
requirements
to fulfill a
hormones?
degree
in
music.
DEAR READER - His
Mrs. Ottway is married to
immediate health is the first
consideration. It makes a Bruce A. Ottway of
-great deal of difference what Reidland. They live in Murtype of malignancy was present. It is somewhat rare to ra

r (like most mothers
DEAR' URTING:
-Your
has become so accustomed to telling you what to d
("for your own good," of course), it's hard for her t
break the habit. All self-supporting adults ar
entitled to live their own lives, and from what you
say, you're doing an admirable job of it.
Regardless of who closed the door between you and
your mother,open it, and try again. I assure you, you
mother is hurting as much as you over the estrangement. And maybe more.
DEAR ABBY: I have been a waitress in Milwaukee for 12
years, and-Thave never been able- itT:)-figure out why peop
will come into a cafe and always sit at a table where there
are dirty dishes when there are plenty of clean tables
available. I have asked. waitresses who work at other
restaurants, and they can'tifigure it.out.Pitber. Can y
explain it?
MER

DEAR MERT:Probably for the same reason peopl
choose to sit in a crowded kitchen even though ther
is a larger, more comfortable room available. Call i
the coziness of clutter. And if it's any comfort to you
it's the same in Los Angeles as it is in Milwaukee.
DEAR ABBY:Social customs are constantly changing,so
erha s ou can tell me if my sensitivities are no
outmoded.
I am a clergyman (vho is amazed at the number of wellmeaning people who address me simply as "Reverend."
To address someone as "Reverend", without adding his
name is worse than calling someone "Mister." I'd rather
hear, "Hey, Rev!" At least that is net sanctimonious.
Am I too fussy?-If-not, perhaps people who wish to use the
title "Reverend" out ofrespect Would appreciate a reminder
of its proper use.
THE REV. JOSIAH H. JONES

a.

Or

have both testicles involved, if
that was actually the case.
But.- it may-be that to-control
the tumor the doctors wanted
to decrease the amount of testosterone hormone that was
In_ that_ cane they
would not want to use testosterone replacement. If one
testicle remains and he recovers he may well be entirely
normal sexually and even
have children.
A mature male
re
differently from an immature
CELEBRATES FIRST BIRTHDAY — Devada Sue Hen-

derson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. David Henderson,
observed her first birthday on March 29, and
celebrated with a party held March 28 at her home.
Those attending were her grandparents, the Rev. and
Mrs. Jimmy Madding and Mr. and Mrs. Guy 1:1$nderson; her great grandmothers, Mrs. (va Davidson
and Mrs. Bobbie Madding; her aunt, Mary Ann Kelley;
her cousin, Jeremy Joe Madding; the hosts, Mr. and
Mrs. Henderson, and the honoree. Gifts were presented to the little girl. Birthday cake and ice cream were
served.

Cheerleader election for
the 1981-82 school year was
held recently at Murray
High School.
cheerleaders
Varsity
elected were Mary Burke,
Missy Emerson, Sharlisa
_Fork Lonna Furr,Joy Hina,
Leslie Hopkins, Rebbie
Houston, Jill Morris, and
Suzanne Pittman.

Varsity
Junior
cheerleaders elected were
Emily Apperson, Stacey
Gray, Angie Hamilton,
Lanette Hopkins, Rochea
Perry, Wege Rushing,
Caroline Schoenfeldt, _Kelly
Thomas,and Sheri Wikley.

male to a loss of both testides. He will not change greatly physically and may be able
to perform sexually. The
Romans found that out with

their slaves.

•

CHEERLEADER WINNER — The United States
Achievement Academy announced that Lisa Cunningham has been named a United States Cheerleader
Award Winner for 1981. She was nominated by the
Calloway County High School cheerleader sponsors,
Vanda Brittain and Judy Peeler,for this national award.
The Academy selects the USCAA winners upon the exclusive recommendation of the cheerleader sponsor
mand the Official Standards for Selection set forth by the
USAA. The criteria for selection inclgcles cheerleading
ability, sportsmanship, citizenship, leadership,
*444014—
sonal grooming, attendance, attitude and cooperatiVe
spirit. She will appear in the U. S. Achievement
Academy Official Yearbook published nationally. Miss
Cunningham is the daughter of Sara Alexander and
Larry Cunningham, and is the granddaughter of Lillie
McAvoy of Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Cunningham of Kirksey.

ATTENDS WEDDING
Mrs. C. G. Warner, Sr.,
has returned horned,after attending the welding of her
granddaughter, Miss
Angelie Warner, daughter of
Mr.and Mrs. John Warner of
Elizabethtown, to Barry
Cox, son of Mr. and Mrs.
MLit or Radcliff, on
April 4 at the First Baptist
Church, Elizabethtown. She
was,the guest of her son,
John Warner and family,
while there.

We are pleased to announce that Heather
Kodman, bride-elect of
Curtiss Hart has selected her stoneware and
accessories from our
complete
bridal
registry.
Heather and Curtiss
will be married May
23rd.

Correction
Harrell's Farm & Home Supply Tab in
Tuesday's Paper - should have read:
Hoffman's Manure 5 Lb. Bag $1.29
and Hoffco Gas Powered Trimmers
$129.00

Lots Of Other Shrubs Available
For Your Landscaping Needs

Trees
Flowering & Shade

753-9514

Showcase'
7534541

Mon.-Sot. 8-5 p.m.

121 By-Pass

009/
1
4 SOUTH

4TH

MURRAY, KY

Sponsors are Diane Wilson
and Wanda Gough.

Susan Kurz, a senior at ceptance to the LexingtonMurray High School, has Technical Institute School of
been notified of her ac- Respiratory Therapy, a
special section of the Univery.
flavor.
lose
its
begins
to
coffee
ground,
it's
nioment
The
is
the daughter
Miss
Kurz
Fven if it's sealed in a can.The secret of a great cup of coftee
Mrs.
Paul Kurz,
of
Mr.
and
has
is to grind our own beans. just before brewing. Braun
Drive.
Parklane
1707
designed this precision instrument to do the jOb in seconds.
Only 20 students were acAt the touch of a button.
cepted for the fall semester
and Miss Kurz was the only
high school student to be accepted for the program.
She has served during
summers as a volunteer it
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. In high school
she is a member of the
Bel-Air Shopping Center,
Student Council and the MarSusan Kurz
ching Band.

BRIlun
Panhandler

For The Best Secretary
ha The World
What Else But...
The Best Candy In The World

REGISTERED

DIAMOND RINGS

NOW WESTERN KENTUCKY'S
NEWEST KEEPSAKE DEALER

COME IN AND REGISTER FOR
•FIrst Prize
$1,000 Keepsake Bridal Set
•Second PTize
$500 Keepsake Fine Jewelry Pendant
*Third Prize
$200 Keepsake Fine Jewelry Earrings /
TOTAL OF 3 PRIZES TO BE GIVEN AWAY CHAIN-WIDE & YOU NEED NOT
BE PRESENT TO WIN NO PURCHASE NECESSARY"
CAIL US OR COME IN FOR YOUR FREE 'PLANING YOUR WEDDING"1001CLET BY KEEPSAKE.
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Used Cars

..

And The FTC
o

et, • I, •
(Reprinted by permission of
The Washington Star)
Perhaps no major purchase
requires quite the leap of faith
as buying a used car. If the
vehicle is relatively new, you
wonder why it is on the
market. If it is old, you wonder
about its past. Only faded
-:Ray in the showroom. It may
also be a mystery machine,
leading to the discovery of
hundreds of parts never heard
of until they failed, which is
why those who sell them have
acquired the reputation of being less than scrupulous. Most
dealers are certainly conscientious and knowledgeable,
but "would you buy a used car
from this man?" has nevertheless entered the language.
To deal with deceptive practices in the used-car business,
the Federal Trade Commission spent almost five years
drafting a rule to regulate
dealers. It seemed sensible
enough. What is unreasonable
about requiring those who sell
a product to represent it as accurately as possible? It is
surely not fair to assert that a
car runs well if it lacks a
transmission.
But the FTC's proposed
rule, abandoned recently, was
not sensible. It would have required dealers to inspect 14
key components on each car.
It would have required a
"buyers guide" listing the
condition of these parts. The
window sticker would be
designed by FTC craftsmen. If
anything marked "OK" was
not, the buyer would have a
right to a free'repair or reimbursement. If things went
awry, a dealer might be foreed to take the car back.
One can see the problems. A
dealer, honestly believing a
car was all right, could be
forced to repair problems that
were the buyer's fault. The
sticker, which also permitted
"not OK" and "don't know"

checks, could simply be
checked "don't know," satisfying nobody. Disputes would
continue, and dealers would
get the sort of regulatory
burden they don't need — no
doubt raising prices. So the
commission was wise to abandon that complicated rule.
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The Marra City Cal last night
passed resolution urging the Kentucky Highway Departinsid to widen
Doran Road before the new high
school opens next fall.
Deaths reported induct, Mrs. Loots
(Lee)Smith,49.
Barbara &Main and Katie Kemp
of Calloway County High School
received superior ratings at the Kentucky High School Speech Tournament held at the University of Kentucky, Lexington.
Calloway County Judge Robert 0.
Miller presented James Rudy Allbritten, outgoing chairman of the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
and Convalescent Division Board of
Commissioners with a gavel as a
token of appreciation for his leadership the past year. Randall Patterson
is the new chairman.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Perry Watkins, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs._ Jar Awns, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Jerry Nance, and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Adams, all on
April 20.
nm„stam., iaAMY

r

would
better rection.
quire dealers to put their warranties in writing and list the
major defects they know
about. The new proposal, to be
sure, does not solve all problems.. For example, what
precisely is a "defect?" To
what extent could — or should
— dealers "know" every problem? Dealers could still sell
cars "as is," but the "as is"
label has traditionally suggested a car with serious problems. More dealers might
simply decline to sell older
cars, which have long been
bargains for those in search of
cheap transportation.
Still, it seems no great
regulatory imposition to require dealers to put in writing
what systems they're willing
to guarantee — and for how
long. And surely some method
can be worked chit to let
buyers know the approximate
condition of what they're getting, although consumers are
not exactly helpless. Most
dealers, for example, permit
an outside mechanic to inspect
a car.
The abandoned rule would
probably never have survived
Congress in any case. Sen.
Howard Baker called it "particularly out of harmony with
the current economic and
political climate." The FTC's
task, then, is to find a
substitute which addresses a
problem that is real enough
eithout adding complications
to an industry which has
enough of them — and without
attempting to solve problems
which may,.as a practical
matter, be insoluble.

'Fools For Christ'
PlaYaut Gospel
ARDMORE, Pa.(AP) — They call
"We're kind of fools for Christ,"
themselves "Fools for Christ," these said Beverly McKendrick, the recwhite-faced mimes who tack on tor's wife who teaches nursery school
bulbous noses and play-act the Chris- when she isn't dressed in baggy
tian Gospel as buffoons in knitted caps overalls and flicking a red featherand baggy trousers. _ _-.
duster.
Presbyterian clowns, Methodist
The clowns find justification for
clowns, Roman Catholic clowns — the their ministry through St. Paul's exgroups are appearing in churches hortation to the Corinthians to become
across the country. As did mimes of "fools for Christ's sake" because God
ancient and medieval times, they play has "made foolish the wisdom of the
the part of "holy interrupters," il- world."n
lustrating theology through their
St. George's became interested in
craft.
clowning after a troupe visited the
"Putting on the white face, you parish in September.
have the understanding that you're
"They got some training in mime,
going to give to people. To me, that's drama, expression, makeup. Then
what Jesus did," said Steve Lindsay, they began performing. People have
who plays a sad-faced Saul at St. reacted very well," said the Rev.
George's Episcopal Church in the James McKendrick,the rector.
heart of the Philadelphia Main Line.
St. George's clowns recently attend"People will accept things from a ed a Pennsylvania Episcopal Diocese
clown that they won't from a straight seminar to help seekers from other
person," added Anna Waid,-another parishes to — as one clown put it —
troupe member.
"find their 'clown selves.' We all have
On a Sunday morning in St. one."
George's ornate sanctuary, the clown
As an aid to worship, clowning is
troupeeforms a sermon with Lindsay, gaining in popularity. There are an
as Saul, doing his silerit best to estimated 3,000 clown ministry groups
breathe murderous threats against in the United States.
the Lord's disciples.
Mrs. McKendrick said not everyone
A clown in a purple jumpsuit, por- would approve of clowning around in
traying an old Christian named church."We would not be accepted at
'Ananias, enters to convert Sail to the all the worship services in this churteachings of Jesus.
ch,"she said.
After an imaginary horse ride to
At St. George's,the clowns perform
Damascus, Saul is saved. To the °at a less traditional early family serdelight and applause of the congrega- vice.
tion, a half-dozen children in greaseVirginia Bracken,63, is one who atpaint rush to embrace the new-found tends. She likes the clowns, she said,
Christian, and spread colorful because they remind her that"each of
streamers and paper hearts as they us acceptable to the Lord,no matter
return to their seats.
who we are,or what weare."
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He Took Care OfFine Murray Horses
-Long Before There Were Any Shows

.
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the Murray Woman's Club house.

20 Years;.4go
Rob Hine, superintendent of the
Murray Water and Sewer System,
reported to the Murray City Council
that about one mile of water line had
been laid on the south side of town
which will give ample fire protection
to the new areas of the city.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Effie
Lockhart,79.
The Murray Board of Realtors will
observe National Realtor Week, April
23 to 29, with the annual dinner to be
on April 25, according to Hoyt
Roberts, president of the board.
Danny Cunningham was named as
Chapter Star Farmer al the Calloway
County High School Chapter of the
Future Farmers of America at the annual father-son banquet held April 21
at the school. Jimmy Story is FFA
president. Honorary degrees were
conferred upon Principal Bill Miller
and John Tom Taylor.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr.and Mrs.
Robert Nance, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Clyde Johnson, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Gipson, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Glen Underhill, and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Larry Woodall.

He was there early both nights, a
Looking back over the years, he
meone, as so many of the exhibitors
tall, nattily-dressed black man in a
said, "I went over there (to Dover)
have.
wide-brimmed, white planter's hat.
"Aw, naw!" he exclaimed. "I just with a pair of mules and started
Long before the first horses pranced
come over to see the show. I've been breaking gardens and hauling wood.
into the arena for the opening class of
to every one of them." Then he in- Then I got on as a maintenance man
the fourth annual Kentucky Charity
at Fort Donnelson and worked there
troduced himself.
Horse Show at the West Kentucky Exuntil they found out how old I was and
+++
position Center last Friday night, he
made
me retire." He laughed at that.
He was Charlie Edwards, whom
was there, walking among the stalls
He and his wife, the former Arzetta
many of you old-timers will
admiring the horses.
remember. He lives in Dover, Tenn., Skinner, have been married for 28
Stopping before the table where
now and has for the past 30 years, but years,and have one son,25.
Leah Hart and I were selling tickets,
Then he got to talking about his life
he grew up out around New Prohe flashed a warm, personable smile,
here
in Calloway County.
vidence, one of 12 children of a tenant
and, pressing tobacco into the howl of _
-farmer who raised corn, tobacco,
'aid with a shake of his head,
Before going to Dover,he worked on
traded mules and helped haul gravel
"There's some mighty_ fine_ horses._
Dr.
Rob Mason's farm out southeast
to the Murray Statecampus when Its
back there; about as pretty a'ones as
of town and owned today by C.D. Vinfirst building was being built.
you'll find anywhere."
He's retired now and is-75 years old, son. "He was a great cattleman," he
"Are you an exhibitor?" I asked,
but you'd never know it. Ramrod- said, referring to Dr. Mason, "and I
thinking perhaps he' had a horse or
straight, he stands six feet five inches- helped look after his cattle and hogs.
two in the show or was a trainer for so"He also had two fine saddle horses
tall and weighs 195 pounds.
and the finest pair of mules in the
county — Old Nib and Luke," he went
WRITE A LETTER
on," Dr. Rob had a big sorrel that
Letters to the editor are welcomed
could do all the things the horses do
and encouraged. All letters must be
here, but there weren't any horse
signed by the writer and the writer's
shows like this in those days. He just
address and phone number must be
kept those horses to ride for the fun of
included for verification. The phone
The Kentucky Jersey Cattle Club
it, but they were good ones."
number will not be published.
Then, "Dr. Mason was the best will sponsor two Jersey Heifer sales in
Letters should be typewritten and
white man I was ever around in my which some 80 head of heifers will be
double-spaced whenever possible
life. He'd take me places with him and made available to the 4-H and FFA
and should be on topics of general
buy me clothes down at Mr. Foreman members in the state of Kentucky.
interest.
Jacqueline C. Miller of Murray
Graham and Mr. Luther Jackson's
Editors reserve -e
th right to
store (still Graham & Jackson) on the Route 3 has been appointed a second
condense or reject any letter and
courthouse square. He was one good lieutenant in the Women's Medical
limit frequent writers.
Specialist Corps;She will participate
man."
Address correspondence to:
Later,
Charlie
worked for the late in a physical theraphy training course
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
mayor
of
Murray,
George Hart, who at FortSam Houston, Texas.
Times, Box 32, Murray,Ky.42071.
The Almo High School Parenthad and kept a few horses on his farm
just south of town about where the Big Teacher Association will sponsor the
John grocery is today. When Mr. Hart school's homecoming banquet on
sold that property, the horses were April 28, according to Mrs. Goebel
moved to a field behind his home on Roberts, president. Newly elected ofNorth 4th Street and where Gene Lan- ficers of the Alm° PTA are Mrs. John
dolt had his insurance business until a Grogan, Mrs. Virginia Herndon, and
Mrs. Ray Ross.
few months ago.
Prof. Harry Sparks of the Educa+++
Charlie spends a lot of his time tion Department of Murray State Colto members of Congress. He is seeing nowadays looking after horses owned lege spoke April 19 at the meeting of
An Al'News Analysis
governors and other political leaders by T. Perry, a Dover resident, and it the Henry County Teachers AssociaBy WALTER R.MEARS
at the White House as part of the ef- is Perry who provides his- tion, Paris,Tenn.
AP Special Correspondent
James F. Huie of Detroit, Mich., is
WASHINGTON (AP) — The cam- fort to rally backing.
transportation to the Murray show
Vice President George Bush and each year. Perry, he said, has the guest of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
paign for President Reagan's tax and
spending cuts is into the hard-sell former President Gerald R. Ford "several good country horses, but L. C. Huie.
phase as his aides seek to reverse a have been enlisted to speak for it,too. nothing like the ones you see in this
Four Reagan lobbying teams are show."
slump they say was inevitable even
before he was sidelined.
Each night of the Murray show,
One White House official, who asked
They figured that the early surge of
Charlie could be seen sitting way up
By The Associated Press
support would fade a bit and that that his name riot be used,said the ef- on the top row of seats in line with the
Today
is Thursday, April 23, the
fort
is
concentrated on about 45 con- middle
there would have to be a lobbying
of the arena, his white hat 113th day of 1981. There are 252 days
gressional districts, most of them in
drive to regain momentum.
standing out in the dimness of the left in the year.
That has been made more difficult the South. He said Reagan aides area.
Today's highlight in history:
with the president's own role limited figure that if they can cement 25 to 28
As he'd watch the horses walk, trot,
On April 23, 1504, William
as he recuperates from the bullet wavering votes, they can win on the canter and what-have-you in com- Shakespeare was bons
at Stratfordwound he suffered on March 30. But budget cuts.
pliance with the announcer's com- On-Avon in England. He died on the
The
battle
over
tax
cuts may prove mands, he'd try his hand at placing same date.
public opinion polls also indicate that
52 years later.
Reagan's job approval rating increas- the more difficult. Reagan wants a cut the winners, matching his wits
On this date:
of about 30 percent over the next three against those of the judges.
ed after the aRsasination attempt.
In 1789, President-elect and Mrs.
As the House and Senate approach years, with Congress committing
He was right with them most of the George Washington moved into the
May action on the budget-cut phase of itself to, the package now. The time, and would mutter softly under first presidential mansion at the corhis economic program, Reagan is ex- Democrats have countered with a his breath when he's miss, but that ner of Franklin and Cherry streets in
pected to take up the campaign in a one-year tax bill, offering reductions wasn't often. He knows his horses.
New York City.
broadcast address which likely will be somewhat smaller than those in the
+++
In 1838, the first transatlantic
his first major public appearance first year of the Reagan plan.
Not everybody around was awed by steamship service began as the
"We don't anticipate compromising
since the assassination attempt.
the visit to Murray last week by Lady -Sirius," and •'Great Western" arrivHis strategists would like to make it on the budget or the tax cuts," said Bird Johnson,the former First Lady. ed in New York from England.
a televised speech, for impact as the deputy White House press secretary
In 1940. a dance hall fire in Natchez.
About the time Mrs. Johnson was
budget votes near. But that depends Larry Speakes. "We're encouraged helping plant the tree on the cour- Miss., took more thou 200 lives.
on the extent of his recovery. If the by our general discussions ' with thouse lawn during her beautification
And in 1969, Sirhan Sirhan. Sen.
president is not fully fit and looking it members of Congress."
tour of the downtown business section, Robert Kennedy's convicted assassin.
by the end of the month, the speech
Miirray Ledger & Times a young man — a Murray State stu- was sentenced to death in a I MS
probably will be limited to radio.
dent — saundered into Will Riley Fur- Angeles jury. The sentence later was
USPS 305-7001
Over the next two weeks, the adPublisher
,
chess' jewelry store on the square's changed to life in prison.
. Walter L.
Ministration will be dispatching every
Editor
. R.Gene
Ten years ago: Thousands of
east side.
The Murray Leer & Times is
emissary who might be able to help
He had come in to look for an demonstrators
gathered
in
every afternoon except Sundsys. July 4,
persuade a conservative Democrat or
Christmas Day, New Years Day and Thankaggiv engagement ring for his girl friend.
Washington t** protest the Vietnam
ing by Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N 4th St.,
a wavering Republican to stick with
As Will Riley was putting several War.
Murray,Ky.43171. Second Clem Postage Paid at
the administration in the.key budget
Murray, Ky.0171.
pretty stones out for them to consider,
Five years ago: Arab diplomats at
votes ahead.
SUBSCRIPTION RAM In areas served by the young man, noticing the crowd on the United Nations were pressing for
carners, s3.25 per month, payable sn advance
Members of the Cabinet got their inBy mail In'Calloway Cainty and to Benton, Har- the courthouse lawn, asked, "What's new anti-Zionist action.
structions Monday: Make every
din, Mayfield. Sedalia and Farmington,Ky.,Ind going on over there?"
One year ago: Hundreds of Cuban
Perin, Buchanan and Puryear, Tn., P4.30 per
public appearance possible and pay
"Oh,Lady Bird is in town,and she's refugees continued to arrive in a
year By mail to other destinations, Paid par
special heed to members of the House
year
over there planting a tree," Mr. Fur- Florida .port despite a State Departwho arc straddling the fence. They
Member cd Associated Press, Kentucky Perms chess replied.
ment order to end the boaUift by
Association and Southern Newspaper Psbliskers
reportedly were told that polls con"Who?"the young man asked.
Cuban exiles.
Association
ducted for Reagan show support for
The tasocurted Pram is exclusively entitled to
Today's birthdays: Shirley Temple
"Lady Bird Johnson," Mr. Furrepubush local news originsted by The Murray
his spending cuts remains strong and
Lady
of
heard
Black
"You've
is 53 years old. Irish nationalist
replied.
chess
Ledger le Times as well as all other AP news.
that the message should be stressed to
Bernadette Devlin McAliskey is 34.
Bird,I'm sure."
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
congressmen as evidence that their
Business Office
753-ISIS
"Nope, can't say that I have," the And singer-guitarist Roy Orbison is
Classified Advertiaing
75341114
constituenti want them voting with
man said, returning his atten- 45.
young
Retail(Display) Advertising
Malt
the president.
Circulation
TWINS tion to the rings. "I'm not from
Thought for today: Shakespeare
News and Sports Dept
Ftaagan, his schedule limited by
753-ISIS around here. I'm from Michigan was right about show business —
convalescence, has been on the phone
display's the thing. — Anonvmous.
myself."
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Campaign Into Hard-Sell

Today In History
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Twilight Invitational Includes Former MSU Standouts %
David Hibbing
Sports Editor
Murray Ledger &Times

MSU To Host College, High School Teams
Murray State will host
more than 600 college and
high school athletes from 42
teams in two track meets
Saturday at Roy Stewart
Stadium.
Over 400 participants from
high schools in four states
are entered in the annual
Murray State University
High School Invitational as
competition is scheduled to
start at 10 a.m. with the field
events.
We will have teams from

Kentucky, Tennessee, Illinois and Missouri
entered," said MSU coach
Bill Cornell. "The level of
competition is excellent."
Later in the afternoon,
nearly 250 college standouts
and former college athletes
will compete in the third annual Murray State Twilight
Invitational, with field
events beginning at 4:30
p.m.

charge for either meet.
"It appears that six or
seven stadium records are in
jeopardy of being broken,"
said Cornell. "The pole vault
will be the glamor event as
we have two 17400t vaulters
and five others who have
cleared 164eet."
"This will be a good opportunity for area track fans to
see some excellent collegiate
competition," added Cornell. —This meet has continued to attract some top

Given His Chance,
Jones Making Best
Of Shot At Safety [ MSU-Peay Postponed Until Tomarro,w
hi
to v4IstoniVienciteAtliagb

, un ,;„ _iiirefiCifibirresras„.
his iii'st*Mirk
Frank Reamer has already applied one of the methods
that brought the Racers to prominence nationally and in
t!v Ohio Valley Conference during the last two years.
With All-America safety Terry Love having played his
last game at Murray and now eying the National Football
I ,cague draft, a huge void has been left for Reamer.
As Reamer has chosen to rely on the route of switching
players within currently held positions, the most ready
and wilitng has been Glenn Jones, who has become a
powderkeg of dedication during the three years in which
he started briefly at cornerback before moving to defensive end.
Reamer and Jones are the first to acknowledge that the
switch gives the versatile 5-10, 198 pound senior-to-be a
better tasitiou for attracting attention from the prolessiolial scouts who are sure to be watching next year.
Reamer even noted that a couple of scouts have already
come to see Jones during the four weeks of spring pract ay.
- Glenn wanted a shot a safety," Reamer said. We
Originally agreed to it so he could feel good about what he
w terdoing--,--ancitthinight-1 might move-trim-back to defensive end after about two weeks.
'• But he has done very well there ( at safety), and we
have not been able to move him back. I will have to sit
down after spring practice and take a close look at this.
. It is hard to take an all-Ohio Valley Conference player
and move him."
One of the reasons Jones may not stay at safety, despite
his fervent desire to learn everything required to stay
there.- is that Reamer has some capable alternates in the
seasoned Greg Evans and in some younger players.
As Mike Gottfried's defensive coordinator, Beamer was
confronted with an even more complex shift when Love
was sidelined with a broken thumb before thcstart of the
1980 season.
As a fixture at defensive end, Jones did not even enter
that scheme undertaken by Beamer and Gottfried to find
a quick and dependable solution. Instead, Beamer learned
that Evans could move from cornerback to safety without
any qualms while MIU's extraordinarily versatile
tailback Lindsey Hudspeth was taking over Evans'spot.
i Now that Hudspeth has also departed after his final
I season, Jones has moved to the forefront as one of
'
I Hudspeth's successors in versatility.
t "I would have to say that Mark Simmons and Donald
:White (two of the MSU linebackers) also fit that mold,"
i. Reamer said about having players who could demonstate
i similar athletic ability. "I am hoping tradition will hold
f here."
That tradition has allowed MSU coaches to reach within
(I their small quotient of players for a ready solution rather
than simply go to the next in line as the more stocky
powers such as Alabama or Ohio State can do.
Should another serious injury befall the Racers at a
shaky time in the future, Beamer believes he will at least
I be more prepared, after what happened to Love and after
1 this spring's trial run.
1 - •'We would be in a much better position if something like
i what happened to Terry did again," Beamer said. "We
t want to experiment with putting the best players an the
i field.
In the end, we may leave Glenn at safety. But we are
i
i going to do whatever is best for the team. Whichever position he plays, the pro scouts should take a close look at
him."
The- drive-to-play professional-football,cannot beleflaitt
of Jones' plans, but for now he is applying himself to the
.. ,
.
. sint,ular j
job of playing safety.
-I keep telling myself I can play the position," Jones
said. ''Greg Evans and Ronald Hopkins (at the two cornerback spots i are helping me make sure I get the calls
right. The defensive line also lets me know when they are
going to rush.
•'I definitely have more than enough room to roam out
there. When I was on the line, I was 10 yards from the runner, and he did not have as much time to get his momentum. Now,I am 25 yards off the ball.
-I have to adjust my speed to be in position to make the
tackle now."
Jones may know such a difference cannot be bridged so
soon, but he is sure of one thing: "I want to be the starting
safety next fall.
If I have a future in football, it would have to be in that
area. I have one year in which to do it, and that is right
now."
Jones recognizes, however, that he may not be able to
turn away so easily from the importance he has given to
playing defensive end.
-It would not be a letdown if I was needed at defensive
end," he said. In my senior year, I want to go out as a
winner. I would be more than glad to stay there.
"I would take it in stride and be proud of what I have attempted. A lot of guys do not even have the opportunity to
play football. It comes only once in a lifetime."
For Glenn Jones, who has already surpassed most expectations, one shot is all that is usually needed.
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Thew is no admission

(Through Games of April 19)
Northern Division
-*
OVC GAMES
I. PCT.
W
1 .889
Ky.
8
*Western
4 5 .444 4
Eastern Ky.
2 5 .286 6
Akron
2 5 .286 5
Morehead St.
title
division
*Clinched
Southern Division
7 3 .700
Middle Tenn.
6 4 .600
1
Murray St.. .•...
Austin Peay
5 5 .500 2
2 8 .200 5
Tenn. Tech
*Does not include one tie

27
26
20
la

11 .711
16 .619
17 .541
23* .441

uger- Striders of St.
Louis, will also be
represented.
"We have several performers who have already
qualified for the NCAA Outdoor Championships and
several more that hope to
qualify in this meet," said
Cornell.
Two Arkansas State pole
vaulters, Steve Stubblefield
and J.W. Korell, will be
strong candidates to break
the curreht stadium standard of 16-6, which is held by
Austin Peay's Glen Colivas.
Stubblefield has cleared 17-6
and Korell has gone 17-2 this
season.
Another stadium record
that Could fall is the javelin,

Girls Soccer
Players Can
Register Twice

loss to the Atlanta Braves.
concrete barrier wall. KobKobman, a muscular 6- man fell over but managed
foot-3, 230-pounder, was sit- to grab a steel rail with one
ting in the second deck hand and *as dangling 30
behind home plate with his feet above the field level
brothers Bob.
seats.
Reds leftfielder George
Brother Bob and a dozen
Foster hit a pop foul in the spectators nearby pulled
bottom of the eighth inning. Kobman back into the
Kobman took off after the - stands.
"He's not afraid of
ball and hit the thigh-high

Southern Minois'Ron Marks
and Murray State's Andy
Vince.
Defending long jump
champion Gordon Leine,
formerly of Western Kentucky, has a 25-11 leap to his
credit this season and
returns as a member of the
Victory Athletic Club.
Former MSU standout
David Rafferty, who was
named the outstanding track
event athlete at last year's
meet, heads he field for the
1500-meter run. Also entered
in the metric mile will be
Memphis State's Geoff
;43.0
-"iist--Irliakt,
Burringe ar—tire7Vidor!' tameto his crecdtra'Or
Athletic Club and Western
Murray State's Elvis
Kentucky's Dave Murphy, Forde hopes he can ease past
one of the OVC's premier the NCAA qualifying standistance specialists.
dard of :46.6 in the 400-meter
Cornell expects a possible dash. Forde is undefeated
new stadium record in the outdoors this season with a
440-relay, with Arkansas est timeof :47.2.
State a slight favorite. The
Kentucky's Alfred Agee,
current stadium mark is who recently won the 100-'
:41.0, set in 1975 by Austin meter dash in the Kentucky
Peay. But Arkansas State Relays, heads the field of
has already recorded a :40.4 sprint standouts. Agee is
clocking, while Memphis among five entries who have
State, Austin Peay and Mid- recorded a :10.4 in the outdle Tennessee are in the door 100.
:40.7 range.
Kentucky's Pat McCulla,
Murray State, Mississippi who has been selected the
and Memphis State have had • outstanding field event pera 3:12.0 or better in the mile former the past two seasons,
relay, as another stadium is also among the entries in
record is in danger of being the discus. McCalla set a
erased.
stadium record with a 190-8
The shot put includes toss at last year's meet.
Western Kentucky's lathy
Discuss and javelin comChaunbul, who has a 62-7 tom petition opens the meet with
this season. Chambul, who preliminary running events
placed seventh in the NCAA scheduled for 5 p.m. The
Indoor championships, will meet will conclude with the
face challenges from mile relay at 9:30 p.m.

About 150 boys and girls
A spring invitational gymnastics meet, sponsored by from Morganfield, Bowling
Green, Paducah, MadisonLyndia Cochran Danceville, Mayfield Gymnastics
Gymnastics Studio, will be
Center, Murray Gymnastics
held at the Murray High
Center, UT at Martin Grade
School gymnasium on Satur- School Group,- and LyndaC,oachran will be competing.
day,April 25.

WAY AHEAD OF THE PACK

Blue Grass Could
Produce 3rd Derby
Winner In 10 Years
By ED SCHUYLER JR.
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP) —
Will the Blue Grass Stakes at
Keeneland produce its third
Kentucky Derby winner in
the last 10 years?
The answer to that question won't be known until
May 2, but there were two
leading Derby contenders
among the 12 3-year-olds
entered for today's 45th running of 1%-mite Blue Grass
— Proud Appeal arxt Tap
Shoes.
Riva Ridge won the Blue
Grass in 1972 and went on to
win the Derby. In 1979, Spectacular Bid followed his Blue
Grass win with a Derby victory. Since 1972, two other
Blue Grass winners finished
second in the Derby. They
were Honest Pleasure, runnerup to Bold Forbes in 1976,
and Alydar, second to Triple
Crown winner Affirmed in
1978.
Alydar carried the famed
devil's red and blue of
Calumet Farm, which is
practically next door to
Keeneland, Into the Blue
Grass winner's circle for the
sixth time.
Cinnamon's Choice was to
try to give Calumet another
Blue Grass winner today,
but success wouldn't
automatically send him to
the Derby.
Trainer John Veitch said
Cinnamon's Choice was
unseasoned. The colt did not

in which former Murray
State standout Charlie
Youngren, now competing
with the yictory Athletic
Club, has a 238-foot throw to
his credit. That mark is
nearly eight feet better than
the existing record.
Cornell also feels the high
jump record of seven feet
could fall with the entry 'of
four contenders who have
cleared that distance during
outdoor competition. The
four include, Kentucky's
Marvin Mays, who has a 74leap to his credit.
1
4/
The 3,000-meter run has a

Gymnasts Meet Saturday

Registration for the girls
division of the Murray Soccer Association will be held
on April 24 from 4-6 p.m. and
on April from 10-12 a.m. at
Elementary
Robertson
School.
Registration is open to
girls ages 7 to 13 and in
grades 2-8.

race last year and had
started only three times
before today, winning a
maiden race and an
allowance.
"If my horse would run a
brilliant race in the Blue
Grass, I would still have to
think long and hard about
the Derby,"said Veitch.
The first Calumet star to
win the Blue Grass was Bull
Lea in 1938. Next was Ocean
Wave, who won in 1943 when
the race was run at ChurchillDowns in LouiSirilte. Then
came Faultless, 1947;
Coaltown, 1948; Forward
Pass,1968,and Alydar.
Forward Pass won the
Derby when Dancer's Image
was disqualified because of
an illegal medication in his
system.
Other Blue Grass winners
to win the Derby were Shut
Out, 1942; Tomy Lee, 1959;
Chateaugay, 1963; Northern
Dancer, 1964 and Dust Commander,1970. Decidedly won
the 1962 Derby after
finishing second to Ridan in
the Blue Grass, and Proud
Clarion won the 1967 Derby
after finishing second to
Diplomat Way in the Blue
Grass_
Others entered in today's
Blue
Grass
were
Shahnameh, Sportin' Life,
Double Sonic, Habano, Law
Me, Swinging Light, Golden
Derby, Beau Hit and Bysantine.

Prep Linebacker Holds On After Fall
CINCINNATI (API — Indiana University came
within inches of losing a
freshman linebacker to a
foul baseball.
Randy Kobman, an 18yearold senior at Lakota
High School, chilled the
afternoon crowd Wednesday
at Riverfront Stadium during the Cincinnati Reds 7-3

ALL GAMES
L pa,
W
35 13 .729
29 16 .644
12 9 .571
16 15 .516

quality athletes."
The list of college teams
represented in Saturday's
competition includes Arkansas State, Kentucky, Memphis State, Tennessee,
Mississippi, Middle Tennessee, Vanderbilt, Western
Kentucky, Austin Peay,
Southern Illinois, St. Louis,
Bellermine, Southeast
Missouri, Centre College and
host Murray State.
Several former college
standouts from area track
clubs, such as the Victory
Athlefic Club, Knoxville
Track Club, Greater

anything. He almost had it
(the ball), too, missed by
about six inches," said Bob
Kobman.
Was Randy shaken?
"Nah,he just sat down and
finished out the inning and
went home. There was no
point staying for the end of
the game. It was hopeless,"
he said.

•
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GOT PONTIAC'S NEWEST
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PONTIAC T1000!
That's'fight! This efficient lithe 3- or 5-Door Hatchback is now available right here at(DEALERSHIP
NAME)

37

HWY.
EST

EPA
EST
MPG

It has Pontiac's best mileage ratings ever! Use
estimated mpg for comparison.Your mileage may
. differ dependim on speed,distance: weather..
Actual highway mileage lower.
That's right! The
nifty 3-Door Hatchback can be

$5,454.00

yours for only $1414.Plus with both the 3-Door
and 5-Door Hatchback yod get a great list of
standards.
• GM's Computer
• Reclining front
Command Control
bucket seats
• Sport sleeting wheel • 30,000 miles between scheduled
• Floor-mounted fourtune-ups under
speed manual
normal operating
transmission
conditions
• Delco-GM AM radio
(may be deleted for • And extensive anticorrosion protectiOnl
credit)
So come right on in and test-drive the efficient
Pontiac T1000 today!

Olds-Putiae-IladiNas

PURDOM

Satisfied Cestesten kip Our
Illais Comm

1411 West Weie-7113-83111
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Valenzuela Does It Better, However, In 1-0 Game

Sutton Pitches Game Like He Had As Dodger

Spqrts In .Brief

By BRUCE',own".

.
By The Araociated Press
TENNIS
BOURNEMOUTH,England (AP)
Balers Taroczy of Hungary defeated
Angel GJMIDCZ ofSpain 6.1,74to move
into the second utound of the Britiidi
Hard Court Championships.
In other action, Tomas Smid of
Czechoslovakia downed Christophe
Freyss of France 6-1,62; Victor Perri
at Paraguay beat Ricardo Cano of
Argentina 7-5, 7-5; Buster Mottram of
Britain topped Gustavo Guerrero of
Argentina 6-1, 6-0; Mario Martinez of
Bolivia defeated Richard Lewis 7-5,62, and Robert Reininger of Austria
ousted John Feaver 6-1,6-4.

AP-Sports Writer'
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (AP) - Ivan
Lendl beat Sandy Mayer 6-3,6-1 at the
was the kind of game
It
gukggp Aka gg•i..U.sare palace
Don Sutton used to pitch. In
men's tournament.
In other action, Harold Solomon fact, he did pitch it - but
downed West Germany's Rolf Gehring Fernando
Valenzuela pitch6-2,6-2; Vitas Gerulaitis whipped Fritz
Buehning 74, 7-5; Brian Teacher top- ed it better.
ped Bill Scanlon 6-1, 6-3; Toni
Sutton, once the ace of the
Gullilcson beat Marty Davis 74, 6-3;
Los
Angeles staff and now
Brian Gottfried rallied for a 34,6-2, 74
triumph over Bob Lutz, and Stan wearing the rainbow colors
Smith defeated Australian John Alex- of the-Houston Astros, hookander 6-4,6-7,74.
AMELIA ISLAND, Fla. AP)- An- ed up Tuesday night with
drea Jaeger fought If match point Valenzuela, the Dodgers' 20and came back to win three games as year-old superrookie.
she squeezed past Kathy Horvath 1-6,
Sutton pitched about as
6-3, 7-5 in the second round of the
8250,000 Murjani Women's Tennis well as you can - giving up
Association Championships.
In other action, Martina Navratilova just one run in seven-innings,
ousted
Duk Hee Lee 6-0, 6-1; Chris scattering six hits and strikBy The Assarell Press
Evert Lloyd topped Isabelle V illiger of ing out three batters without
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Sw itzertand6-1,6-1
EAST
walking any.
TABLE TENNIS
PcL GB
W L
NOVISAD,Yugoslavia I AP -Den6.2 .800 -• 'Montreal
It wasn't good enough.The
•2 mark's Johnny Hansen scored an
St. Louis
7 2 .778
unbeaten
Valenzuela chalkupset, 21-16, 15-21. 15-21, 21-12, 24-72
7 5 .583 2
Philadelphia
victory over world champion Seiji Ono ed up his fourth victory and
New York
4 4 .500 3
in the 36th World Table Tennis Chain4 4 .500 3
Pittsburgh
nsh
1 10 .091 7":
('wawa
•
44,4
‘t
. a
rart
oti
won.
•
A(ee18-21
',la-21,
ike
1 5
z 17-21; Japan's Norio Takashima beat
Atlanta
5 6 .455 4'7 Danny Seerndler 214, 21-14, 21-18;
ancinnati
San Diego
5 8 .385 5'z while Anton Stipancic of Yugoslavia
5 8 385 5': topped Ricky Seerniller 21-16, 21-11, 10San Francisco
Houston
3 9 .250 7
21. 23-21.
HOCKEY
Wedoesday's Gaines
GOTEBORG,Sweden AP)- Mike
Atlant4 7, Cincinnati 3
By KEN RAPPOPORT
Gartner fired a wrist shot past goalie
Montreal 4, Philadelphia 3, 11 innings
AP Sports Writer
st nols 3. Chicago 0
Vladislav Tretiak midway through the
.
In the Oakland A's
San Diego 4, San Francisco 0
third period to give Canada a 4-4 tie
Los Angeles 1, Houston 0
with theSoviet Union in pool A of the bullpen, they play a waiting
New York 2. Pittsburgh 2, 8' ugang.s. World Championships.
rain
Meanwhile, Anders Hakansson game.
Thursday's GIMES
scored two key goals, including the go"We sit out there cheering
New York (Jones 0-1) at Pittsbirgh ahead tally late in the second period,
yelling, trying to keep
and
.1Candelaria 01)
to carry Sweden to a 4-2 victory over
Atlanta I Montefusco 01) at San Fran- Czechoslovakia. That left the Soviets sharp so we're ready when
cisco (Ripley 41)
atop the -Big Four" standings 'with they need us," Jeff Jones
Cincinnati (Seaver 1-1) at Houston seven points.
says -of -the little-used A's
Milk 0-11, (n1AKRON, Ohio (AP)- Mark Roth, relief corps.
San Diego (Wise 0-21 at Los Angeles
averaging 220 for his first 16 games,
(Sutcliffe 1-0),
For a change, though, an
claimed a four-pin lead over Larry
Only games scheduled
Laub after the second round in the Oakland starter didn't comFridey's Games
8150,000 Firestone Tournament of plete a game Wednesdiy New York at Montreal
Champions.
Philadelphia at Chicago
Roth rolled games of -Ha,-235,128, and Jones was thrown into--Stiouis at Palabirgh, in)
237, 215, 223, 222 and 267 for a total of the breach to save a 2-1 vicCincinnati al Houston, in)
3,523. Laub posted a total pinfall of
San Diego at Lou Angeles, in )
tory over the Minnesota
3,519.
Atlanta at San Francisco, n )
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Twins, the 14th in 15 games
EAST
for the red-hot A's.
Pct. GB
W L
"I guess it's been deterCleveland
6 3 .667 By The Associated Press
New York
7 4 .06,mined that the bullpen won't
64.600
lo
Boston
BASEBALL
be used that often," said
)^1
7 5 583
Detroit
National League
5 4 .556 f
Milwaukee
PITTSBURGH PIRATES-Placed , Jones."But when we are, we
_es 2 Bill Robinson, outfielder,on-the 21-day want to contribute."
3 4
Baltimore
3 9 .254 41-1 disabled list.
Toronto
Both Jones and Craig
WEST
SOCCIE
North American Soccer League
14 1
.923 Oakland
Minetto came on in the ninth
MONTREAL MANIC-Signed
Chicago
5 3 .625 5;2
Damir Sutevski, defender, to a one- inning and saved the game
6 7 .462 7
California
year contract.
5 6 .455 7
Texas
for starter Brian Kingman.
COLLEGE
4 9 .308 9
Seattle
Jones retired the last two
MERCYHURST-Named
Bill
2 7 .222 9
Kansas City
batters to earn the A's
Kalbaugh
head
basketball
Twins
coach.
2 9 .182 10
Minnesota
Wednesday's Cannes
Texas 16, Boston 8
Oaldand 2, Minnesota 1
Mb/taw 8, Toronto 1
New York 7, Detnit 2
_ _Balm= at Chicago, pixL, rain
Cleveland 4, Kansas City0
California 7, Seattle 3
llarsday's Genies
Baltimore (McGregor 04 and Stone 14)
BOSTON (AP)- In a 24- they wanted to play," Ervat Chicago (Dotsoni-1 arid Barrios 04), 2 Toronto (Clancy 1-1) at New, York hour span, the Philadelphia ing said after Wednesday
(John HI, in)
76ers went from one-point night's 118-99 National
Only games scheduled
Association
winners to 19-point losers. Basketball
Friday's Games
(laldand at Seattle, n
The explanation, Coach Billy playoff romp by the Boston
Chicago at Dettoit,
Cunningham and forward Celtics. "It would be foolish
California at Mrnesota
Julius Erving agreed,is sim- for me to really dissect what
_Texas at Cleveland, in)
Toronto M New York, n )
ple.
happened. We just didn't
Kansas City -at Milwaukee, in)
"They established how have it."
Only games scheduled

Major Leagues
At A Glance

third shutout of the young
seasion blanking Houston on
seven hits, getting 11 Astros
on strikeouts to raise his National League leading total
to 36 - and singling in the
fifth inning to drive in the
game's only run.

milled date.
•
Cards3,Cubs 0
Tommy Herr is in a rut. He
keeps hitting triples and
driving in runs.He did it for
the third consecutive game
- a two-run drive in the second inning this time - to
extend St. Louis' winning
streak to six games and
Chicago's losing streak to
nine.
Elsewhere in the NL it was , 'That's just guys getting
St. Louis 3, Chicago 0; Atlan- on base," Herr said of his
ta 7, Cincinnati 3; San Diego league-leading 11 runs 'bat4, San Francisco 0 and Mon- ted in. "As long as I get the
treal 4, Philadelphia 3 in 11 hits, I'm going to drive in
innirigs. The New York Mets' runs."
game at Pittsburgh was callHerr's hitting backed the
ed due to rain after 8',2 inn- four-hit pitching of unbeaten
ings with the teams tied 2-2.' Lary Sorensen, who extendThe game will be replayed ed the Cubs' string of
from the start at an undeter- scoreless innirigs to 21.

NI Roundup

ec C-:,.10,4111$111 .---jib>lrFitst11
3 Gar'

Braves 7, Reds 3
Bob Iforners also in a rut.
For the second consecutive
game he drove in four runs
against Cincinnati, this time
with a ,homer, single and
double. That's from zero to
eight RBIs,from nowhere to
second in the league.
The Reds saw the real
Gaylord Perry, who checked
them on six hits for his first
victory and first complete
game of the season. He's 10
victories away from becoming the 15th pitcher to win 300
games.
- Padres 4,Giants0
Juan Eichelberger and
Gary Lucas teamed for a
five-bitter and San Diego
broke the game open with
three runs in the eighth inn•
'

ing to beat the Giants.
" Mike Phillips' triple and
Gene Richards'single off Ed
Whitson in the fifth gave the
Padres the only nut they
needed, but they got their
cushion when, with the bases
loaded in the eighth, reliever
Rand)* Moffitt threw Luis
Salazar's comebacker wildly
past home for two runs, and
Barry Evans added a
sacrifice fly.
• Expos 4, Phils 3
Gary Carter singled with
two but in the bottom of the
11th inning for Montreal,
tOok _second on Tug
McGraw's wild pitch, continued to third on catcher
Bob Boone's wild throw, then
scored on Willie Montanez'
single.

Ellis Valentine and Carter
successive home runs in
the seventh inning for the
Expos. The Phils rllled tor
three runs in the ninth to tie
it, two scoring on Mike
Schmidt's third homer of the
year.
Mets 2, Pirates 2
After an 89-minute wait
with the Pirates coming to
bat in the bottom of the ninth, the game was wastted
out. All records count but it
will be replayed from Ow
start.
Jason Thompson hit his
third homer in three gan:e
and fourth of the season tor
Pittsbill.gh. Dave Kingman
and Rusty Staub had RBI
singles for the Mets.

,
I
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Athletics' Bullpen Is Needed For A Change
first save of the season.
"It couldn't have come too
soon," said Manager Billy
Martin of the relief help.
"We looked dog-eared out
there today. A day and a half
of rest will do us all some
good."
Last year, the A's put
together ,a major-leaguehigh 94 complete games.
Before Wednesday,they had
recorded 12 route-going jobs
in 14 starts.

AL Roundup

singled in the fifth run of the
game-breaking inning.
Indians 4,Royals0
Len Barker scattered
seven hits and Mike
Hargrove blasted a two-run
double as Cleveland
defeated Kansas City. The
victory was the Indians'
sixth
in seven games on their
_
_ _

current road trip, and sixth
of nine overall, while the
defendiijg American League
champion Royals dropped to
2-7.
With Hargrove lashing his
big double,the Indians broke
open the game with four runs
on five hits in the seventh inning, sending Dennis
- -

We have a full time t.v. repairman, Bobby Wilson. Bobby is backed
by 22 pars of experience and a full
line of parts.
We also provide day and night
service.
Day-753-1586; Night

Celtics Tie Series
With 118-99 Win

Late Times
Kentucky League

The Kentucky League will
be holding a late registration
and tryouts Saturday, April
25, at 9 a.m. at the Kentucky
League Field.

Park League
The Park League will be
holding a late registration
Saturday, April 25,from 9:30
to 11:30 a.m. at the Park
League Field.

T-Ball League
During the month of April Carroll VW is having o Silver Anniversary
Sellobrotion
Gas Rabbits Scirrocos, Jetta s Rabbit convertibles,
Vonogers it Comp Mobiles Discounts Up To

$700.00,

EXAMPLE: 2 door
ernrection

4 speed I. Model serial No 6912 Gni Rabbit Fuel
air condition floor mats, radial tires Factory Monroney

label 7180.00 Anniversary Discount S700.00.

Don't miss this

Sole Price $6480.00

to ma sae if the top reed value .cs.ss.y cars

The T-Ball League will be
holding tryouts Saturday,
April 15, at the T-Ball Field.
The tryouts will be at 9 a.m.
for 6-year-olds and at 10 a.m.
for 5-year-olds.
\ Coaches will also meet at
a.m. to selected the
teams.
Anyone who has not
already registered can do so
at that time.
•

753-3110

G.E. Factory Warranty
On All G.E. Televisions

To Introduce Bobby We're
Offering These Special Prices

Hendon's
ervice Station

Hendon's
Service Station

led off the fifth with his third
homer of the season. (inch,
hitting,.184, doubled in the
middle of,a two-run fourth,
led off the sixth with his second homer of the year and
drove in, a ailed run with a
single in the seventh.
Ken Forsch was the winner with late relief help.

INTRODUCTORY SPEC4k

Transactions

In other American League
action, it was Texas 16,
Boston 8; Milwaukee 8,
Toronto 1; New York 7,
Detroit 2; Cleveland 4, Kansas City 0 and California 7,
Seattle 3. Rain postponed the
Baltimore-Chicago game.
Rangers 16,Red Sox 8
Pat Putnam drove in four
runs and Billy Sample three
as Texas walloped Boston.
The Rangers shelled three
Boston pitchers for 18 hits,
snapping the Red Sox' threegame winning streak.
Brewers 8,Blue Jays 1
Paul Molitor hit the first
grand slam homer of his major league career, the lone
hit in the Brewers' five-run
fifth inning, and he also
singled home a run in the
seventh to lead Milwaukee
over Toronto.
Molitor's five RBIs helped
make a winner out of Mike
Caldwell, who recorded the
"They outplayed us in all Brewers'second consecutive
phases," added Cunn- complete-game tictory with
ingham. "We didn't play
•
an eight-hitter.
well and they had a lot to do
Toronto starter Luis Leal
with it."
had checked the Brewers on
The Celtics' victory, one
three singles before their
day after a 105-104 loss,evenfifth-inning rally.
Full Time Michalek Ois Doty
ed the best-of-seven Eastern
Yankees 7, Tigers 2
Torie-Ops, Shocks, 114elats
Conference championship
Reggie Jackson walloped
All Gerserrel Aerie Repairs
series at one game apiece.
his 412th career home run
& Service New Offered
The scene shifts to
and Jerry Mumphrey knockPhiladelphia for games Fried in two runs in a five-run
Weekly Specials
day night and Sunday.
seventh as ,New York
The Celtics led all the way defeated Detroit.
Free: Rand McNally Road Atlas $5.00
after scoring the first eight
After newcomer Steve
Value With All Tune-Ups
points. They broke the game Balboni :tripled and scored
rant Disc Brake Special .
orrBuckyDenrsgroundurinLabor, Pads & Packing Wheel Bearings- the second quarter that ---the
third, Jackson gave the
boosted their lead to 59-41. Yankees a 2-0 lead with his
Included
They led 66-47 at halftime
Drum Brakes Front
$45.95 and never let Philadelphia homer in the fourth. The
.''"t Drum Brakes Rear
S49.95 closer than 14 points Tigers tied the game with a
two-run seventh, but then the
'Brake Shoes, Labor & Packing Bearings thereafter.
Yankees locked it up with
Larry Bird, who had 34 their rally in the bottom half
Included.
points and 10 rebounds TuesPlease come see us for your otOci nerds We rip
of the frame.
day
night, was deadly from
Dreciote your business
Balboni walked with the
the outside Wednesday
bases loaded to force in the
night, hitting 14 of 21 shots.
go-ahead run, Dent followed_
He scored 23 of his Celticwith a sacrifice fly, Mumhigh 34 in the first half and
phrey singled ih two more
added 16 rebounds and five
runs and Dave Winfield then
assists.
"What he did out there
tonight
was a season for
South 4th
Murray, K y.
some people," said Cunn753-1921
ingham.

Leonard to the showers.
Angels 7, Mariners 3
Dan Ford and Bobby Grich
each had three hits, including solo home runs, to
pace California over Seattle.
Ford, hitting coly .206
entering the game, singled
home Rod Carew from second in the first inning and

AFC
Ut ONIA I IC
HD OW WC I
CC/MIRO(

•Automatic Color Control
II AFC Automatic Frequency Control II Energy
Consclousn Solid State
Chassis

-

BIG
25"

25" diagonal
COLOR TV/25E M1804P
MEDITERRANEAN STYUNG
ccbinet of hardwood solids. wood
'composition board and slmJatiKlwocd occerts

$499m
190
.
1
COLOR
MONITOR
11W
Color Monitor 13 System
Light Sensor
WO% Solid Slate Chassis
Modular Chassis Door
AFC-AutomatIc
Frequency Control
Black Matti In-Line
Picture Tube
Sharpness Control

19 dlognonol COLOR TV 19Y1703
Walnut finish on high impact
plastic

*30 Days Same As Cash
*Up To 24 Months In Store Financing

MURRAY APPLIANCE
12 EAST MAIN ST

YOU GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
"Appliances Are Our Only Ilusinses!"
NORMS COT and JONN SIMMONS, OWNERS

PNONE 753 15116
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ACROSS
6 Curtain
1 Nautical term 7 Expel
6 Uncertainty
8 Rubber tree
11 Caldera
9 Exist
12 Sovereigns
10 Surgical saw
14 Competent
11.
Social class
15 Demean
13 Diets
17
16 Foundation
Paso •
18 The sun
19 LI, —
19 Make suit20 Heath genus
able
22 Eagle's nest
20 Slender finial 23 Couples
21 Editor's abbr. 25 Cubic meter
22 Vituperation 26 Communion
23 English baby
plate
28 ThoroughCarnage
24 Heart
fares
26 Aches
29 Subpect
27 Pecan. e.g.
30 Harbinger
28 Levantine
31 Is ill
ketch
32 Gait
29 Possessive
33 Melodies
pronoun
35 Narrow
31 Captivate
34 At this place
35 Fathers
36 Gold symbol
37 Before
38 Miss Drew
39 Girl's name
40 College deg.
41 Got up
42 Poker stake
43 Draw out
45 Experiences
47 Lavishes
fondness eva
-

6RANPFATHERTIUNK5
NE'S OVER THE HILL,
AROUND THE BEND, OUT OF
THE SWIM AND ON THE SHELF!

MY 6RANPFATHER MONKS
HE 5 OVER TNE HILL

OW—THESE NEW

Weirmcfs
38 Great Lake
39 Pilaster
41 Perform
42 Peer Gynt's

WWWWW WWWW
MIME WEIIMMW
WWIIMM WM
WEB WNW= WNW
WM WM. WMEW
WMWMIIMM WEN=
WM= WIN=
WWOMM WIIMMEW'
.APME
W
DOWN
WOW
WM=
WWII
1 Trellises .
WM= WM=
2 Formal dance
3 Devoured
WEWMEM
WWI.=
4 Iron symbol
WM. WIIIMME
5 Calumniate

SHOES ARE
KILLING
ME

HEY, PLATO,
HOW MANY
POLISl-I GUYS
DOES IT
TAKE TO
MAKE A

UCC CCUCID 00
UUC MOM COO
DULJUULI MODEM
UUCUU CUB
LUCE! UUU CUUL
CCZAMC CCU COO
CU UUU MGM CU
CUL CAUL UCCLE]
MEW EMU UCU
CCU CLICUU
CCCUOU LICOUU
CUL MUM CCU
CCU MUM WU

LISTEN,I'M PART
P0LI5I-1 ANDS DON'T
LIKE POLISH JOKES

PARTY.?

...

Closeout! High-Efficiency Slim-Line
Speaker System :Ftittiiiss;f:

HEY,
,„ T
TIME'
FOR DIANA
To BE COM IN&
HOME'

Buy now for incredible savings crrr this great
sounding speaker! Unique enclosure design
assures superb musical detail. 1" widedispersion tweeter gives crisp, clear highs and
/
2" low-frequency driver is coupled to a 8"
the61
passive radiator for deep, well-defined bass to
below 60 Hz. Genuine walnut veneer finish,
/
4" high. #40-2033
not vinyl or plastic! 273

It's
Bigger
And
Better
Than
Last
Year

Calendar Alarm Clock
By Micronte

You4'won't be caught napping with this great
buy! Easy-to-read 0.6" digits show hours/
minutes/month/date, plus AM and PM.
24-hour alarm with snooze control. #63-817

Reg. 19.95

T Shirts ik,40 stioAhls
46.
Nes
Shirts
Innis
Jerseys
1:46°
ts Severa Stylai
ovois
itacxelto
I
floes
)0"
Rackets (A

tastv,A Ovits

DON'T MISS OUR BIG ONCE A YEAR SALE

Convenient 4-key memory
lets you store and recall
numbers. Percent and
square root keys. With case
and long-life batteries.
#65-672

*Clairol's 1980
Dealer Price
Was $18.69
Battery lrcluded
The PANIC BUTTON
,sounds a
.with you while walking,
Even hang it on the doorshopping.
for protection while traveling. #49-465

piercing alarm when activated.
Carry it

Big Price Cuts on Hand-Held
Electronic Games
EJ

788to 1997
A. Electronic Shooting Gallery. 3 exciting
adventures. #60-2155. Reg. 12.95
7 88
ID B. Two-Player Football. Plays tour complete
quarters:#60-2156. Reg. 39.95
19.97
C. Championship Football. 4 quarters, 2 skill
levels. #60-2151. Reg. 29.95
9 95
D. Championship Baseball. Nine innings of
excitement. #60-2154. Reg. 27.95
13.97
E. Two-Player Baseball. You select pitches,
time hitting. #60-2157. Reg. 39.95 ...
19.97
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You'll see protective interlocking corners,
triple-glazed windows, and a variety of other
features unique to the world's finest Log.
Homes.

Th

1 14110
111

Imam,

If you've ever wanted to take a look ioside a
Log Home, then take a drive to Cadiz, Kentucky this weekend to see the beautiful
model erected on Route 2 by Natural Home
Builders owner Stan Bowlin.
As different from a "log cabin" as light!ifiRirg is from a lightning bug, this model home;
.
Wt prove bm y...'11,46 ,*-1gius Log Home
livingcan really be.

Sat,April25/noon - 5p.m.
Sun,April26/1pm -5p.m.
Stan and Pam Bowlin, Exclusive Representatives for famous Northern Products Log
Homes,are eagerly looking forward to showing off their showplace home to young and
old alike.
When you visit their model Log Home this
weekend, you'll see that Northern Products
Log Homes are built to last. Yot.111 see
massive pine togs from the- fortbts of the
Northeast that are carefully milled to fit
tightly together — and sealed against the
weather by special PVC gaskets between
every log and with caulking at every seam to
provide a water-tight seal.

a beautiful
experience...

Design
&
Decorating
Ideas
Audio-visual programs showing a virtually
endless. variety of designs, and a range of
home interiors to suit practically any taste,
will be shown con04,—***Tompout..t
day Open House.
_;311itlimwdeeorating expert from
Northern Products factory will be on hand to
discuss the limitless decorating possibilities
inspired by natural wood. And, Pam Bowlin
will be describing all of the "little touches"
that have turned their Model into their Dream
Home.
Just picture cathedral ceilings, a huge
stone fireplace, circular stairways, a luxurious wooden deck, and a spacious loft with
an elevated picture window overlooking Lake
Barkley, and you have some idea of what's in
store for you at the Great American Open
House on Saturday and Sunday.

CANTON
O

o

BLUE
SPRINGS
SHORES
111
LOG HOME

Meet theexpert...
Born in the woods of Maine, the Northern
Products Log Home has been designed to be
both energy efficient and to lend itself to
solar heating applications.
• At the Open House, you'll be able to pick
up free literature on the all-important subject
and
of Energy Efficiency in a Log Home
you'll see the plans for a Solar Log Home
that many experts think will be the home of
the future.
You'll see that the massive logs themselves are great insulators because of their
mass. And this mass not only absorbs heat
during the day in the wintertime and gives it
back to the living area at night, they also cool
the interior in the summer as absorbed right
air is given off in the morning.
i are- - pletiVhitiae-seat
Illagti
of oth .cIesi9n features ‘ivtll clearly show
•
fiergy efficency is built in to every
Northern Products Log Home.

wood heat

Coffee
and
Doughnuts

STATE
PARK
LODGE

N LAKE BARKLEY
STATE PARK
ENTRANCE

Spectacular
our Prize!

One lucky visitor during the two days of the
Great American Open House will be the winner of a
WOOD-AIRE FORCED AIR FIREPLACE
,
(Retail Vatue:S4.-.,....-...,tliatevis
Everyone who cowes to the Open House
CO register free forthis spectacular prize: a
L.thermostatically-controlled, forced air fireplace.
The WOOD-AIRE FIREPLACE features two
520 cfm fans that draw air into the fireplace
for combustion, and distribute hot air throughout your home's entire heating system.
With a twenty-five year guarantee, the
At ttie Bowlin's Model Horne,-you'll se how
WOOD-AIRE will give a lifetime of dependa huge forced-air fireplace has been hooked
able heat to homes as large as twenty-four
directly into the houtse's main heating ducts,
hundred square feet.
so wood has become the major heat source.
You'll see the actual unit at work in the
As Stan Bowlin recently said: "Our gas
Bowlin's Model Home, as well as a scale
man showed up one day a while ago and
model to show you all the details and feawanted to know if we'd been on vacation —
tures of this extraordinary heating device. In
we'd used so little gas!"
All seventeen basic models offered by Nor- • addition, plenty of literature on the WOODthem -Product's Lug HorneS are detigried- to-- - -A-i-RE-FCYROE-D-AtW-FtFiEPL AtE If be available.
utilize wood as a.major heat source, and at
The winner's name will be drawn at 5 PM
the Open House you'll be able to pick up
on Sunday, April 26, and you won't have to be
literature d-escribing all of those models —
present td get your prize —.we'll notify you.
as well as to hear about the company's free
cUstom-design service.

cc
cn

HWY 1489

Three factory representatives from-the Northern
Products manufacturing plant in Bangor,
Maine, will be on hand both Saturday and Sunday to answer specific questions and to describe in detail the wide variety of features that
make the Northern Products Log Home the
standard which other manufacturers try, to
achieve.

Great
liner can
pen House
Free refreshments — coffee, doughnuts.
cookies, cheese, crackers, and fruit punch
for the kids — will be served all weekend by
the Bowlins to all of their visitors.

2 Miles
1
2/
68 WEST
•

CADIZ

'Nommal.
NM&
mimmos—'
MinI

Natural Home Builder/
a Route 2— Blue Springs Shores'Cadiz, Kentucky 42211

NORTHERN PRODUCTS LOG HOMES,INC.

ft4

PAGE13
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Rotary Sponsors Career Day At Calloway High

Hey
Kid's

This Is
Bicycle
Safety
Week
Presented By
Murray

The

Optimist aub &

The Murray Fraternal Order of
Police

5 .544
4141§1..Twenty
polgetwo;.."
ARAWRIS t'cfaca116."....
- -fields in t e com
munity spoke to Calloway County High School seniors
..Sponsored by the Murry'.444Bry
t
Club, careers-with the most interest shown
Tuesday.
were
-secretarial, 46 students; electrical, 37; computer science, 29; agri-business, 28; and
the armed forces, 26, according to Jim Pickins, chairman of the Rotary Career Day

Come' by 'eltr intection
station at the Vocational
School Parking lot to have your
bike inspected
to 1 200 p.m. uilJteeeive

t**6'. &Wee..),..._..eselioeBowed to attend two career sessions. Pickins
said the
club talked with principal Jerry Ainley about expanding the event to half-day
or a
night session. Career Day is a civtproject of the Rotary Club. Talking with
students
were Dr. Ray Mofield (left photo), on communications, and Bill Allbritten
(right
photo),on social work.

FREE SAFETY FLAG!

We Gladly Accept Food Stamps

Prices Good
April 13 lin
April 30th

Hyde Park

C

15 oz.

TUNA.„

Choice of
With
$12.50 Order

Tomato

Star Kist

„rn

Hyde Park

'1" PEANUT BUTTER
Pork Cr.offee

spring tA7.0-e

latot4‘.

39' CREAMER.

1Q oz.

Libby s Pink

Hyde Park

SALMON .

5

French s VVorchestersti e

SAUCE

I

S Ii 69
oz

"•14.
EiLibby,k...4

Libby*/
Libby's Gorden

.44-10
lumpy /

$1 89
18 oz.-

$219

'2 OZ

New Store Hours
Mon.-Thurs. 8:00-7:00
Fri.-Sat. 8:00-8:00

With $12.50 Additional \
Purchase Excluding
\ Tobacco 8. Dairy Products

Star Kist

Ilit4 24 oz.99

'7';•••

s_oz 49' SWEET PEAS'31t4e

Y 17 oz.

39'

Bonus Special
Both With
$25.00 Order

Sunsweet Prune

3oz 79' JUICE

CHICKEN

$1 19
40 oz

V-8 Vegetable

JUICE .

46 oz.

15 oz.

61
/
2 oz. OR Pak
With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco & Dairy Products

31'1'

7

LOUIS1
Tragedy
Alice Hibl
She
througho
because
arm and
from a
year.
Less th
her son

Gun
PoIi

By Thi
&glut tx
ipg minei
drivers ti
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eastern K
piny ope
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that the a
of "war"
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The sh<
near Self
truck con'
to the non.
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deliveries
they wer
pickets, t
who had b
the mine,
started tht
A grout
coal comp
met in Ct
Wednesda,
associatioi
end the stt
member L
ed Coal EI
tion may
dent contr
Negotiat
UMW anC
Coal Oper
the indus
arm,have
Member
Coal Oper
met Wedn
Kentucky
rnissioner
following ti
"What
here is thl
have a wa

WP

With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
\
Tobbaco A Dairy Products

Nestle's Chocolate

MORSELS
ASPARAGUS.
LIQUID
WOOD PLUS
iesl IzE POWER
PLUS

Bonus Pok

Trappey's Great Northern

Stokley's All Green Cut

Hyde Pork

Joy Dishwashing

TEA BAGS
TOMATOES

BEANS

Contadina Whole Pak

*"TEX

151
/
2

Big Intim
Heate
mattres!
Ready t<
upholstE

SUPER HICKORY
CHARCOAL SALE

Texize

GLASS
T le

Visit C
locati<

18 oz

Libby's Stewed

TOMATOES

16 oz

59'

*Super 5

5 Lb. Bag

99'

10 Lb. Bag

$189

Trappey's Pinto
$1 19
22 oz. I

Reg. $3(

S269

20 Lb. Bag

••••••
*"CAM
Style - Q
Sharp
Rich ont
Heater,
tress, Ii
kit.
Reg. $44

••••••
*"SAL

Emge Sweet
Smoked

Style • K
Storac
lop mot
luxe he
kit. Doul

Emge Dry
Cured

Picnic

Reg. $54
••••••

"GENI

SEED POTATOES

MEATS

PRODUCE

Economy

BEEF
PORK CHOPS
SPARE RIBS

lb

Center Cut

ROAST BEEF
CHEESE

"
lb. $4

Emge American

$1 59
I

lb

Country Style

lb

lb

1

APPLES

Hyde Pork Homogenized

MILK

New Crop Green

CABBAGE

$1 49
I

U S. Choice Sirloin

STEAKS

ONIONS....

Owens Best Barbecued

Florida
Baby Swiss

lb

51 69

CHEESE

5329

MILK

1 lb $1 39

CHICKEN

ORANGES
Florida

$189
lb. I ,

CELERY

5215

#peo.
Hyde Park Homo
5 lb. bag

MILK

lb.

Owen's Best Barbecued

BOLOGNA

5215
5199.

Hyde Park 2°.

$1 89
lb.

Owens Famous Italian

SAUSAGE

Spec
Re

New Crop Yellow
lb $289

U.S. Choice Boneless Arm Cut

SWISS STEAK

15'

Save More On
Hyde Park Milk

Owens best Deli
$1 19
I

lb.

1/$100
Ig 36 size aff

Hyde Park

O‘
BUTTERMILK

Fluid Stel
Gel Met
King c

5121
51 21

215P
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Illness, Death, Eviction Continue

- Louisville Woman Is Stalked By Tragedy
it was one of the worst
Louisville Police haplain
situations I've ever seen,"
Rev. Joe Herp.
"Since they were crying, I Herp said later. "And I do
figured they had already this a lot."
Alice Hibbs,62, has moved
heard,"said Herp.
Louisville police had from one worn apartment to
received inkmmMicm from another over the years, takLakeland, Fla., that a ing what she could get and
female pedestrian, Beverly afford.;In those places, she
The latest piece of bad Ann Modglin, had been has managed to rear six
news came Tuesday from struck and killed by a car on children and even more
Monday night. Papers on the grandchildren.
Her place at 911 Racine
body indicated a Louisville
Gun Battle Prompts
connection. Beverly Ann was near Churchill Downs in
one of Mrs. Hibbs' five Louisville is one of the better
Police Protection Call
places in which she's lived.
daughters.
said Thomas Ratliff, presiBy TIWAssociated Press
A,gun battle between strik- dent of Landmark Mining
Mg miners and coal truck Co.
drivers that left four menu Campbell said state police
wounded has prompted would do what they could to
eastern Kentucky coal corn- hold down violence, but he
pdny operators to call for wouldn't promise there.
police protection and warn would be no more injuries.
that the area is on the verge And he refused to promise to
of "war" because of the 26- beef up the 30-man detachMgt in _ Pikesville
,
led Mine.
,
...ivrf,~4111111110/40 pollees rife
Good April 21Though
The shootout -took place coalfield counties.
near Belfry, Ky., as a 10- "You mean you're going to
truck convoy was returning wait until two or three people
to the non-union Mary Helen get killed?" one angry
Coal Co. after making operator asked.
The four wounded men
deliveries. The truckers said
they were ambushed by were recuperating today in a
pickets, but union miners, South Williamson, Ky.,
With
Reg.
who had been trying to close hospital. Authorities said the
1.97 Coupon
the mine, said the truckers wounded included a picket
and three independent
started the shooting.
A group of independent truckers.
The truckers were idencoal companies, meanwhile,
met in Charleston, W. Va., tified as Ricky Edmiston,21,
Wednesday to form a new of Sidney, Ky.; Willard
association in an effort to Wallace, 42, of Ragland, W.
LIMIT 2
NO CASH VALUE
end the strike by the 160,000- Va.; and Fred Williamson,
Coupon Expires April 25th
member UMW.The Unioniz- 38, of McAndrews, Ky. The
ed Coal Employers Associa- picket is Raymond Gannon,
tion may sign an indepen- 28,of McVey,KY.
Journalists who arrived on
dentcontract-with theUMW.
Negotiations between the the scene after the shooting
UMW and the BitUminous were attacked by pickets
Coal Operators Association, who tried to overturn their
the industry's bargaining car and smashed their
photographic equipment, acarm,have broken down.
Members of the Pikesville cording to freelance
Coal Operators Association photographer Gary Landers.
met Wednesday night with The journalists were not inWith Coupon
Kentucky State Police Corn- luredThe Kentucky coal
missioner Merion Campbell
operators said at Wednesfollowing the shootout.
"What we're telling you day's meeting that they
here is that we're going to planned to reopen their
NO C,4SH VALUE
have a war come Monday," mines Monday.
Coupon Expires April 25th
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP)—
Tragedy continues to stalk
Alice Hibbs.
She was homebound
throughout the winter
because of arthritis. Her
arm and shoulder still ache
from a car accident last
year.
Less than two years ago,
her son Fuzzy was struck

and killed by lightning.
On Saturday, Mrs. Hibbs'
family is to be evicted from
their home of nine years.
And in a month, the threeweek-old infant of the family
must undergo a costly hip
operation.

COUPON
49 Ounce
Fab
Detergent

Famous Brand
Bath Towels

Mrs. Hibbs, her 28-year-old
daughter Venita, add
Venita's three small
children had been counting
on staying there.
But the Hibbs' landlord
sold the home, and the family was told in early March
that they must be out Ii',
Saturday.
All Alice Hibbs has coming
In is a monthly Social Security check for $147.90 that she
draws on her dead husband's
account. Venita receives
about 6110 a month in Aid to

Its Prom Time

with Dependent
Fa unhes
AFDC)
Children
assistance.
Mrs Hibbs says being
evicted is an awful experience.
••I've been disgracea," she
sobbed. "I just can't have no
rilore humiliation."
With only a few days left
before they must move, the
Hibbs family has yet to pack
the first box. And now they
must spend most of that remaining bine at the funeral
home

We've got the "tux" everyone's
talking about. Come see our
new "Western tux" & the other
new styles.

Corn-Austin
-Great looks for good times-

SAVINGS

...ROSES

CD-nisei* rinitiltp
Center
41•111:1•1k

rt.",
Late". r
EXTERIOR
HousE PAIP,1,11

Reg.
5.57

Gallon Size
Roses Brand
House Paint

.
j
r'

NO CASH VALUE
Coupon Expires April 25th

7

88*

at.
With Coupon

Quaker State
Super

Blend

This Coupon Good For 6 Ots.
at 88* each.
NO CASH VALUE
Coupon Expires April 25th

2.88 Z'A
With Coupon
Reg.
97,

WITH

ea. COUPON

Roses Creslan Yarn
31/2 Oz. Solid...3 Oz. Variegated

Gallon Size
Redwood
Stain
NO CASH VALUE
Coupon Expires April 25th

NO CASH VALUE
Coupon Expires April 25th

Power Company
WATERBED Offers Reward

ASHLAND, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky Power Company is
offering a $15,000 reward for
information leading to the
conviction of anyone who
vandalizes its equipment.
Visit Our Now Storo
The offer was made after
Location - 215 Poplar
two large transformers were
damaged by gunfire early
*"TEXAS BASIC" Saturday at the company's
substation in Johnson CounBig brawny king size.
ty.
liner
Heater - safety
Electrical service was inmattress - complete
for 250 customers
terrupted
Ready to paint, stain or
County, including
Martin
in
upholstery.
several coal mines. The
company says initial
"
Reg. $309 $249
damage estimates have been
*Super Single Six*;199 as high as $100,000. Kentucky
eelloesoormeiredoornio State Police say no arrests
have been made.

SALE

*"CAMPAIGNER"

Style - Queen Size.
Sharp. Bross trim.
Rich antique pine finish.
- Heater, lap seam mat.
tress, liner, fill'n drain
kit.

$39900
Reg. $449
41141141160041111,096401110011100

*"SALEM" Bookcase
Style - King Size.
Storage headboard,
lap mattress, liner, deluxe heater, liner, fill
kit. Double sharp.
$4119900
Reg.$549
eeiseeiseoisowsooseseit
WAVECREST

"GENERATION III"
Fluid Stabilized Waveless
Gsil Mattress.
King or queen.
Special$ 1 4995
Reg. $179.95

215 Poplar — Paris
642-4724

Oak Grove Diamond
Store Robbed; Lady
Employee Hostage
OAK GROVE,Ky.(AP)—
Oak Grove Police said Earl
Moore's Discount Diamonds
on U.S. 41-A was robbed at
11:30 a.m.this morning.
Officers said two men took
employes into the back of the
store, where they tied up the
male employes and forced a
woman employee to write
out a check for $1,500 dollars.
The two men then cleaned
the showcases of jewelry.
One of the thieves took the
woman hostage and forced
her to take him to the bank in
her car. Police stopped the
car and apprehended the
man about five minutes
later.
The other man got away in
an employee's car which
was found abandoned an
hour later at the Texaco station in Oak Grove.
State police have joined
law enforcement officials in
Christian County,Oak Grove
and Clarksville, Tenn., in a
search for the suspect still at
large.

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric
( .1t,,iti

r

Call 436-2372

2.66
With Coupon
Wins

Luvs®

Disposable Diapers

in Small, Medium or Large
NO CASH VALUE
Coupon Expires April 25th

Reg..
12.97
With Coupon

Zebco 33 Reel
Complete with Strene Line
NO CASH VALUE
Coupon Expires April 25th

NO CASH VALUE
Coupon Expires April 25th

4E44;NI

COUP N

99sWith

Coupon

Ultra Ban Roll
On Deodorant
1.50z. Size
NO CASH VALUE
— Coupon Expires April 25th

.99

Reg.

3.47
With Coupon

14 Fl. Ounce
Oil of Olay
NO CASH VALUE
Coupon Expires April 25th

Reg.
414
ith Coupon

G.E. 12" B&W TV
NO CASH VALUE
Coupon Expires April 25th

COUPON
Reg.
1.40
With Coupon
Reg.
5.99
With Coupon
Disston Leaf Rake
NO CASH VALUE
Coupon Expires April 25th

With Coupon
CARTON PRICE

Reg. 15.99
With Coupon

Igloe' Playmate
NO CASH VALUE
Coupon Expires April 25th

With
Coupon
Reg. 44.99

Big Four Wheelbarrow
with extra long handles
NO CASH VALUE
Coupon Expires April 25th

LIMIT 2 PACKS

NO CASH VALUE
Coupon Expires April 25th

Coupon Expires April 25th

MODEL
ST100

Model ST100
Homelite String
Gas Trimmer
NO CASH VALUE
Coupon Expires April 25th
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LEGAL NOTICE

PAG1

LEGAL NOTICE

LEGAL NOTICE

The herein helo•Vii tconstitute11ist;ifirliiidtials, firits'and corporations, which
have failed to pay 1980 City of Murray property taxes. The amount set opposite the
taxpayers name is the amount if delinquent taxes,and includes penalty, interest and
publication cost. If not paid promptly, legal action will be commensed to collect full
amount of bills and any unpaid taxes will become a lien upon the described properties.
Jo Crass
City Clerk

Amount Due
$16.49
9 79
6 39
162.77
15.21
98.18
36.99
63.34
291.27
181.64
118.58
87.99
104.97
.Thr

',ItleticrtrmiliftgrOW:t
irfr
Caus0,
4, 7:12-12,41i
Cavitt, Theresa.990. 9-30-11, 100 Sprtice
Cavitt, Theresa Ann,991,9-15-6,Spruce Street
Cavitt, Theiesa Ann,992,9-31-9,Spruce Street
Cayce. Myrtle Lou.994, 1-8-7, Coldwater Road
Clark, Lynn W. 1079,7-9-1,907 Vine Street
Coats, Terra, 1105,9-17-4, 1stStreet
Colbert. John W., 1147,7-1-7, 1009 Main Street
Crass,Joseph H., 1307, 1141-17,Plainview
Crider,Rowland:L..1132,94544,212 No.L.P. Miller
- D&-B Properties, 1416, 41P-27,Stadium View
Dodson. Doyle,1539,42P-7-10, Canterbury
Dodson poyle,1540,42J-2-2, Meadow Wood ...-.-,
Drew,Barr,WM.,1610,7-94, Vine & So 9th
Forbus, Fay D.,1989, 11-4-12
Foster, Willie Lee,2012, 9-24-2, 411 No. L. P. Miller
Fritz, Charles W.,Jr., 2041, 1-22-8,9, Olive St
GaTh
-Tfunons, L. D.,2125,9-30-1A
General Silica Prod.,2199,9-32-3,4, Industrial Road
General Silica Prod.,2200,9-32-3,IadustrialAoad.
ilbert. Vernon,2245,9-23-2, Railroad Street
Graves,Linda Joyce,2334,9-28-4, N. 1st 81 CST
Harding,Bert,-2508.9-31-16A-, No. L. P. Miller
Hopkins., J. L.,2858,5-27-3, Holly Bush
Hopkins, J. LI,2&59;41P-50,-Stadium View
Hopkins, Ronald E.,2867,7-5-4, 1105 Mulberry
Hubbard,Louise,2948,9-39-7, 105 Pine
Hubbard,Louise,2949, 9-27-3, 1st Stre6e
Hudspeth,Danny 0.2954, 10-19-13B, 200 Cross Street
Humphreys, Ann,2997;349-8,211 No. 13th
Humphreys, Ann;2998,9-9-13
Humphreys, Ann,2999,9-9-14
Humphreys, Leslie,3008, 1-19-9, No.16th
Humphreys,Leslie,3009,7+3,1109 Vine.
King,J. P.,3456,9-20,406 5th
King,Jerry D.,3457,9-30-2, 209 East Pine
- Little, Paul G.,3r32, 41-71,72, Old U.S.641
Lowry,Jerry D.,3785, 11-17-1, Crestrnere
McCallon,Joe Pat,3948,2-10-7,Sunset Court
McGeehee,Desiree,4063, 9-29-1
Murray Silica Sand,4456,9-32-IA,3,Industrial Road
Parham John 4760 10-26-10 Pooltown _
Payne,Eusheki,4906,9-240,409 No. L. P. Miller
Perry, Willie, 4955, 9-24-4, 407 No. L. P. Miller Perry,Willie,4957,-9-29-8, 408 1st
Pikey, Paul, J.,5000,9-9-25,502 No.5th
Ramsey,Richard,5135, 10-31-16, Roberts Indus
Goldberg & Landolt,5316, 10-25-1,1A,East Poplar
Robinson,Danny,5341,2410,1615 Miller Ave.
Robinson,Donald E.,5342,3-15-14
Rutledge,Haver:118,5518,427-5,405 No. 1st
Rutledge,Havanna,.5511,9-23-8, 503 No. L. P. Miller
Rutledge, Pete,5521,7-7-15,312 So.9th
Rutledge,Pete,5522,9-23-9;501 No. L. P. Miller
Scott, Larry,5636, 11-21-7C, Plainview
Skinner,John W.,5817, 10-26-14AS, Pleasant Hill
Skinner, Mary Jane,5819,9-30-18, 120 Spruce
•
-*"Smith, Rob,5895,4-11-8, 1303 Vine St
Sparks, Maggie Martin.5975,9-29-4,400 1st
Spencer,Jesse,5983, 11-12-11
-8-12,104 So. 13 ,
. Stockwell,
Suiter,Thomas E.,6151,4-2-20,Sycamore
Taylor, Anna Faye,6228,6-849A'
Taylor Motors,Inc.,6245, 10-15-1,Improvements Only
Taylor:, Tommy D.,6249,1042,5A,So.4th
2!--.Tayler,Teremy..11425f1.10.711..3.011,So._ard
Taylor,Tommy D.,6251, 10-15-8
;Taylor, Tommy D.,6252, 10-12-2,304 So. 3rd
Thomas,Kenneth,6281,42M-24,Gatesborough
• .Valls. Harold,6672, 10-25-10,So. L. P. Miller
Walls, Harold,6673, 10-25-11,401 So. L. P. Miller
Walls, Harold,6674, 10-25-8,Old Concord Road
Walls,James,6675,9-.CP13, NoTCherry
---.----Wa11s411-4544er.„66.7.9,41424-1, Bishop View
Warnick, Robert D.,6727,3-2-2,915 Waldrop
irVdtsorr,-Garry M.;6759,1-9-14, No. 18th
Wells, Billy,6799,41-178A
Wilford, Bernice,6910, 41-53
Williams, Tommy,6971,7-1-17, 112So. 10th
Witherspoon,Joe Pat,7071,7-1-6, West Main St.
Wofford, Louise,7077, Pleasant nil] Add

CC

Police To Find If'Witness'Solves Case

1980 UNPAID CITY OF MURRAY
PROPERTY TAXES

Name,Bill Number,Map Loc.., Address
Allen, Kenneth, 108. 9-5-19. 506 Pine Street
Baile , Charlie, 215. 10-26-16, Pool Town Hill
Beaugard. Georgia.:148, Spraice Street
••
Preperty.400, 10-8-3A
Berry Rental Property. 401, 10-8-3, 304 South 4lit
Blakley. George.457.9-19-10. Cherry & Walnut
Blantin. Virginia/Luke, 48:1,9-30-15. Spruce St.
Bolen. Lee,516,9-9-2
Boyle, Maryin/Verta,602,2-2-11
Brigham,Joy Lynn,684,5-21-6, Dawn Heights
Bukler, Loyd,724, 11-12-29, Plainview
Burkeen,Ricky D.,792,6-5-24, 1004 West Mein
Burkeen, William E.,796,4-7-8, 314 Irvan
Cain,C. E.,838,94-10,6th and Main

Civil Rights Group Locates Person

ATLANTA (AP) — Police
say they will be able to determine quickly whether a civil
rights group that has come
up with an unidentified
."witness" has solved some
of the 25 slayings of young
blacks that have plagued
Atlanta over the last 21 months.
"I don't consider the
nature of the information
something that will take a
long time" to evaluate, said
Public Safety Commissioner
Lee Brown. He did not say
exactly how long it might
take. He also said late
Wednesday that police did
not have enough evidence to
arrest anyone.
Roy Innis, staff director of
the Congress of Racial
Equality: announced
Wednesday his investigators
had found a "psychopath"
DIEr
4111111blaier
the Myings. Innis said the
investigators aLso had found
a witpess who could link the
"psychopath" to at least six
of the killings. He did not
identify the witness or detail
the evidence.

"I wouldn't literally call telephone from an Atlanta the woman said she was told several recent slayings.
this person a witnet, but it man.
Brown declined comment
tllot a black wan and white
is a person that possibly
According to the station, man were resp-onsible ,for on the WAGA report.
might be able to shed some
light" on the investigation,
Maffner said.
He would not discuss the
results of gie interview.
"We are very convinced
we have broken this case,
and we can prove it," Innis
said, producing an envelope
he said contained a picture
of the "psychopath." Innis,
fighting to retain control of
the fading civil rights group,
would not make the picture
-public.
However, the New York
Daily News quoted Larry
Mitchell, a spokesman for
Innis, as saying the CORE
suspect was, a black man.
‘•
15t4 Sq. Ft.(2)855 Sq. Ft.,(3)936 Sq.lt.
Mitchell added the group's
investigation indicated a
••••••• .
conspir
d44c4volving whites.

NOW LEASING..
WALNUT PLAZA

Only 3 Spaces Left...

,-03100

41:

101.0
would "collar" their suspect
16.85
by 1 p.m. Saturday if police
67.06
had not arrested anyone or
23.40
made some progress by
137.60
then. Innis said CORE had
184.53
the
person
under
9 79
surveillance:
98.18
"I certainly consider it
However, an editor who
169.58
(Innis' information) imporspent five hours Monday in„
.... 36.99
terviewing the witness said tant," said John Glover,
344.41
special agent in charge of
he felt the person's story was
23.50
the Atlanta FBI office. "We
"plausible."
............... ..346.35
will be checking it out."
"I'm emphasizing that I'm
- 111.78
Wednesday night, Atlanta
plausible,
not
using
the
word
248.61
television station WAGA
believable
or
anything
else,
58.42
but plausible," said John reported that Innis's witness
753-4682, 753-5879, 753-8302, 753-9621
818.90
Schaffner,
managing editor Was a Miami woman who
6 39
of The Atlanta Constitution. had received information by
9 79
.287 16
13.20
I
ra M
_.•._••011
1ReaI im•ift5
77.79
842
524.51
183.75
-A
50.52
fleleirior
33.60
•
8 42
60.78
„.
60.78
173.14
104.97
240.81
170.94
144•-•n•• .2tS,
77.79
23.04
127.51
400.74
215.97
26.79
Nt•
560.53
47.19
APPLI A,NCF4S
His 9-7 Wed.-Fri. 9-5 Set,
BEDDING ,
8 42
THROUGH
THE
LONG
WINTER
WE
ACCUMULATED
A
LOT
OFIUUNITURE
THAT WE NOW NEED TO
19.99
MOVE TO MAKE ROOM FOR NEW SPRING MERCHANDISE. WE WILL BE PILING THIS MER26.79
CHANDISE OUT IN OUR PARKING LOT AND OFFERINGIT TO_YOU AT COST AND BELM: _
•
111.78
42.50
frr'.
580.93
91.38
206.96
••••
6 39
6 39
205.43
16.59
223,97
14.56
36.99
138.98
7 08
193.37
213.77
• 227.36
346.63
#
31.57
- -27:48
'11G60.78
Only
For
---------J---.._.....54.78e.••-•-•-35.61
159.03
70.98
11.62
4
19.99
• •
137.43
4.. 4,
23.40
263.58
INCLUDES: TWIN, REGULAR,QUEEN & KING SIZE
11178
•
115.86
AN.
,
...Is,•
•--193.38
•
Wood
•
It,
222.96
•
•
253.76
4.•
5 70

PIS 8C/T"
adoIhaelj
COMPUTERS

*Prime Office Space Built To Your Specs.
*Space Available 30-45 Days After Leasing
*Free Janitorial Service, Paid Utilities
*Elevator Service & Sprinkler Systems
*Plenty Of Parking Available
*Conveniently Located Near 13uoks & Court House
Call For More Information

111111111111Nr4

Come in and Help Us With Our

SPRING CLEANING
Aril 22, 23, 24, 25

DUNN FURNITURE

TRUCKLOAD
SALE

O.

Truckload Bedding Special

Buy Any Mattress
Get Matching Box Springs

w

Bentwood
Rocker
$9800

I St in Features,Performance,Price!

•
•

V
A

Register
For A Free
Set Of
Bedding To Be
Given Away
Saturday

•

Table & 4 Chairs

9480o

•

•

511..

• Spectacular Color Graphics
and Exciting Sound
Plug-In Program Paks for
Entertainment, Personal Use
Write Your Own Programs And
Save Them on Cassettes
Easy for Beginners to Use,
Expandable for Experts

YOUR CHOICE

$19800

2 Piece Living Room Suites
or
Regular Hide-A-Bed

Use your own color TV and cassette recorder or buy ours.

Herculon & Nylon

RADIO SHACK HAS OTHER TRS-10 COMPUTERS
NEEDS FROM $249 TO $10,000•
TO

ra EVERYONE'S

AVAILABLE ONLY AT RADIO SHACK STORES,COMPUTE',CENTERS
AND DEALERS. CHECK YOUR LOCAL PHONE BOOK FOR USTINCIS.
A DIVISION OF TANDY roR•OcIA.TION

Dinette
Suite

so•

TRS-80 COLOR COMPUTER
From

mik

.

'

10000,1111
rOM.1
.

.•

1.6
155 1!1

••••••

1)

Ira

5
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Committee Approves
Paying Taxes On
Intangibles On Form
SY RAMSEY
reporting and would be more
Associated Press Writer
convenient for the taxFRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) payer," the commissioner
A legislative .committee said.
has approved the idea of col"It would also'eliminate
lectihg the tax on intangibles the problems of confidenthrough the state income tax tiality of personal financial
form.
information that is present
Intangible taxes, those on in the current system of
items ranging from bank PVAs listing intangibles on
deposits to business inven- the public tax rolls."
tories, currently are colAllphin estimated the state
lected by a county's property would gain $5 million to $10
valuation administrator and million more annually
turned over to the state.
through the change while
Revenue Commissioner spending only a little extra in
Robert Allphin has said col- administrative expenses.
lection is spotty at best and
government
"Local
has estimated that more revenues would not be afrigid enforcement could fected because this category
yield doubte or more than of intangibles is exempt
the $30 million a year now from local taxation," - he
obtained.
'said.
But until Wednesday, he
The commissioner said the
had not
S in --of transferring the tax.
of intangidle --taXes
After an hour's discussion, create "a bad situation and
the Program Review and In- we need to have substantive
vestigation Committee voted clarification from the
5-4 in favor of considering legislature."
the proposal and sending it
Under Allphin, the state
to the joint interim Ap- has been relaying to a
propriations and Revenue number of PVAs information
Committee.
about untapped intangible
That is only a first step, assessments.
and if the proposal eventualBut he said last month that
ly - were enacted by the the PVAs "hesitate to
legislature, certain changes disturb their merchants"
would have to be made.
this year because many are
Legislative researchers up for election.
said that it would take a constitutional revision to
eliminate the tax in its current form apd_Altdin suggested this could be accomplished by reducing the
levy to a nominal ate.
Then, he sai. 'certain adjustments" cou ,s be made in
the state inco e ta ;
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
spread the le
affec d — Phyllis George Brown and
taxpayers.
six other women will receive
' Legislators did not get into an -outstanding mother"
details on which taxpayers award Thursday at
a
in that event would have to ceremony in New York City.
declare their taxable assets.
The award will be given by
"In the Revenue Depart- the National Mother's Day
• ment's view,the most direct, Committee which has
been
fairest and most cost- presenting it annually since
effective means of obtaining 1941.
compliance with the intangiLincoln Tyler George
ble tax laws by individual Brown,son of Gov. and Mrs.
taxpayers is to merge John Y. Brown Jr., was born
(them)into the individual in- last June 17.
come tax filing system,"
The governor's office said
Allphin said.
that among members of the
He proposed that a tax- special advisory committee
payer who reported dividend that • recommended Mrs.
or interest income on his tax Brown for the award were
return be required to file the Coretta Scott King, widow of
intangibles return as a Martin Luther King, and acschedule attached to the tress Bette Davis.
return. Allphin said the
In the governor's office
same approach could be ap- release, Mrs. Brown said
plied to corporate returns.
motherhood "has given,my
"We believe this system life new meaning and new
would substantially improve direction."

According To Federal Document

Hunt Co-ConspiratorsiShould Remain Secret
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP) —
The names of 38 alleged coconspirators in the government's case against Howard
"Sonny" Hunt Jr. should remain secret because many
are "prominent and
respected citizens" whose
reputations could be tarnished, according to a federal
document.
The 31 were not charged
with an offense, but their
association with Hunt placed
them in the unenviable
position of being named as
his co-schemers, coconspirators and aiders or
abettors," according to a
motion filed Wednesday by
prosecutofr'Nape M. .Ven-

son.
Her rnation accompanied a
bill of particulars requested
by Hunt's attorneys, James
Neal and James Sanders of
Nashville,Tenn.
Neal and Sanders had asked the government to identify people referred to only
as "others" in the 22-count
indictment against the
former state Democratic
Party chairman.
The bill of particulars,
however,identified them only by nuniber. A "key" matching names with numbers
was given to the defense attorneys and to U.S. District
Judge
Bernard
T.
Moynahan, according to Ms.
Henson's motion.
Sanders said he had not

received the key Wednesday.
The key 'should not be included in the public record
because the 38 were not
charged and "the public and
the press are generally
unaware, or uncaring, of
such procedural nicities
(sic)," the motion said.
The defense attorneys
agreed in principle to the
concept of a . protective
order, (but) the exact
language of such order has
not yet been agreed to nor
has such order been signed,"
the motion said.
Hunt, who was party
chairman from 1975 to 1978
under then-Gov. Julian Carroll, pleaded innocent Feb.
17 to charges of mail fraud,

Sir

Open Daily 94
Sunday 124

.04

extortion, signing false
federal ins:gine-tax returns
and conspiracy to defraud
the United States. He was
freed on $1,000 bond.
cul
s
't 47-page indictment acHunt of masterminding a kickback scheme involving commissions On
state insurance contracts.

candidates."
The indictment also
described an alleged
kickback scheme between
Hunt and Bill Rice Insurance
Agency of Richmond on a $10
million fire and tornado
policy for state buildings.

It said Wombwell Insurance Agency of Lexington, which wrote the state
workmen's compensation
policy, was forced to pay
$848,000 to other insurance
agencies, a dummy corporation Hunt helped to create
and to people who had provided financial and other
support to the Kentucky
Democratic 4;`arty and its

:

The Lexington Herald
reported last month that prosecutors promised to "go
easy" on Hunt late last year
if he would testify against
Carroll. Hunt reportedly
refused and was indicted
Feb.4.

BEDDING PLANTS

Hoffman's
NURSERY &
GREENHOUSE

TOMATO-CABBAGE
BRUSSEL SPROUTS
ItROCC011

50'
759-4512

For 6

*Geraniums
•Kaaging 8. Petted Meat:

OPEN 9-S MON.-SUN.
94 E. MURRAY, KY.

SPECIALIZED LANDSCAPING

-/14`f--'144tkett

Fri.-Sat.
Sale Days

4:=
APNIM
II"
The Saving -Place au

•----GARDEN CENTER...is...
13.88
Double
.Insulated
U.L
Approved

Phyllis Brown1 Six
Others To Receive
Mother Awards

11 H.P. Lawn Tractor
Brigg's and Stratton electric
start engine, transaxle tran• smission, 36" full floating cut
ting deck, twin headlights
Sale Priced At

$797

Model 4203
Save! Sale Price

13.88
Electric 9" Trimmer
Manual-feed, takes
.050 string line.

supER..r.sAvER

ECI 1.

MORE VAC PER DOLLAR!

MODEL 1458

Set Includes:
42" umbrella table
4 padded chairs with plastic arms
Aluminum umbrella base
Folding umbrella-floral pattern

$84
20" Rotary Lawn Mower
3 H. P. Briggs & Stratton engine, side discharge,
recoil start.

EUREKA ADVANTAGES
OF THIS UPRIGHT!

•

• 0 PO011'1001 DIAL•AMAP
Adputla 10 Clef° clean low nap
OP Irl,C1, %hasp

47°
Broadleaf Evergreens

1 Gallon Container grown
assorted Holly.

BUY EUREKA NOW AND SAVE

2 Gal. Container Grown
Holly Assortment 4.88

Purdomsi Inc.
202 S•. 5th St.
army,Ky.
753-4872

THE SAVING PLACE

Campus Green

5 Lb. bag of quick growing
grass seed. 85% approximately annual rye
grass

Bedding Plants

Trays of flower, vegetable
plants.
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'Surrogate Baby'Is Adopted
LOUISVILLE,Ky. 1AP)Jefferson Circuit Judge
Richard Revell has signed
an adoption order_ that officially makes
•'surrogate baby" the son of
his father's wife.
The baby, now six months
old, was born to a surrogate
mother who was paid a fee to
carry (he child until birth
and then turn it over to the
father and his infertile wife.
The surrogate mother, an
Illinois woman who is using
the pseudonym of Elizabeth

Kane, was artifically inseminated with the father's
sperm. She terminated her
parental rights to the child
rive days after'his iiicth-laSt
Nov.9.
Because of the sensation
surrounding the birth, the
names of the couple and of
the child have not been
revealed.
With the child looking on,
Revell held the 20-minute
session to complete the legal
work surrounding the nation's firstknown contract

Southern States

BULK FERTILIZER
SERVICE
753-0182

surrogate birth.
"I'm relieved that it's
finally all over," the child's
mother said later.
Site- sought • Wednesday's
action after waiting the 90
days prescribed by Kentucky law. The order makes
the boy her legal child,"as if
born of her bodY and with all
the obligations, rights and
privileges of such natural
child and heir."
The _ couple's attorney,
Katie Marie Brophy,said the

IMEICIEDD
a

s
Choose From Two Great meals—
66

RCA Cob'TVSalt

DAYS
111‘11,1

'nal"

SiZZlill'

Sirloin
Dinner
Steak
Dinnersinclude:
All YouCan EatSALAD BAR,
Baked Potato or French Fries
& Stockade Toast
All menu items 12 price for children under 12
when accompanied by an adult.

SIRLOIN STOCKADE
Bel Air Shopping Ctr.

Murray, Ky.
OFFER G000 THUR. FRI. SAT SUN

dow,authorities said.
The 'body of Ann Marie
Allegree, 30, of Owensboro,
was found by a farmer-Tuesday in a car parked behind a

Sheriff
ILviess -t4Tou
Harold Taylor said the
engine was still running.
Her two sons, Wayne Alvin
Gunkel, 8, and Stanley Ray
Gunkel, 6, were also in the
car with pillows under their
heads and blankets over
them. Taylor said he
believe% the children were
ehig befere Ms. Alleg-ree
rigged a hose from the car
exhaust to the passenger
window.
Among the items Taylor
• said he found in Ms.
A egree s purse were ii h
certificates for both boys, a
list of relatives a-WU yellowed newspaper story telling of
the accidental carbon
monoxide poisoning of a man
named Eaton Minkel.
Taylor said Gunkel was
named on the birth certificates as the bey? father.
Officials with the coroner's
office in Hendricks County,
Ind., said Gunkel died there
in 1977.
Major Keith Cain of the
Daviess County Sheriff's
Department said Wednesday
that authorities will
thoroughly investigate the
three deaths.
-We're trying to determine where she-had been in
the hours prior to hr death,
what led tip ,(o _ the. decision
she made," Cain said. -But
--there--is-no-- doubt --in
minds at this time that it
was, in fact, a homicidesuicide situation."
An acquaintance of the
woman said Ms. Allegree
had been living in an
Owensboro duplex since
January. But Cain said
-authorities believe she- may
have been living in_th_e area
for a year or-longer.
Mrs. Marsha Bell, a
-neighbor, said-that When She
met Ms. Allegree "she was
just destitute. She cameto
town with nothing- but-the
--clothes they had on. Her
parents had brought her as
far south from Indianapolis
with what gas money they
had had."
Mrs. Bell__said_ she had.
helped Ms. Allegree with
linens and clothing for her
children, the youngest of
whom - had attended
kindergarten with Mrs.
Bell's child.
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They
Last!
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RCA
XL-100

$299

13"
diagonal

Quantities
ne

Brilliant small-screen color performance with XL-100
• Automatic Color Control and Fleshtone
reliability.
Correction.
• RCA's energy-efficient XtendedLife chassis—
• RCA's Super AccuLine picture tube with
designed for outstanding performance, low power
bi-potential electron gun provides a sharp, lifelike
consumption and long life-uses only 64 watts
color picture.
average power.

Special one-time offer on this ne
1981 RCA XL-100 table model
You get these deluxe features

Band Boosters
Spaghetti Dinner
Calloway County High
School Cafeteria
6:00 P.m.
$2.50 Adults-$2.00 Advance
$1.50 Children Under 12—$1.00 Advance
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Model FFR440
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ColorTrak
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$69900
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RCA

• Automatic Color Control.......
• Energy-efficient Xtendedlife Chassis
* Automatic'ifteshtone Correclibri
• Super AccuLine Black Matrix
Picture Tube
• Automatic Fine Tuning

„

By Frank Conrad
You'll Have To Hear it To Believe It!!
Research Cost Over S Million Dollars
This $18,000.00 digital computer
offers 12 pre-programmed musical
accompaniments: BIG BAND,POLKA,
COUNTRY, DISCO 8. 8 MORE

An elde
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several ti
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Model EER330
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Lowrey MX-1
Pop Organ Concert
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Indianapolis Mother
Kills Herself, Two Sons
By Carbon Monoxide
UTICA, Ky. (AP) - A
former Indianapolis woman,
whose children's father died
of carbon monoxide poisoning four years ago, killed
hr
sons bS tigitrig a heKom
w
her car's exhaust to a win-

SI I afairkiiitt.,ViterA,

procedure was the same as
that used for any "stepparent" adoption. She added
that the adoption is final and
would not be affected by a
lawsuit filed earlier this year
by Attorney General Steven
Beshear concerning surrogate parenting.
That suit, in which
Beshear argues that the process through which the child
was born is illegal, is pending in Franklin Circuit
Court.
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The Carrera
Model GER659

Getting the color right is what ColorTrak is all about
• Automatic color
control and fleshtone
correction
• Automatic contrast'
color tracking

• Automatic light
sensor

• RCA 1000/0 solid state
XtendedLlfe chassis

• RCA Super
AccuFilter
picture tube

• RCA SignaLock
electronic varactor
tuning

VI

MANY OTHER SALE PRICED RCA COLOR TVs TOO—
COME IN AND ASK ABOUT OUR

SUPER SAVINGS SPECIALS!

WARD it ELKINSMurray, Ky.

Phone 753-1713
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Tornadoes,Thunderstorms Hit Missouri
By The Associated Press
M elderly man died after
his home was damaged, and
an assistant manager was
killed when a savings and
loan was destroyed after
several tornadoes, spawned
by a line of thunderstorms,
through
whipped
southeastern and eastern
Missouri.

damage
Property
resulting from Wednesday's
storms was estimated at 84
million in DeSoto, Mo.,about
45 miles south of St. Louis.
And the Missouri Highway
Patrol said damages in two
other towns hard-hit by the
storm would run "in the
millions of dollars."
The Joachim Savings and
Loan Association was one of

two buildings destroyed in found outside, ahd police
suspected that he had been
DeSoto.
trapped inside.
Rescue workers, including "Waiting is the most difNational Guardsmen, work- ficult part," said Huskey's
ed into the early-morning aunt, Lettie Tyner, wlifie the
hours today before they search was underway.
found the body of Gary "They found his desk; he
Huskey, 31, an assistant wasn't under it or around it.
manager reported missing The waiting is terrible — not
after a twister hit the sav- knowing."
In Malden in extreme
ings and loan. His car • was

Second Language, Ameslan,
Aids Pan Am Flight Attendant
-8
By JULES LOH
apply."
AP Special Correspondent • Thus did Rick Holt become
NEW YORK (AP) — The a Fa Am flight Attendant,
'• • der:r
languages. No sweat for handicapped," as he. calls
Rick Holt. He grew up bil- them, been able to tune in on
ingual. Even so, he fretted. all the chit-chat from the
He put the application in the captain, to order their cofmail and held his breath.
fee, tea or milk along .with
The second language he the ojher passengers, to
had listed was American know when to return their
Sign Language — Ameslan seat backs and tray tables to
— the language of the deaf.
their original upright posi7
"I half expected them to tions.
reject it," he was saying the
other day, in fluent English. "You should see their
"But it is a language in faces light up when they
every sense. It has its gram- discover they are not left out
mar, syntax, idioms. It is of things," he said."The trip
rich in idiom. Stitt, I ex- becomes enjoyable for them
pected at least to -Vet an — and for me, too. I like to
argument.
feel I do something more im"Instead, I was told to portant than just serve
come immediately. They drinks."
acted as if they had been sitSo, apparently, does Pan
ting around waiting for me to Am. Holt was hired three

years ago. Since then, the
airline has hired 15 more ettendants proficient iii
t,a14,411111iert rias
supervised a film to teach
other employees how tospot
and attend to a deaf
passenger.
Pan Am grades its
employees' language proficiency as ,"fair," "good" or
"excellent." A fourth rating,
"native," identifies the
employee's own natural
tongue. Holt's rating in
Ameslan, as in English, is
•
"native."
Holt is 30. For just about
half his life, well into his
teens, he grew up as a vocal
member (and an articulate
one, at that) of what he
describes as "the deaf society."
"I lived in a small town —
Salem,Ohio,about 2,500 peo-

Reagan

pie. But the deaf society is a
large one. My mother and
elillarol
father metMd
;4o
-.I.Arrert ,1
they had all their college
friends, all around Ohio and
beyond.
Rick served as interpreter
for his parents — when the
phone rang, or the doorbell,
or something had to be
ordered from the drugstore.
It was easy for him, after
college, to slide into a job at
the Columbus Technical Institute, where deaf students
learned right along 'with
those who could hear. His duty was to stand beside the instructor and translate his
words into sign languagc.
"My specialty was
medical lab. I had to invent
— to coin — literally ,hundreds of technical words and
phrases. All have _ been
ideptea. That is how the
Ameslan language grows."

southeast Missouri, police
said an elderly man'died of a
heart attack after his home
was damaged by a tornado,
but officials declined to say
whether the death was
related to the storm. He was
not identified immediately.
Homes and businesses
were damaged by the twister
that hit Malden and then
hopscotched across the rural
countryside before touching
down again in East Prairie,
where two residential areas
were damaged.
Power outages and downed telephone lines made it
difficult to determine the extent of damage and injury in
the area, officials said. But
the Missouri Highway Patrol
said property damage would
ions of
aware n a en and East
Prairie.
The highway patrol said no
statewide injury report had
been compiled, but _there
were dozens of minor injuries and several serious
ones.
National Weather Service
forecasters said 22 (panel
clouds were sighted, and
touchdowns were reported in
13 places.
Al Jordan, program director at radio station KYMO in
East Prairie said he saw the
tornado coming.
"It looked like it was going
to come right into the station," Jordan said,"but then
it pulled up. You could see
stuff coming out of the sky
for four or five minutes. It •
was worse than the 'Wizard
of Oz."

• is (Continued From Page
.
bothering to get dressed yet, put on a
robe and sit and do the calls," he said.
"The only routine that I'm continuing is an afternoon nap. And that was
never, in spite of some staries to the
contrary, that was never a habit of
mine," he said.
Of his alleged assailant, John W.
Hinckley Jr., Reagan said:
"I hope, indeed I pray, that he can
find an answer to his problem. He
seems to be a very disturbed young
man. He comes from a fine family.
They must be devastated by this. And
I hope he'll get well,too."

next week.
The president said that with Congress in recess and with him now back
at the White House, his schedule has
hardly been altered by the shooting
and his tax and budget proposals are
"going along all right" on Capitol Hill.
His daily routine at the White
House, as Reagan described it, is a
mixture of work and relaxation.
On recent mornings, he has been
speaking by telephone with members
of Congress.
"I can get up in the morning without
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INSPECTION PERIOD
FOR THE PROPERTY TAX
ASSESSMENT ROLL
The Calloway County property tax roll will be opened for
inspection from April 27 through May 9, 1981. Under
the supervision of the property valuation administrator
or one of the deputies, any person may inspect the tax
roll.
This is the January 1, 1981 assessment on which state,
county, and school taxes for 1981 will be due about
September 15, 1981.

second,'Lyon County; Gary
Kelly, Hickman County, and
Conley,
Andrew
Hopkinsville, tied for third
place..
Examinations in the daylong event, conducted April
21, were constructed by
faculty members of the
department of mathematics
at Murraistate.
Originated at Lone Oak
High School 20 years ago,the
Mathematics Contest has
had exceptional success
since its inception. In each of
the past seven years the
event has been conducted at
Murray State, the number of
attending
students
has grown.

The tax roll is in the office of the property valuation administrator in the county courthouse and may be inspected between the hours 9:00 a.m. and 4:00. p.m.
Saturdays included.

RESTAURANT
located By Holiday Inn
U.S. 641 South, Murray, Ky.

ONLY

Weekday Specials
Combination
Plates

'295
—We Also Serve American Food Everyday—
Ordor To Go-753-4488
Breakfast 6-10:30
Open 7 Days
Lunch 11-1 . _ .....
A Week
j
Dinner 4-10

A-100'Flat Latex
Paint
House
• 280 Durable Colors • Resists Peeling.
•One Coat Coverage,applied as directed.

Any person who wishes to appeal an assessment must
file a written letter or petition with the county clerk
within the above period of time. This letter or petition
must state the reasons for appeal, identify the property
in question, and state the taxpayer's estimate of actual
fair cash value.(KRS 133.120)
Charles E. Hale
Property Valuation Administrator
Calloway County

$19P
1

reg. $16.99

Gloss Latex House Paint reg. $17.99 $12.99g.i.

Classic 99 Flat
Wall Paint $109
Latex
reg.?
ga$15.99
•840 Fashionable Colors• Scrubbable.
• One Coat Coverage,applied as directed,

Latex Satin Enamel reg. $16.99
Oil-Base Satin Enamel reg. $20.99

• Excellent *Who nod
(vier reproduenee
• Puritans will be
delivered to err
store

Caiioway County Bar Association
Fountivd 1823

our Vote and Influence Will Be Appreciated

MHS Math Team Wins First
Winning the scholarships
16-member
A
mathematics team from were Laura Edwards, first,
Murray High School won the Mayfield; Russell Sloan, sefirst-place trophy in the cond, Lone Oak; Bill
Mathematics Contest con- Brockenborough, third, St.
ducted at Murray State Mary, and Mark Lathem,
fourth,Crittenden County.
University.
There were three addiMore than 350 area high
school students participated tional areas of awards to inin the event which is spon- dividuals — algebra I and II,
sored annually by the and geometry. First place
Kenlake Couhcil of Teachers winners received trophies.
Winners in algebra I were
of Mathematics and Murray
Hale, first, Mayfield;
Jay
State.
Team awards were Richard Rogers, second,
presented on the basis of Murray; Joe Woosley, third,
overall performance. The Hopkinsville, Scott Hoover,
team from Mayfield receiv- Mayfield, and Karen Vines,
ed the second-place trophy; Anna-Jonesboro, Ill., tied for
-St. Mary High, third, and - fourth.
Winners in algebra II were
honorable mention went to
Mahfond, first, MurSamir
the team from Marshall
ray; William Smith, second,
County High School.
Scholarships of $500, $300, Murray; Jeff Johnson, third,
8200 and $100 were awarded Hopkinsville, and Erin
Murray.
to students who placed first, O'Brien,fourth,
were
geometry
in
Winners
second, third and fourth
respectively in a comprehen- Richard Austin, first, Lyon
County; Stanley Puryear,
sive examination. -

The secretory she keeps the wheels of the law office
moving. With her efficiency, knowledge and pleasant
outlook, she is the backup fere of the notion's
lawyers. We congratulate these women on gobs well
done and for making the world of law that much more
pleasant

and Finish

reg. $13.99

15.99
finish 4°z IV•itheZIn AMsearrtng

wool

Satisfaction Guaranteed in the use of these COatirlip Or your purchase price will be refunded.

Step Ladder
6 Sale $31.99 Reg. $39.99
Extension ladder working lengths
are 3 ft. less than slaeflisted.

Extension Ladders
16' Sale $39.99 Reg. fi 49.99
20' Sale $64.99 Reg. S 79.99 j
24' Sale $74.99 Reg. 89.99
28'Sale $99.99R.g. a129.99

Sherwin-Williams
Charge Plans
Available
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2. Notice

19. Farm Equipment

IF
I X

41. Public Sale
34. Houses For Rent 41. Public Sale
Four bedroom house in 3 Family yard sale, Friday Yard sale, Friday and SaturFor sale. Allis Chalmers F2 Aireline mobile home,
Two women will
Mini
country, fireplace, deck, and Saturday, 1214 Pew day, go to Stella, turn right,
bedrooms,
2
12x60,
2
bean
combine,
corn,
soy
or
houses
clean
Illarohease
fully carpeted. $300 per Ann Drive. Lots of furniture. follow the signs. 753-1785,.
special, 13' header, and 4. baths, good condition. Call
office. $6.00 on
month. Deposit and
row corn header. Massey 437-4874 after 6 or 1-354Storage Space
Call 753-3271 Garage sale, 24th and 25th. 43. Real Estate.
references.
hour. Call 753Ferguson 1085 tractor with 8638.
For Hest
days after 6 pm, 753-8805. Antique Universal electric
for
chisel plow, breaking plow 17' Fiberglass tri-hull boat,
9587 ask
stove, Stage pottery, RCA
753-47Se
ood location for Privacy No. 353
and spray equipment. All 50 hp motor and trailer,
For rent: 3 bedroom house, console, glassware, anti- 20 acres hi L. On mail and
Brenda.
bus
in
excellent
equipment
routes, rolling land has 10
$1500 or trade. Rogers For rent: Cleanup shop with 1 bath, large great room, ques. 905 Poplar.
Silver
tillable acres with year rcund
condition. Call 527-7044.
Trading Post, 436-2900 or air-compressor and gas heat nice size kitchen,.$250 per Garage
sale,
1100 reek for water.Some cross ten-]
Pawn
Gardens broke then
Panarama
Shores.
month,
7534th.
North
For rent 966 International 436-2506.
at 327
g. 10 wooded acres. Rambler
Sycamore, Friday, 8-12, rain
Shop
yled home of 2 stories has
1-924-5421 or 1-924-5307. or shine.
ordered with power
tractor. Call 753-7637 or 22' House trailer, Tandem 3018."
oedroorns,
bath, well water
Olympic Plaza
759-4588.
tiller reedy for planFour bedroom, 2 bath, unaxle, $2000 or trade.
in. Range included.
UT
PAWN Also
e of outbuildings. Nice
ting.
furnished house on nice Garage sale, Friday, April
446-16 Hp Case lawn and Roger's Trading Post, 436s. 10 miles to town.827
SELL - TRADE
Rental space for retail
bushhogging, blade
shady lot, $300 per month. 24th, 8 am-5 pm, 307 N lets
garden tractor. Call 753- 2900 or 436-2506.
you own.
Open 9 a m to 8 p
Dixieland
in
store
or
Real
753-8786
Majors
Boyd
Phone
work.
7th St
4699.
Mobile home, 2 bedrooms,
7S3-V 13
STROUT
REALTY
Shopping Center on
Estate, 753-8080.
753-5699.
Garage sale, Saturday, April
275 Massey Ferguson diesel 2 baths, sun deck, sun roof,
Joe L Reams Broker
next
Street
Chestnut
Newly redecorated home, 25th. Log buster, china
1812 Coldwater Rd.
tractor, like new, low hours, high beamed ceiling,
WANT AD
Bible Facts Free -Store for
to Murray State
furnished. Call closet, silver dollars, gold
appliances
central
air,
natural
gas,
after
Call
with
equipment.
• CLASSIFICATIONS
7534186
(Anytime)
759-4600
the needy
University. Call 753
753-7499 before 5 or 753- coin, lots of other items
$6950. Call 753-4481 after
6 pm, 436-5473.
tire is a reao reterence
0743 after 5 pm.
3018.
5 pm.
e.
t^d1 • H 0u.Lkly he:p woo ixtate
Hey! Hey! Want a garden
1150 Massey Ferguson tracSaddles, English
ISO oassitiLitlon you are 100k.ni
home,
country
trailer,
Nice
Two
bedroom
12x60
Moving sale: 1972 Buick and a place for a horse? We
equipment.
410
tor
with
Western
Sales
•
tor
available now. No pets. Riviera and 1972 For Torino have it! A 11
/
2 tract with 3
Massey Ferguson combine central gas and air, furnish- 32 Apts. For Rent
I. Legal Notice
R9Poirs - Custom
imifie boo
4
*Laic* C.4,
References reouired,
ext
Statiplivaonn•
61
1M
1
edroom
bop
ents .fqy rent, near 1974
"s"
ith 8 sum.,
•14--Ar
%Airs aide.
Will mow lawns. Also for
downtown fliThrray.- 753- low mileage, clean car, all system; 41
-4. In Memory
/
2 ft. double pasture. An additional
1973 Massey Ferguson 300 Two bedroom mobile home, 4109.
sale, regulatipn co
TAYLOR
5. lost and Found
options. $1795. 753-3942. pedestal wood desk; desk feature is assumable VA
slide
out,
picwith
12x60
Call
combine.
4896. Help Wanted
operated pool table. C
LEATHER CO.
ture window, partially fur- For rent: 2 bedroom Three bedroom, 2 bath, chair; white bedroom fur- loan with small equity and
2300.
9. Situation Oiantell
753-6501.
116 S. 61fi Mayfield
nished. heat and central townhouse apartment, den, living room, kitchen niture; 24" color console low interest rate. Let us
10. Bus Opportunity
1-247-3934
Will do auto and truck 20. Sports Equipment air. Call 753-0499 after 6 carpet, range, refrigerator, dining combination, fenced TV; occasional chairs, show you a great invest11. Instructiondisposer, dishwasher, backyard with tall hedge for avacado refrig (dented); ment. You'll be glad you
repair, 19 years experience, Must sell, 3 very
12. Insurance
rCard of Thanks
nice 10- pm.
13. For Sale or Trade
washer-dryer hookup, cenRadio Shack Telephone did. Priced in the $40's. Ofreasonable rates. Phone speeds; a Schwin, Le Tour,
14. Want To Buy
1973, 65x12 with Tip put. tral heat and air. Call 753- privacy, concrete patio and Answering System with fered CENTURY 21 LoretThe family of Clyde 753-9292 or 7534706.
Excellent
grill.
and similar brands. Also a on living room, extra nice
For Sale
15. A
Spiceland wishes to express
7559 or 753-7550.
neighborhood, on quiet remote control, Paymaster ta Jobs, Realtors, 753of. Home Furnishings
Will
clean_
house_
and,
ladies_
_elcelle_n_t
land.
quality
-more-acres
of
_ori__4-or
thanks-to
each
and
sincere
17. Vacuum Cleaners
street near M.S.U. One yes.„check writer; easel; some 1492
everyone who by word or fices, MondayIhrough Fri- single speecVall 753-0594 Located at Midway. 759- Furnished apartment, 1 or lease required, $400 per dishes; clothes. See at
IS. Sewing Ma-tunes
sleeping
bedrooms,
also
day.
$4
per
2
hour.
Call
437after 5 pm.
1084.
deed made the sudden
19. Farm Equipment
rooms. Zimmerman Apart- month. Available June 1, 1704 Farmer now through
20. Sports Equipment
passing of their loved one 4346.
The Pistol People: Invest in 1975 Viking, 12x60 mobile ments, South 16th, 753- 1981. Call 753-5805 after Saturday. Phone 753-8166.
21. Monuments
Will break and disc a feeling of security, largest home, furnished. Call 753more bearable.
5:30 PM
6609.
22. Musical
•
gardens.
kindness
and
Call 753-5463 or variety, lowest priced, no 5867.
The
Multi-family yard sale,
REALTY
23. Exterminating
neighborliness of all will 753-0144
Furnished apartments for Three bedroom home, new- Thursday, Friday, and Saturregistration or red tape in
24. Miscellaneous
753-1222
in
located
ly
decorated,
forever be remembered by Will do babysitting
rent. CallZ53-4684.
day. Children's clothes and
25. Business Services
my _ Kentucky. Country Boy
New FliP vial kloitils wow
Lynn Grove. Coleman Real household- items..--Cerfter--el
the-ratefut wtteNtughter home any shift. COnvenient- - -Store,76. iv- 3 10
mites-west -of
anywhere, in any county,
Furnished- 4 robin` aPart- Estate, 753-9898.
27. Mobile Home Sales
and son, grandchildren, ly located call 489-2864.
Glendale and 9th.
Hopkinsiiille junction KY
astionwidol
ment, near University, mar28. Mob Home Rents
NEW LISTING
sister and brother, all Mt
164-117. Hours 8-5, Sunday
MOBILE NOME
girls.
753ried
couple
or
Rummage sale! Clothing,
29. Heating-Cooling
Country living close
relatives of Clyde Will do babysitting in my 12-5,(502)885-5914.
MOVERS,
INC.
436-247-1.
-"
- -and young
30. Business Rental
home. days Of nights. 753 36. For Rent Or Lease babies'
to town with this atSoicaland, •__
Ray Griffon
3-1-. Want-17T Rent
22:1 umci
children's.
5 miles west of
duplex,
New
2
bedroom
3242.
753-7975
tractive
and
32. Apts For Rent
5. Lost 8 Found
Dexter on 1346. Starting
available now: Phone 753desireable property.
Need It?
33. Rooms for Rent
11. Instructions
April
21st,
runnTuesday,
9400.
Lost: German Shepherd, 8
34. Houses For Rent
Large remodeled
SAVE
Rent IN
ing for one month.
28. Mob. Home Rents One bedroom furnished
35. Farms For Rent
months old, tan and black, If your name is Mr. Glenn
older home situated
Save
of
new
price
,36. For Rent Or Lease
Air Compressors
choke chain. Outland of 420 S 8th St.,
-9/Ming
Three party yard sale!
rent.
See
trailer
for
12x60
apartment,
newly
on
private lot just
on this repossessed
37. Lmestock-Supplies
We got it and mach, Wednesday, Thursday, FriReward! Call 753-2452 or Murray, KY, you are a winBrandon Dill at Dill's Trailer redecorated, private enwest
of Murray city
38. Pets-Supplies
piano. Less than 1
ner of a free classified ad!
753-4074.
mach more.
day, and Saturday, 9-5. Lots
Court, located Murray Drive- trance, near University. Call
39. Poultry Supplies
limits on the Johnny
Call
753-1916
today!
year
old.
Take up
of everything! Come and
40. Produce
In entrance.
Concrete Breaker
753-7418 after 3 pm.
$50 REWARD! Lost 'black
Robertson Road. Ofontfoly payments.
41. Public Sale
see! 215 South 13th.
with
Shepherd
German
C10011111
fered in the $30's
near
trailer
Two
bedroom
apartment,
One
bedroom
42. Home Loans
753-7575
black and brown face, lost 13. For Sale or Trade
RENTAL SALES
through Kopperud
.Murray. No pets. Call 489- close to M.S.U., $100 per
43. Real Estate
Road
vicinity
of
Les
Todd
in
44. Lots For Sale
AUCTION
Realty, 711 Main
2611.
Real
month.
Coleman
CENTER
45. Faims For Sale
on 94 East. Call Leroy Todd, You are a winner Mr. John
Street.
Phone 753Estate,
753-9898.
Call
Hamlin.
KY!
Padgett,
F.
bedroom
furnished
Two
Friday,
April
24
46. Homes For Sale
753-9146 or after 4 pm.
all the
1222
for
sale.
piano
for
Baby
Grand
in today for a free classified
trailer, clean and spacious, One bedroom furnished
47. Motorcycles
1:30 p.m.
753-8943.
200 E. Mei 753-8201
Beautiful
refinished $125 per month, $50 apartment, air-conditioned,
dekails.
48. Auto Services
ad, 753-1916.
Cadh
49. Used Cats
6. Help Wanted
mahogany case, all new strBETTER HOMES
121 North next to
Restaurant
fou are a winner Mr. Dave ings, tunner, pins, ham- deposit. 753-5750.
50. Used Trucks
Livestock-Supplies
37.
&GARDENS
2
home
for
in
my
Babysitter
Two bedroom mobile home, Fairgrounds. 753-3139..
Quinn of 16111
/
2 Olive, Mur51. Campers
lecationi Hwy. 68 /
2 year old
Could feature this
small children, Monday- ray, KY! Call in today for a mers, and key top. New pin furnished or unfurnished, 2 Two bedroom duplex, all For sale: 21
52. Boats and Motors
East ht Cadiz, ken.
home! Beautifully
Friday. Must have free classified ad, 753- block throughly recondi- miles from city, $150 per appliances furnished. And registered Angus bull. 48953. Services Offered
tacky.
Owner: Willie
professional
tioned
by
2597.
54. For Trade
W
- ooded and lantransportation $10 per day. 1916.
C. Fort. Auctioneers piano technician. $2750. Month.. Coleman Real 1 bedroom furnished apart- Mr. David Russell of Murray
5. Feet-Anc1 Seed
dscaped lot and comCall 753-9263 after 4 pm
Estate,
753-9898.
ment.
Call
753-2967
after
5
56. Free Column
14. Want To Buy
Call 437-4432.
M.1. Kurtz Williams.
fortable home just
Manor Apartments, is a
Experienced car cleanup
pm.
57. Wanted
water
furTwo
bedrooms,
KURTZ
waiting for your
winner
of
free
classified
ad!
help. Olympic Auto Sales, Upright bass fiddle, also
nished, .$90 per month, Two - bedroom , furnished
could play
you
kb
Don't let the
like
to
sell
2
cheap
family.
would
Call
753-1916
today!
AUCTION AND
753-0333.
$50 deposit. Highway 121 apartment, near. University.
Vernon's
the organ? But have
guitars. Call 753-9400.
opportunity
pass to
REALTY
CO.
Rabbits for sale. Call 492South. Phone 753-5405.
753-4684.
Immediate opening for
Western
no organ? We'll furview this charmer.
Article
15.
For
Sale
Auctioiseer
8205.
And
Licensed
M.T.A.S.C.P. on 3-11 shift
Three bedroom trailer, all Two bedroom duplex with'
Adjacent to Murray
nish the organ in your
Store
Reel Estate beim
at Community Hospital at 36,000 BTU central airfront porch, big carport and storage on REE MAR ARABIANS.
carpet,
PioN
you
charge
no
School, this 3
at
High
home
113
N.
Min
St.,
Mayfield. KY 42066. Oppor- conditioner, $200; 1949
garden, already for plan- Stadium View Drive, central Purebreds for sale. Trained
Leather Vests
bedroom home also
pay only for the
Marion,
Ky.
Phone:
tunities include a modern. -Ford tractor, disc and plow,
ting. $50 per month. Two heat and air, all appliances and started. 753-6126 or
has study, den with
lessons.
Day 965-2220. Night
progressive labratory. above $1200; 12x60 2 bedroom.
Now $49.95
Visitors
bedroom trailer, all with hookup for washing 753-6100.
hand
hewn beamed
CLAYTONS
program
benefit
average
Call
545-3SSO
trailer and lot, $6000.
• Req. $100.00
carpeted, front- porch, and machine, carpeted. Single welcome.
ceiling and stone
.753-7575
salary.
Call
competitive
and
759-1789.
p.m
to,
month.
Opos a.m.
garden. $50 per
or couple with no children Two horse 1-bred trailer.
fireplace,formal dinthe Personnel Office at Formals for sale, size 8-10.
753-7113
East of Almo. Call 753- preferred. No
pets. Ramp, walk-through door, Yard sale, Thursday, April
ing room, and large
502-247-5211.
pm,
Friday-7-12
12-7
23rd,
Baldwin
6791.
Available May 15th. Call new floor, new tires, price
Two short, two long, also a New and used
game room complete
10th.
North
noon..
205
Mechanic. Opening .for a hoop skirt. 753-3442.
piano and organs, Lonardo 29. Heating-Cooling
753-1799 after 5:30 pm. negotiable. 753-8654.
with woodburning
other
many
and
Bicycles
from
the
certified mechanic, NAISE - - Good used refrigerator; Piano Co., across
Deposit required.
We stretch and frame
stove and wet bar.
items.
Air conditioners, cleaned Two bedroom duplex, fully 38. Pets-Supplies
TN.
Paris,
Office,
own
hand
preferred,
need
Post
your needlework
cash register; set of mag
Backyard wooden
and repaired., We buy used carpeted, close to M.S.U., AKC German Shepherd pup- Yard sale, 8:30-3:00, 305
tools. Good pay, good wheels. Call 753-3648.
24. Miscellaneous
Carter Studio
air conditioners. Dill's Elec- electric
deck
is surrounded
pies,
28
working
conchampions,
5
benefits,
good
Street.
South
11th
airheat,
7534298
753-9104.
tric.
Call
304 Main
Hickorys
by
mature
Craig
AM-FM
new,
Like
generations.
Registered
ditions. Call for an appointconditioned. Call 753-2792.
Yard sale, Friday and SaturExpert front end alignand Oaks. Offered in
ment. Service Department. stereo, 8-track, turn table,
For sale: 23,000 BTU cen- Two bedroom partially fur- American Eskimo Spitz day, 9-5, 408 N 3rd, behind
ment, $15. Economy
the upper 860's.
and speakers. $125. Also a
tral air-conditioner. Call 1- nished. 208 South 15th. puppies. 502-554-2153.
..
-.•jpaaewoaioNr Murray Datsun, 753-7114.
Hooks Wheel Alignment,
Craig
AM-FM
stereo,
8Service. Call for
Phone 753-1222, KopTire
8.
901-232-8239.
Days, 753-1953, nights, AKC Dachshunds. One Multi-family, lots of
yod're
Need someone part time,
Hope
track,
turn
table,
and
753perud Realty for all
appointment,
489-2854.
lbs.
must be 10-15
minature red, male puppy, miscellaneous
items.
30. Business Rental
better
feeling
the information.
8500.
overweight. Call The Diet speakers, $50. Also a small
Wirehaired
$75;
male,
9
rain.
case
of
Canceled
in
For rent: Single or multiple 33. Rooms for Rent
Dee.
Center. 753-0020 for an ap- coffee table, $10- Call
near Rooms for rent, .1 block months old $60. 1-527space,
office
Lisa
pointmen
Curittoinntrans---fer- -rentAOWritan
-VOTITIT
?tam
-:c-a_fr 753:an
, 753-4109.
on ea
AKC Registered Great Dane
Responsible person with Mechanics tools: 2 section
812 Or 753-6933.
tool
chest
with
some
tools;
famous
Family
home
of
the
willing
transportation
puppies. Must sell, $75.
own
Bill's Fish
Chicago
Newmatic
empact
Tournament
Tennis
Saturday, April 25th, 10 a.m.
Call 753-3749.
to assume day to day wrench with sockets; parts Circle
Now Takinig Applications
Market
responsiblity with children cleaning tank; bench and Heritage Golf TournaAKC registered Doberman
Rain or shine at the late Maude Seaford home at
ment. For more information
For
and to household. Light grinder; many other tools.
puppies. Call 753-7637 or
CATFISH
409
North 4th Street.
call
1-926-4031.
driving for
759-4588.
.lb.$1.70 housework, school func- Call 474-2337. Whole
Selling:
Dining room suite and 6 chairs, cook
equipFor
sale:
Masonary
childrens after
Steaks.... lb. $1.80 tions. Month of May only. Southern Belle prom dress ment; 2 saws, 1 electric
stove, refrigerator, pressure cooker, bedroom
AKC registered Chesapeake
Boneless .lb. $1.00 Salary negotiable. Call 753- with hoop. Worn once. Or- mixer. Call Puryear. 1-901Bay Retriever pups, 8 weeks
suite, twin beds, queen size bedroom suite, t.v.
old, outstanding hunting
BUFFALO
chid. Size 5. 753-4092 247-5722.
stereo, living room suite, coffee table, carpet,
3493 for interview.
and guardian stock. Phone,
before 5:30.
Northwood Dr., Murray, Ky.
lb 50' 7. Storage Bldgs.
Whole
cedar chest, some antiques, sewing machine,
Firewood, cut any length,
753-6491 before 2 pm.
lb 90'
Cut Up
mirrow, chairs, magazine rock, sugar -bucket,
Tecumseh 5 hp engine, less mostly oak and hickory, $20
1, 2 and 3 bedroom units. One bedroom
Custom
Built
portable
753-9381
6075. 4*
Dog obedience classes for
also bond tools, and other items too numerous to
carb. and tank, horizontal delivered. 489-2492 or 753buildings Call 753-0984.
handicapped units.
AKC competition or more
shaft. $35. 759-4667.
mention. Not responsible for accidents.
4157.
obediant pet. Boarding •
Sale conducted by:
8 Horse Sears riding mower
Apply Mon -Fri. ii crp. to 1 p.m*.
covered runs. 436-2858.
16. Home Furnishings and Lawn Boy push mower.
SHOEMAKER AUCTION SERVICE
The Village, 641 North
Carpet, green tweed, rubber Call 753-6201.
Free to good home, 7
7534324
Will be interviewing for sum- backed, commercial grade,
month old female puppy,
5.02-437-4157
15x18, good condition, $75 "Let's go fishing!" Red
has had all shots. 753Two good antique soles coming Saturday, May
mer employment for AQUA firm. See at 802 North worms, Nite crawlers: fresh
Equal Housing Opportunity
6744
2nd and Saturday May 9th.
from
bed
to
box.
Free
gift.
BOGGAN PARK, Thursday 20th.
Irish Setters, 8 weeks old,
Rex's Worm Farm, Rt.6, Box
$25. Call 753-6497 after 5
Westinghouse chest type 325 (Irvan Cobb Road),
evening, April 30th, 5:30 p.m. freezer.
759-1084.
Pm.
Murray, KY 42071. Phone
at Aqua Boggan Park. Ap- Washer, $100; Refrigerator, 436-5894.
40. Produce
plications may be completed $150. Both in good condi- Oregan bars for Homelite;
Ann's Greenhouse, half
BUSINESS MACHINES & EQUIPMENT
tion. Call 753-6274.
Poulan; or Echo chain saws.
price sale on pepper and
at interview.
Saturday, April 25 at 10 a.m., rain or shine (intomatoe plants. Call 492- side) at the former University Book Stoni at 15tb
17. Vacuum Cleaners 16", $16.99; 20", $19.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
8869.
Also hoasebold, lawn,Indoors
Kirby Vacuum Sales & Serand Olive, Murray, KY.
Blackberry and raspberry
vice, new-used...carpet Woods mower, 60" cut with
and
outdoors!
Will sell: 12' x 48' mobile home (unfurnished), 5
point hitch. Call 753plants for sale. Call 753- mechanical cash registers w/coin changers; 8 elecWant to improve your job-seeking shampoos. No. 16 Dixieland 34699.
Center, Phone 753-6050.
4684.
tronic, 3 mechanical, 1 rotary calculators; 5
skills? Work on your GED? The West
26.
TV-Radio
41.
Public
Sale
manual, 3 electric typewriters; 3 mechanical adPrefasslesoal Pest Centre'
Kentucky Youth Skills and Training 19. Farm Equipment Bearcat 250, 50 channel,
machines; SMC & ABDick copiers; office desk
ding
Big yard sale in Kirksey, FriA 10 hp Case tractor mower
Center at Murray State is offering a with hydraulic drive. Call Crystalless programmable
day and Saturday, 8 til 5. & chair; bookcases; formica-top checkout
scanning radio, 5 ban
Something- for everyone, counters; SO amp Amplifier, 8 track & 4 speakers;
4 week employability skills training 753-1760.
coverage with large Radio
some old items. display case; Kirby vacuum; magazine & cord
Drain Auger, in good Shack antenna. Call 753session to assist 16-21 year olds 456"
Basement carport sale, rocks; elec. heater; old candy jars; 2 wheel dolly;
condition. Massey Ferguson 2927 between 9 am and
.only, 944 506 storage drawers; variety of shelves and racks plus
Saturday
with their job search. earn while riding lawn mower. .Call 2:30
pm.
North 5th. Call 753-6107.
numerous other items.
474-2337.
you learn - minimum wage stipend
TV Tower, rotor, and antenEverything must sell. Identification required)for
Termites. You spend thousands of dollars for a
Four party yard sale, Friday
na, heavy galvanized 4for those who qualify. Contact: Linhome but never think about termites - they cause and Saturday, April 24th out-of-town buyers. lunch available: Not responsisection tower. Call 753the most damage next to fire. Have your home and 25th. New quilts, elec- ble for accidents. Detailed announcements day of
da Germain, Murray BMS, 753Fast form tire service
2349.
treated nowl 753-3914, Kelley's Termite & Pest tric skillet, clothes, sole. For information coil
Tire 8 SerEconomy
0977, weekdays 8-1; or
perWanted:
Responsible
Control, 100 South 13th Street, Murray, KY. material, hand tools, 6 ladlob W.(Frosty) Miller
vice Call 753 8500.
son to take up small monder back chairs, vases, car
Over 33 *years experience. Home owned and
WKYSTC/MSU 762-6185.
Anthem .
thly payment on 25" color
tape player, CB, and 011.
operated.
412.8114
t.v. Warranted. 753-7575.
609 South 11th St.
1. Legal Notice
I. IL Rushing, will no
longer be responsible for
any debts other than my
own
2. Notice

IT)

9. Situation Wanted
Experienced roofer for hire.
Will help or do complete
job or repair. Call Daniel,
Puryear,
1-247-5163.
Reasonable.
Handyman will do the odd
jobs you have been putting
off Call 753-3058 or 7624352 after 5 pm.
Mature young man would.
like yards to mow.
Reasonable rates. Call 7535615 after 5 pm.
Will work on lawn mowers.
Call 753-0751.
Will break and disc
gardens Call 753-1973 or
753-3413
Will do babysitting in your
home, nights and
weekends. 6 years experience. Have references.
coide2..2n5a.„14- A

27. Mobile Home Sales 30. Business Rental

I•

AtiCflOttSitil. -

MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS

NOTICE

PUBLIC AUCTION

- ‘-'-TERMITES
ewc
FOR DEPENDABLE

Kelley's Termite &
Pest Control, Inc.

•
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3E.A.13ALM
43. Real Estate

43. Real Estate

43. Real Estate

47. Motorcycles

IP X 303E1

49-. Used Cars

so-.Used Trucks

53. Services Offered 53. Services Offered 53. Services Offered

1978 Can Am 250, ex- For sale or
trade for truck, 1979 Jeep C1-7, white and fence sales at Sears now
Will mow yards, 15 years
cellent condition. Call 492- 1974 Cutlass
BEFORE you buy your
Supreme, full blue Renegade, low Call Sears, 753-2310 for
experience Call 753-6564
8279 or 753-8666.
free
mileage,
your
one
owner.
for
estimate
New
nest set of tires
set of rocket magt, burganfly-with-half white vinyl top, tires and wheels, leaded. needs
prices! ' Would like to do exterior
our
CHECK
hous? painting, rates
DISCOUNT ACetSSORI ES!! in good condition. Call 753- Excellent condition. Call For
Economy Tire 8 Serairplumbing,
753-0207
negotiable.
afterlaL
Check
Call 759-4908
01.1f
prices.
5612
after
Motorcy4
pm
or
anytime
BOYD-MAJORS
conditioning, painting, roofvice, 753 8500.
or 753-6550.
'de Parts & Service, 301 N weekends.
ing; and carpentry. Call
REAL ESTATE
4th, 759-1919 or 753Window cleaning, fast ser753-8080
753-9822.
Spraying, mowing, and vice,
8292. Open afternoons 4-6.
1970 Toyota Land
'
satisfaction
Guttering
by
Sears,
Sears
• • ProfessionaI Services
D
LANDpruning.
Call
T
&
Oldsmobile
1981
Saturday 9-3.
26,000
Cruiser,
guaranteed.
Free estimates.
With The Friendly Touch"
continous gutters installed SCAPING, 436-2333.
Cutlass LS Sedan,
Call 753-7140.
miles, $4,000.
For
sale:
per
Call
your
specifications
1979
GT-80
IW,
COMMERCIAL
Driver's Ed car.
Scott Home & Business Imgood condition, has had
75 Acre farm 7 miles SE of
Sears 7-53-2310 for free provements. Complete: 18 Years experience m
INVESTMENT
HATCHER
price!
Special
Murray. Approximately
tie riding. Call 753-6194 or
estimate Prosperous
remodeling,
signs, bathroom and kitchen
AUTO SALES
arm tradable load. 30
work
brick • work
753-8298 after 5:30 pm.
acres in pod Umber. Has 3
restaurant, wellGeneral home repair. storefronts, decks, yard
753-4961
PURDOM
fireplaces,
ceramic tile
bedrooms,
bath.
hill
baseestablished, on S.
1975 Honda 360-T. $600
Carpentry, concrete work, work, light hauling, cement
ment, fireplace. several outTake
advantage
of fixing
OLDSMOBILE
plumbing,
12th St. Large lot,
Call
753-6204
roofing, siding, work. Free • estimates, low
buildiags. peed. good well.
51. Campers
PONTIAC
and tobacco barn. Call
window and door in- rates, guaranteed work. your home while the craft is
plenty of parking, all
available Call James Ray
Murray-Calloway County
COMMERCIAL
Honda 1976 550-Four,
18 ft. Terry camper, sleeps stallation. Free estimates. 753-5793.
CADILLAC
equipment, fixtures
Realty for more informaHamilton 753-9400
10,000 miles, excellent
6, $2300. Good condition. No job too small. Call 474PROPERTY
753-5315
tion.
included.., walk-out
Will haul driveway white
firm
condition,
901$1300
Phone
328-8398,
Sedalia.
Newly
listed
proper2359
or
474-2276.
transaction. Reason
rock and Ag lime, also have
Aluminum Service Co.,
247-3339 after 5 Pm
ty at 500 N.4th Street
for selling-owner's
Heating, refrigeration, and any type of brown or white
52.
Boats
and
Motors
1971
Mark
aluminum
I
Mustang.
exand vinyl
formerly
known
as
Atorray-Calkway
health.
250 Honda dirt bike, best cell.ent conditiqn. Call 7
40 -Aluminum orgitgin electrical repair. Bob's pea gravel. Also do backhoe
Sbirle.y Ls.AIM.
714,114$‘4%,
RoV
o"i1
;
410%.47:4_ •.•
-afrorounj.
isottiligz;'
1
'Isoljrs341-146
uwriAR44411.
Fox Meadows.
nsidir trade. Roger's Hazel, KY: '498-8370 or 7S1 45 or 753-6/63.
Call
Will
Ed
buildings
plus
1980
apMazda
GLC,
5-speed,
Bailey,
30411. ITHISI,
STATE
Trading Post. Phone 436- 753-7829. Bobby Lockhart. Warning! Don't read this
klercroy, Ky. 42071
proximately 10,000
753-0689.
1976 MR-250 Honda, $300 AM-FM radio, very low 2900 or 436-2506.
Close in - 3 B.R.
Hutching Sales, Route 5, unless you're in need of
miles. Call 759-4683 after
square feet of
Call 759-4798 after 5 pm
INT A. It.milreice
home,
newly
18' Crownline Runabout Box 2221. The only factory roofing, carpentry, or elec- YATES ROOFING Shingle
4-30 pm.
greenhouse area. Lot
decorated
and
with
trailer, 110 hp Mer- authorized dealer for Filter trical work. New or repair. roofs, new or re-roofing: old
48. Auto. Services
is approximately one
THE BEST THINGS COME IN
1975 Olds Royal, power cury motor, all ski equip- Queen sales and service in All guaranteed. Call Joe, roof
carpeted, electric
removed, replaced, or
good
SMALL PACKAGES. Small acre. A
brakes, power steering, air- ment, good condition. this area. Days 753-6068. 753-9226 for free estimate. repaired,
heat, (over 1700 sq.
hot asphalt built
Four
heavy
duty
life
price, big value!! In town, 2 business and inconditioned, good condi- $900. Call 435-4526.
ft. of living area),
nights 436-2,367.
up
roofs:
metal roofs
Wet
basement?
We
make
time
shocks,
inbedroom,
$18,500. South
vestment
tion. 753-9674.
opsituated on a 2 acre
painted;
roof
coatings;
and
Handyman
wet
will
basements
do
the
odd
dry,
work
Clean 1970 17 ft. inboard
stalled,
of town, remodeled, 2 portunity for $72,000.
S49
comwooded lot, large liv1971 Pontiac Catalina, 4roll roofing. All types roof
have
been
putting
Ohs
you
completely
guarenteed.
boat,
V6,
155
hp
engine,
plete.
East
of
$21300.
bedroom,
Where?
Phone 753-1222, Koping room, country
door, new tires, new brakes,
off. Call 753-3058 or 762- or write Morgan Con- repair. References furnishtown, 3 bedroom with
Economy Tire ft Serperud Realty, for
automatic power steering, above average condition, 4352 after 5 pm.
kitchen, convenient
struction Co., Route 2. Box ed 18 years experience, all
duty
trailer
with
heavy
new
acreage,
$17,100.
Near
vice, 753-8500.
real service in Real
air, 4-1 shape, like new,
to
shopping,
409A.
Paducah, KY 42001, work guaranteed. Call "The
753-1372 ask for
lake, 3 bedroom with 1
Estate.
Will do baby sit- or call day or night, 1-442- Professionals", 753-4596
$1500. No rust. Call 492- tires. Call
restaurants, Fisher
after
7
pm.
Jack
acre, $13,500. Look them
49. Used Cars
FINANCING
8248 between 7 and 5.
or 901-642-0158 collect.
Price. In 30's.
ting in my home or 7026.
over. Now's the time to
AVAILABLE
Chrysler Newport 1974 VW Dasher station- 15 Foot Crosby bass boat
1969
56.
Free Column
just
watch
buy! Call Spann Realty Save energy and
child
Will do law53n_93.1i
4.1no
mower, gtairmdt
en
get
Custom 4-door sedan, wagon, 1500 cc, yellow,gx- with trailer, 50 hp Mercury
Associates 753-7724.
til
ler_
for
014
filark_uct,_
a
.44r,t.May
short
time
0.t_
.0,P11,101_Ig9411,out of the rut. of --AGIVel----SteenaV--ixwieustettent- condition, AWN, _ MOCK,
Quality
work,
pickup
and
Darnell
Marine,
94
East.
Beagle
puppy,
male,
5
while
'mama' runs
Once in a lifetime a home Po
.thinking formal
brakes, air-conditioned, 5400 miles. Call 759-4675.
nano
delivery available. Call 753- weeks old. Call 753-3994.
like this comes along. The
$450.
1-527-9700
after
1
living
room.
to
Look
at
town. Call 43614' Ouachita, , 20 hp
hisommeo
_grounds of Ihis_ st2tely...1mo
-Johnson--wit41--tankff--trader,
this house with a
2198. Ask for' -Willi-Cs-interior and exTerior f part -Terrier- puppies.
Trucks
50.
Used
Rad
Ritual
story solid brick home gives
liveabl
roomy
1976
air, 1977 Chevrolet Silverado, $875. 513 S 6th St., MurCamaro,
painting, 13 years ex- black and white, 3 months
SoothsIdo Cowl Sq.
Judi.
the illusin of a private
"great
r
m"
for
automatic transmission, air-conditioned, AM-FM 8- ray. 753-8705.
perience,
free estimates. old. Call 753-4161.
Kontocky
Murray,
"estate" within the city
comfo
e
living.
new
tires,
$2195.
753Phone
Searay
before
8 AM or after Free! Dirt mixed with
700,
152". 100 K & K Stump Removal. Do
track, automatic, tilt wheel.
7S3-44S1
limits. From the entry hall,
Loca
n a corner
9710.
5
PM,
Pamco
horse
Mercury,
and
759-1867.
gravel. Struck loads. Follow
you need stumps removed
49,000 miles. 905 Poplar.
to your right is a warm
lot in
excellent
trailer,
Thru
in
very
good
condiDeli, 804 Coldwater
YEAR!
Be
in
THE
BUY
OF
work
needs
Gavels
from
1170
your
yard
or
land
with
spacious living room
WEST
1977 Dodge van, part tion. $2500. 474-2708.
neighborhood. This is
Road,
753-0373.
in
of
everything
center
.the
lust
lids
Ode
of
boil
cleared of stumps? We can
fireplace, to your left is a
KENTUCKY
customized, must sell. 759a 3 bedroom, 2 bath
location.
convenient
creased end melted. Woad
this
remove
stumps
up
to
24"
Johnson
Mr.
Tr
V.L.
-hull,
Shelton. of Rt.3
115
'15'
charming library with floor
1276 or 753-6470.
ASPHALT
Rieke weederfal first car fee
home with therbelow the ground, leaving
Murray,
KY
you are a winoutboard
motor.
Call
759to ceiling bookcases, to the Conveniently priced with
and
Coating
driver likeiy to lase miser
financing to
1974 Ford camper van, 302 1293.
mopane' windows,
only sawdust and chips.
ner!! Call 753-1916 today
sealing
rear is the formal dining owner
64-deor,
accidents.
qualified buyer. Features 4
V8, good condition. $2500.
central electric heat
Call for free estimate, Bob
753 8163
for a free classified ad!
room and comppct kitchen
cylholer (et lest twat),
53.
Services
Offered
Payne.
Phone
See
at
1013
bedrooms, large kitchen
and
air.
Priced
in
the
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
with storage in every correesamily straight shift,
753-5750.
and living room, plus dry
Kemp, Jr. 435-4319.
$50's. Contact any
spew peat here end there,
ner. On the second floor, basement. Bring the kids to
large
transporting
member
of
the
Kopfor
good
short
wheel
1978
base
GMC
you will discover three enjoy the large backyard.
MITCHELL BLACKTOPPING.
Weddings
with
children or smell cattle.
perud Realty "Home
pickup, 6 cylinder, straight
bright airy bedrooms with
Commercial
and residenDistinction
225 L. P. Miller St. (Across from Community Center)
Lots of storage rooms plus
Think ef whet you'll save
Team,"753-1222.
shift, topper, AM-FM
the master bedroom ,having
tial.
Also
patching,
sealing,
Call Wendy at
not Wass to take collisea
garage.
Carter
Studio
Specializing in Senior Citizens
cassette stereo, good gas
it's own fireplace. This
and striping. For estimates
buirance. Make offer. if
Spann Realty Associates to- 44. Lots For Sale
753 8298
304 Main
mileage. $3300. Phone
home has the charm of
call
753-1537.
years.
$250.00
WO
offer
is
Open Hours
753-7724.
yestkrday, the comforts of
Beautiful lot, 'Anderson
See at 821 Glendale while it 901-247-5439.
MOBILE
HOME
ANCHORS
Tues.,
Thurs., Fri., Sat.
Mon.,
conveniences
today and the
A ralsels - Cowslasts or cell 755-1787 it 1970 GMC model 7500 ALCOA ALUMINUM. $101kG__-underpinning,
Shores, must sell, $1700.
roof's eciled,
of tomorrow. . Won't you ".it ig - Argeinent - 502-886-6358.
odd hears.
or
vinyl
siding
and
trim.
with 22 foot van, V6. air
8-12 753-3685
patio awnings, and house
come and let us give you and Sales.
1968 Fury III, runs good, brakes, power steering. Call Aluminum trim for brick type roofs for mobile
Lehigh,
in
For
sale:
Lot
For Appointment
your private tour today? Call
houses. Jack Glover, 753- homes. 753-1873.
RON TALENT
Florida, local owner. For new tires, $300. Call 759- 753-2349.
Jack
759-1492. Offered by CEN1873.
more information call 753- 4105..
Glover.
REALTOR
1974 Internation pickup,
TURY 21 Loretta Jobs.
2390 after 5 pm.
753-9894
For sale: 1969 Camero, 350 power steering, power Asphalt driveways and parkRealtors.
...11=111111
automatic ing lots sealed by Sears. For
Panorama Shores overlook- motor and transmission, in brakes,
OWNER SAYS SELLI
ing lake. Water and septic primer, good parts car, transmission, big bed, $350 free estimates call 753- Custom built concrete
Three bedroom
tank in. $6750, $750 down $300 or best offer. Call firm. Call 753-1372 ask for 2310.
basement, bolt to your
3 bedroom brick, 518
lake home
jack after 7 pm,489-2788. Bob's time IMProvement specifications. Cell Joe Pet
inFireplace
owner finance balance at after 4 pm, 753-2670.
St.
Brood
Stone, 492-8359. Insured
10%. Call 753-5405. .
Service. Remodeling, painFor sale: 1980 Mustang
located in
sert stays with house,
premium
roof,
general
cementwork,
ting,
sun
with
very
Lakeway Shores
natural gas heat,
46. Homes For Sale sound system, tilt wheel, For sale or trade home maintenenace and in- end Bonded.
more.
and
nice lot
with a water
By owner: 1505 Oak, 3 has all extras. Call 753- '72 Chev. Tandem
spections. Free -estimates.
Shroat-Waldrop Real
bedroom brick, large den, 7301
Need work n your trees?
canal in back of
753-4501.
Dump
Truck.
753Estate, 759-1707.
built-in kitchen, combina- 1971 Ford Torino, $20-0.
Topping, pruning, shaping.
lot.
8786 or 753tion -living room, lots of Call -753-2943, ask for
Shroat- complete removal and
753-90911
S699
home
storage,
fully
and
more. Call BOWER'S TREE
car
carpeted.
s
port
tt
I
Kevin.
Waldrop
Must see to appreciate. Call
SERVICE for professional
•
repair.
mo repar.
Li
We're banking on you. America, with
tree care, 753-8536.
II AI 1 ,
753-2378 or 753-9818.
,TATF
Real Estate
WORLD OF SOUND
.1
Male kW Center 751-1707
222 S. 12th St.
Professional painting,
Brick house, 2 years old, 3 ,
Sale every Friday night at 6:30 p.m. Located
paperhanging, paneling. Qualified applicants to American
753-5865bedrooms, 2 baths, formal
Midlands
Commercial or residential. Inc.- can receive
dining room,'' large den, 2 , 2 mks from Paris on Hwy.641 North.
assistance
for:
depression
have
glass,
some
This
patweek
we
car garage with concrete
Call BILL'S UPHOLSTERY 20 year experience. Free
$ Farm Purchases
drive, large patio with cedar . tern glass, wash kettle, lantern, tall oak bed with
for your furniture needs. estimates! 759-1987.
$
Livestock and Machinery
dresser
oak
fancy
organ
to
trim
match.
and
Old
fence. House has many exChoose from thousands of Professional painting, in$ Farm Refinance
lras. See at 1809 Wiswell
with mirror, oak chiffarobe, walnut treadle
durable scotchgitard cloths terior and exterior, 14 years
Road or call 753-5287 or
sewing machine with round top, coppertone cook
and naughyde vinyl. Behind experience. Free estimates.
$ Conversion from short term
753-0839 or 436-2935.
Call 489-2139 after -2 .
Dairy Queen. 753-8085. top and oven, 30 inch- range hood, portable dishto long term
washer, Maytag washer, hide-a-bed couch and
,
By owner: Neat, clean, 2
$ Leasing
COLDWATER LAWN & Professional interior and
bedroom house, located
chair and much more.
SHOP. exterior painting, qualified,
GARDEN
MINIMUM: $150,000
Auctioneer: Leery &MUNI No.646A
conveniently to town and
Lawnmowers, Roto-tillers. references on request. 4371Tomatoes, pepper, egg plant, calm**,
shopping centers. lust right
chain saws, expertly 4432.
4 coolifigpr, breccia, brims! Sprees, know,
• for a retired couple. Has a
repaired. Pickup and Sharpen hand saws and
fenced yard with good
1A eidenllits, bedding plants, Dogwoods,shads
delivery available. 489- skill saws. Call 753-4656.
garden space. Call 753trees, fruit trees, grape vises, roses,
2853. 8 AM to 5 PM.
(In Nebraska call 402/334-5100)
3903 to see.
azaleas, flowering shrubs, shrubs,
Super She!
AI'S
Concrete
brick
and
block,
10:00 a.m.
Saturday, April 25th
American Midlands, Inc.
.evergreens, hoeseplents, hanging baskets,
Country-City home with
South 4th Street
Basements,
work.
LOCATION: At ear sew softiies berw as Whiff. 71, only 5
2945
S. 132nd St.•Omaha, NE 68144
Murray
African violets, and cactus.
greenhouse, garden area,
driveways, storm cellars.
miles from Dever, 25 miles from ClarksvOk, Tenn.
Member NAFCO
Complete
Auto
front deck, children's
- News 8.1o, 7 days•week
porches. 20 years exWith
Repair. Free tube with
901-782-3406
offices in Los Angeles. Dallas,
cabin, mature landscaping,
perience. 753-5476.
LIST W A1121041E5
oil and filter change.
central air, fireplace, and
Minneapolis, Denver and Knoxville
Wishont inlaid plane, 3 pc. oak bedroom smite, ask dressing
ROOFING
753-7896.
gas heat. Spacious rooms - tebie, oak lowboy chest, eek tellbey bursae, oak bargee,
Magas
beceliiim smell 'knob, table, Margeotry wardrobe,
3 bedrooms, 2 baths, huge
webs* Aim cabinet, Omen Ansa mirror back sideboard,
Reformisms. All work
walk-in closets, 11
/
2 car
• l000lodAti nibs Coot of
Free
teed.
garage. By owner. 753- fine Victorian bedroom salts, cohered tiled washstand, sub
Moat Sp. Toro woof ol Soros
Jacobean dressing table, mahogany cenimeds, oak drop loaf
estimates.
lo Iffrool, so Slit mks,
9866.
tables, carved Victorian bewlreosted sideboard, flee carved
Om loft oo 1 oh.
fraLf-,-..4.
Call 751-1851 or
For sale by owner: 2
Noshermy 3 pc. bedroom soda, loaded deer, Ilimen Anne
7
- IBM
bedroom brick duplex, cenplane steel, pink mewl& washstand. Cousin! Cldpiendele
Complete piano service,
tral heat and air, gas heat, mediae, nom divider, meal chine Wiest bend pitted
Auction Sale Saturday April 25th at 10 a.m. to settle the estate of the
tuning,
repairing,
clothes maiden, omploweed dressing table, pair brass
stove, refrigerator, washer
late
Daisy
Wickoff. From Murray take Highway 94 East to Highway 732 or
plaques, pimp
Iran dealt, Westagnistor click, Mesita•
rebuilding. refinishing. Jimand dryer 'hookup, near
Duncan
Grocery.
Follow auction signs. To list a few horns:
wardrobe,
inlaid
Aare
bookcase,
oak
Owed
%eon
Anne
my
Slack,
437-4432.
shopping and church. Low
wardrobe, eak Barley Twist mirror back sideboard. VicTwo couchs and chairs; one hide-a-bed couch; coffee and end tables; 2Set. April 25, 10 9.m.
$40's. 753-8631.
Carpenter Service. New
torian thiFftesteer ben,es& bell wardrobe, Omen Anne eelt
hibock choirs; platform rocker; oak rocker; roll-away-bed; one large post
Pohnersvilk, TN.
homes, remodeling.
House for sale by owner': 2 sideboard. iacebewe tallboy chest, wallow capbtard.4 Is.poster bedroom suite; twin iron beds; nice twin wood beds; fancy oak chest
Selling will be a 4 bedroom brick home; sunken den;
cabinets, decks, anything
blocks from University. 2 tweed chairs, set 4 Maley Twist Maas, dots Meese forfireplace; built-in barbecue grill on patio; 2 -baths; central
drawers; odd vanity; nice old dresser; other odd dressers; nice small 4-leg
of
nisbed.
Barley
Twist
table,
Barley
Twist
plant
table,
Vicwith
quality
work.
wood,
large bedrooms, large living
heat and oir; kitchen with built-ins dishwasher, cook top, selftable; odd lamps; pole lamp; kerosene lamps; old picture frames; wood
chair,
'
torian comonsede, block marble mainland, certain.
Phone
753-0565.
kitchen,
room,
room,
dining
cleaning oven; carport; utility. Also includes 25x20 brick shop
esebegesty bookcase. marble Mock, onalseganyt
wu
magazine rack; wicker magazine rack; wicker picnic basket; TV.; record
utility room, garage attachall located on about % ocre lot.
Dale Spencer's portable
amid, Owen Ansa gentiemen's ernschnir,
player; old records; electric fan; old trunk; nice wood 4-drawer filing
ed. With or without furALSO SELLING will be valuable antiques and collectibles:
sand blasting and painting.
wheirver beck, Pinewood
castings beaches,
wood index card cabinet; electric adding machine; electric sewing
cabinet;
Oak Table with gloss feet; 8 gal. churn; 2 pie safes; Walnut
niture and utilties. Save
Rmeweed cloll/lemper, secretary sabisot, oak mirror back
Call 751-6626 or 753-5198.
Dining Suite; Old pine ice box; Walnut sideboard with marble
machine; gloss door pie safe; cArome breakfast set; good stove and ref.;
realty fee now as will be
sideboard, mirror beck sideboard wholeness, large sited
top; Several Bedroom Items; Small oval top wooden trunk with
DEPENDABLE LAWN MOWweebstaisd ibeiniM, limn Feld wardrobe, sink miner back
listed May 1st. Call 759some old glass; green juicer; cornival gloss; pink and green gloss; small butoak handles; Old Montle Clock; Wash Stand with bowl & pitING. References. Free
sideboard. Victorian droning sable, block marble
4702.
termilk pitcher with blue ring; toaster; mixer; iron skillets, kraut cutter;
Rockers;
Old
1
Trunks;
2 Oak
cher; Old Walnut Wosh Stand; 2
estimates. Call Mike at 753waiistmed. tem Ow.As.. sideboard, enesegi tiled top
stone jar; push mower; many other items not listed. ,
Key wind pocket watch; several other Gold watches; Nippon
8877.
oak tables, /emboss sideboard. eak lied washstand, rare
Glassware; Art gloss; depression glass; oak wall phone(crank Looking for a bargain? We
The Real Estate consists of approximately one acre of land, a six room
sand enh belletand, plane steel, 3ardiaere pet stand, bedExperienced carpenter,
IMO; candle phone; 57 Chevy- 4 door hardtop. Many items have one brick home, near
house,- with running water and both near Lyrinhurst Resort. Real Estate will
stead, hieing table Marley Twat). hooded glass sideboard,
remodeling and additions.
too numerous to mention.
Gewgaw Pembrebe gable, Vidal= UMW game table.
campus, owner must sell!
sell at 12 noon with 20% down day of sale balance with delivery of deed.
TERMS: 10% Clown on Reol Estate with balance in 30 days;
Will
consider
other
coloured
gloom
4glassware. malosgsey bookcase, eak mai
In low $30's. 753-3942.
with deed. Sale will be held rain or shine. Eats and drinks
Possession
Cosh on Personal Property.
miscellaneous
work.
Mello stand, eak round soak table, Ilse Owosso Awe duet
responsible for occidents. Real Estate handled by Spann Realty
available.
Not
All announcements an the day of sole take pm-admit over Two bedroom country home
steel, basalt barrel.
References. Call 759-4815.
all previousadvertising.
on 1 acre, wooded area and
Associates. For more information call 753-7724.
garden space, 2_ porches,
SALE CONDUCTED BY
Small
engine
and
•
BOGARD REALTY IL AUCTION CO.
1koodstove,
large
kitchen,
mower
repair.
Dresden Red Estate
Dover,Ts.611-2324150
aluminum siding, storm
DAN MILLER-AUCTIONEER
S 641 Shell
Annereartement day of mole will have
remodeled,
newly
windows,
aad Aunties
S 12th St
•
preemiestee over printed matter. Aroctieseer: Rd
7mile5 wed Of Murray,
410110.-.
753 9131 or
Court Arm,Dresden, TN. 38225 Mows(NI)364- mile south of Lynn Grove
"Ilogk" Bogard,lk.Sal
Nanhd W.as......,j.kodisroor.
1501
759
Grocery. 435-4242.
ys
you ye
tut w
wanted!! How about a
brick vcarer. 3 bedroom. 2
both home with central heat
sad air. leaded with kg' n1
extras. and located so Ps
arm of load with just
comma large *bade trees
sad just esough open load
for a good garden or
whatever. and what if it is
may a short distaisee from
I...' And what if it is priced to sell quick? It is ALL el
these and we have it!!

n

F

Plaining business for sale.
1960 Ford 2-ton cab over
-dump truck, uni-load with
forks and bucket; 20"
Power Mack plainer less
than a year old with phase
converter cable of hardly 30
hours power. Also etc.
package deal. $15,500. Call
901-642-8171 anytime.

1

I

753-8080

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

641 AUCTION HOUSE

AGRICULTURAL LOANS

Spring Planting Time
fruit Trees $4.99

ANTIQUE AUCTION!

Call Toll Free
1-800-228-2702

;

Hutchens
Plant Farm

111

ESTATE AUCTION

AUCTION

V
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Nation's Inflation Falls Below Two Digit Level
By MERRILL HARTSON
Associated Press Writer
• _ WASHINGTON iAP) —
The nation's cost of living increased at an annual rate of
7.5 percent in March, bringing inflation below doubledigit levels due mainly to
moderating energy prices,
he, Labor Department
!•eoorted today.
department's Bureau
Labor Statistics reported
a 0.6 percent seasonally- adjusted rise in the cost of 'iv; n g for the month,
:-ilibstantially below the 1
percent increase registered
tri February and the lowest
tie-month increase since Jut 1980s OA percent.
The bufeau • said the
ii irLsgsmy prices

creases of 7.5 percent in
January and 8.5 percent in
February. department - officials said. Charges for
natural gas and electricity

Special Program
To Feature Pogue
As Guest Speaker

rose 0.8 percent, compared
with increases of 1 percent
and 1.4 percent earlier in the
year,
-.Reagan administration officials and some private
economists had been predicting that energy prices
would moderate as spring

arrived. Prices had shot up
in January and February
because of the lifting of controls on domestic crude oil
prices and the high cost of
foreign oil. But the March
figures were lower than
many economists expected.,
Department officials said

Deaths & Funerals

A special program,open to
the public, will be held at the
main reading room of the
Pogue Library, Murray
State University, on Friday,
April 24,from 6 to9 p.m.
Dr. Forrest C. Pogue, proAlbert Blanie Jeffrey died
Mrs. Albert (Wilma Dee)
minent alumnus and
Tuesday
night at the Henry
Puryear,
Tenn.,
died
of
Ray
historian, will speak at the
organizational meeting of a Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the Bap- County General Hospital,
Paris,Tenn. He was 72 years
emorial 14
-for
&1E"
Tenn.
'
his,
in transportation group. fforts have begun t
•
Route 5, Paris,Tenn.
yea of age. •
id housing `costs in seven establish an -Associates of
Mr. Jeffrey was a retired
was
a
deceased
T
::oths. The Consumer the Murray State University
Maratha employee of the L. & N.
Index showed that Libraries" to promote the me her of the
Tulon,
Tenn. Railroad. Born Sept. 5, 1901,
Church,
• !lergy prices continued to library, according to Dr. Baptist
1912,
in in Calloway County, he was
March
15,
Born
in March but not by Keith M.Heim,librarian.
the son of the late Blame Jef_
she
was
Brownsville,
Tenn.,
begin
meeting
will
The
titartly the margin . of the
frey
and Minnie May Daily
the
late
daughter
of
the
with a reception at 6 p.m
i:tte%ii,us two months.
Jeffrey.
He wasa member of
Jemima
and
Jackson
Oscar
Fuel oil prices rose 2.7 per, followed by the special proRileiliaekson.
--the Manleyls Chapel United
granifeaturing-Dr.
Pogue.''
3TellrlitaIrhTlollowiriVin- She is survived by her hus- Methodist Church. -band, Albert Ray, to whom
He is survived by his wife,
she was married on Oct. 6, Mrs. Louise Smith Jeffrey,
KEEP THAT GREAT
, two daughters, Mrs. to whom he was married on
1934,
GM FEELING WITH
Pilcher of Murray and Dec.24, 1922; two daughters,
Joyce
PARTS
GENUINE GM
Mrs. Kitty Stephenson of Mrs. Alverda May Moore,
Puryear, Tenn.; four sons — _IWIghrop Harbor, Ill., and
, 1312r---Jimmyr—andtutliy
• .
• ,
Carlton Ray, all of Puryear, Wigains, Miss.; one son,
Tenn.; three brothers — L. Daniel Blanie Jeffrey,
L. and T urmon Jackson, raducan; haft brother, Joe
Brownsville,- Tenn., and Ar- M. Coursey, Leesburg, Fla.;
thur Jackson, Des Plaines, 13 grandchildren; 16 great
III.; 14 grandchildren; two grandchildren.
great grandchildren:
Preceding him in death
The funeral will be held to- were a sister,lars—Martha
day at 3:30 p.m. at the Belle Osborn; and two half
LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway brothers, Lymon Coursey
'76 Caprice
Morticians, Paris, Tenn. and Norman Coursey.
fm
am
hardtop,
door
I Owner local car;4
will follow in the
Burial
The _funeral is being held
radio power steering, power brakes, air
Puryear City Cemetery.
today at 2 p.m. at the chapel
conditioning, 35,xxx miles.
of the McEvoy Funeral
LONG LINE
Home,Paris,Tenn., with the
PHILADELPHIA
rAP)
—
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.
Rev. Douglas Bennett ofcrthe
oldest
Bassett's
is
641 South Murray
753-2617
sumer- ice-cream company ficiating.
Grandsons are serving as
GM QUALITY 101
in the United States.
StRVEE PARTS
It was founded in pallbearers and burial will
GI1NERAL MOTORS PARTS DIVISION
Philadelphia in 1861 by follow in the Memorial
Cemetery at Paris.
Lewis_ DuBois Bassett.

Albert B. Jeffrey
Mrs. Albert Ray
Dies Tuesday With Dies; Was Native,
Rites Held Today Calloway County

Ron
Christopher

the Consumer Price Index
rose to 265.1 in March, which
means that goods and services costing $10 in March
1967 cost $26.32 last month.
The figures released today
also showed that the index
increased by 11.2 .percent
from the first quarter of last
year to the end of this year's
first quarter.

Swim Team To
Meet Saturday
At Cheri Theatre

This means some 36
million Social Security recipients will get an 11.2 percent cost-of-living increase:
in July.

LPN Unit To Meet
At Hospital
The LPN Association
District 17 Unit 1 will ,hold a
meeting at 7 p.m. Monday,
April 27, in the third floor
classroom of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Guest speaker at the
meeting will be Willard AlLs:
The meeting,CEU approved, is the first in a series of
seven drug and •1 alcohol
workshops.

Murray-Calloway
The
County Swim Team will
have an informatiohal
meeting and registration for
the 1981 Swim Season on
Saturday, A ril 25, at 10 a.m.
'Mere,
Cue
All interested swimmers Federal-State Market News Service
and their parents should at- April 23, 1981
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
tend this meeting since prac- Report Includes 5 Buying Stations
tice will start Monday, April Receipts: Act, 1106 Est..350 Barrows &
Gilts .50 lower Sows steady to 81.00
27, and the schedule will be lower
US 1-2 210-240
. . . $39.00-39.50
Saturday.
announced
838.50-39.00
US 2 210-250 lbs
Also information concern; US 2-3 240-260 lbs. ..... . $37.50-38 50
Clinics
U425(F_274)
ing_theSwim
Sows
ray State University's S
$31 00-32.00
US 1-2270.350 lbs.
832.00-33.50
mer Youth Program will be US 1-3300-450 lbs.
133 50-37 00
1-3450.500
lbs
US
Saturday
the
available at
US 1-3 500-650 lbs. $37.00-38.00 few 39.00
831.00-32.00
meet, a team spokesman US 2.3300.500 lbs.
Boars 28.00-30.00
said.

JIM
FAIN
Agent
Ready To
Serve You

MFA
INSURANCE
Look To The Shield

For Your Protection
Life•Heoliiiraillome
CareFarm•Business

SHIELD OF SHELTER

New Location
614 S. 4th St.
Phone
753-0632
Mon.-Fri.
8-5
Murray, Ky.
80

SAVE —SAVE SAVE—SAVE—SAVE—SAVE—SAVE —
I
117 1r11ft IT 9 CI
DISCOUNT 01Z

KU

Lu

3

PHARMACY

506 N. 12th Murray, Ky. Olympic Plaza

753-2380

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE

„
E!'). $lb° 6
t1')
,iD)/
14-

Lu
Cl)
I
Lu

i

4

Any Vitamin Drops
For Your Child

uI

Vaseline
Intensive
Care

4
U)
i

t

'

Regular Et Orange

15 Oz.Pump

$159

4

For

Commonwealth's
Attorney
Gill,(K. Marshall i:outities

We Sell

Baby
Milk

Water Pills

,y/ATEII PILLS

-helps roduco
iluiCaSS

body orator

By The Case

Ky.Public Assistance'.
Prescriptions and
Workman's
•
Compensation

for the temporary relief of
minor skin irritations,
itchingand rasheg- 15cm

$

79 k>

We Can Easily
Transfer Your Refill
Prescription To

hare been Ii burglary caws
Calloway and, Marshall Counties — all II hare been
conricted and sentenced to a total of 48 Years in the
pen iten tiarv.
Sistee Jun. 1. 1981. there

Ron Christopher
"Putting Criminals In Their Place."
Mill

liv 11rs. jean S. Hurt. Treuxurer

Open Fridays

West
Side

Open 9:00-9:00
Mon.-Sat.
and 1:00-6:00
Sundays
Prices Et Coupon
Good Thru
April 29th

'Byron's
Discount
Pharmacy
\iyvY

Vitamin E
Capsules 4001. U.
100's
Limit 1

$219

SAVE—SAVE—SAVE—SAVE—SAVE—SAVE— SAV

SMITS

Court
Squat e.

MI 8:30 P.M.

t 461 'VZ, 1!-IdV

ePsintu.

satuu Ig iefipari

ADIInysi
JO uowas lopadS V
i2pS11!• ••sumisanb

luvuoduil lagio
plinnffiv oi siacnsui—
piqf • • • dduvtqf01 not/ `o .
01 2.011c71 'Op 01 imp `ddS 01
out i,72,oul 01 lull31, ffflO,tS13Vf?IV A2d111 'ffiniulutopuoi .to
do-o 'nowlayir

1V111

ri!llas o.it!ft.nq tout •it-vpoi
?iris) iVal aiji li!

crbouN

CAIJd

4

p,stip
I
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Private Property Section
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--Itiow And Protect Your Property Rights
Our nation, like no other in

By way of contrast,- per-

_
unique idea thtTvery individual has the inalienable
right to life, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness.
Through our Constitution
and the Bill of Rights,
Americans enjoy many
rights, including the right to
free speech, to practice the
religion of ones choice and
to vote. One of the most important is the right to own
private property.
However, the concept of
private property rights did
not originate in America. It
evolved.from English cornmon law which, in large
part, was patterned after'ancient Roman law and has
stood the test of time and
courts.
The right to own private
property was one the colonists supported strongly.
They believed that the acquisition, possession and
protection of property was
an essential, natural and ina li ena ble right. The
American Revolutionary
War took place because the
colonists found that certain
acts of parliament were infringing on private property
rights.
"No taxation without
representation" is a slogan
that reflects their struggle
for freedom.
To better understand what
private property rights are,
it is necessary to define
ownership terms. The term
real estate means land and
its attachments. The terms
land, real estate and realty
are interchangeable.
Real property refers to the
legal rights associated with
land ownership. These are
the interests, benefits and
rights inherent in the ownership of real estate.

Yrruv Ake- Iterns thatare not
Permanently attached to
land or buildings. Legally,
property rights consist of a
bundle of rights, like a bundle of sticks. These rights
are highly divisible and may
be conveyed individually or
in groups, according to the
owner's wish.
These fights are inherent
in the ownership of real property and are guaranteed by
law, subject to certain
limitations.
Real property rights are
the rig& to use, the right'to
sell, the right to lease, the
right to enter, the right to
give, the right to refuse to.
exercise any of these rights.
In speaking of private property rights, that doesn't
mean that one has the absolute right to exercise those
rights as one may wish. This
has never been the case in a
society governed primarily
by principles of English
common law such as ours.
American property rights
and privileges are limited by
four powers of government
— the power of taxation, the
power of eminent domain,
the police power and the
escheat.
The Power of Taxation:
Local government operates
under delegated powers of
the state and imposes a
system of local taxes to support local government. Individuals pay property taxes
based on the assessed value
of property and the annarT
tax rate in their district.
The tax base is arrived at
by adding up the total value
of the property assessed in a
district. The assessed value
property is determined by
the County Tax Assessor.
The tax rate results from

Quality Service
--- Company "Heat Pump
Specialists"
Modern Sheet Metal_
IL Service
Departments.

753-9290

nominal right of. the. state •
sation" when property is buildingcodes and subdivi.
and
provides Lu.
exercise
'
,
1-4
1“11.11be
ship of property which temtown or city, the county coin- in the public interest. Just of regulations that are based
porarily is in an ovmerless
mission and the school compensation is guaranteed on the police power of
state.
board. It is important that and protected by the Fifth government.
- Our concepts of land use
the power of taxation be Amendment of the U.S. ConWhile federal and state
are changing. Both laws and
competently exercised. For stitution which specifies that governments have the injudicial decisions are more
example, when there are not private property shall not be herent right to exercise the
protective of the public inuniform assessments, the taken without payment of police power,in practize it is
terest, at the expense of the
real estate market becomes just compensation.
delegated to local governprivate property rights.
distorted.. It can cause_
The 14th Amendment ex- ment ..for implementation.
There are a number of
economic loss and can limit tends provisions of the Fifth When police power is exerlaws and regulations in efhome ownership and proper- Amendment to all states.
cised, units of government
fect today at the state and
ty investment.
usually do not provide comlocal
levels that erode
The Power of Eminent Dopensatory
payments
to
proThe Police Power: This is
private property rights.
main: This is a right in the right of government to perty owners.
Some of these are historic
which,the government can, regulate property for the
Escheat: The right to have
preservation laws, Wilding
through condemnation, take ;protection of the public' ownership 'NO property
codes, excessive taxation,
private property in the safety, health, morals and returned to the state when a
rent control and growth
public interest.
general welfare. Zoning property owner dies without
requires_"just_ comperk codes-, -housing- codes, a will_ar known laeirs. ILis_a_
Continued Oa Page4
the total

udgetsthe

Private
Property
Week
April 19-25
Home Ownership
Is A
Sound Investment
If you have any questions on buying a home stop by
.........................._.____.........0.__________--a•

,..........s.,...................._..........,............,.................._...............,...,•._•
t
...............d......nv...........

Security Federici!
Kok mow
LENDER

1300

Johnson Blvd.
Murray,Ey.

Savings

Loan Assoc.
.
7511-1234

S.
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Private Property Section

"Selling Your Ezuse
With?'
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Thanks to you. We have preserved the rights for 39 families

••

f'/AAM

11120:10
REIM
.111L61 6.44

to own/sell property this year for a &al gross sale amount of:

826 550

AN OPEN LETTER TO THE PUBLIC
Every year REALTORS set aside a week in April as a special celebration. We call
this special celebration '.Private Property Week", and 1 would like to invite each
of you to share it with us.
I'd. like you to think about the meaning of private property rights in your life
now. . . and especially in your future: Try thinking about what it would be like if
we had no private property rights. In our country, people needn't fear that the
government will come in search and seize their property. It's hard to imagine life
in a country that doesn't guarantee these freedoms, until you have seen for yourself or met someone who has fled a politically oppressed nation.
It is one thing to have the right to own property. . . it is quite another to exercise that right. To be able to exercise the right, you will have to work, save, plan
and invest to make your dream a reality.
•

I think that if I do nothing else today, I'd like to leave you with one thought;
that you and I as American citizens share something precious in this world—a
thing called freedom. If we all participate, we'll not only protect our private
property rights, we'll also protect our free enterprise system and our politicat
freedom, too. And after all;aren't these what America is all about?
To maintain real estate as a valuable asset and protect ownership rights from
further erosion we are observing Private Property Rights.
CENTURY 21 LORETTA JOBS REALTORS
Loretta Jobs, GRI, CRS
Broker/Owner

Six more reasons to consider
Coniuva
1200 Sycamore
73-1492

••

LORETTA JOBS,REALTORS
TOP SELLER OF MONTH

TOP LISTER OF MONTH

404
I.
4111110`

f
PAT

Administrative Assistant

BRENDA

MUCK

Soles Associate
753-5456

Soles Associate
753-0187

•America's Humber

JIM

Sales Associate
Z51-314.1

Million
Club
(37-4440

Top Seller, Century 21rta

MARK
Soles Associate
7)9-1056

Locally Owned crud Opertrted

Private Property Section
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Property Rights...

.
tage
of
location,
which the
and/or
loss
of
because
g.awth
is
Proposiexisting
growth
breaks,
or
inhouspayments,
tax
California's
that
Continued Frbm Page 2
so
restrictions.
tangible -development" tion 13 rolled back property ing. It also discourages the alleged to be harmful for a inhabitants don't want to
share with newcomers.
iltimiuni
rights, which may be sold or tax assessments to 1975 sonstruction of new housing. comn
Growth restrictions alp
tg.44*.a4khr nrp..
foe -many diff renS reasons
the
.
petty.
e reStricumAr‘i
peree.
m.
prnnprt*P47
v Alir?. 41
and the degree of er4iOn of
1;x'14
eArgrited
Building codes originally cash value.
property, rent control af- to prevent low income like their town just the way it
private property rights that
is and don't want it changed
result from them varies also. were designed to protect the
In many areas of the na- fects the community tax citizens and minority groups
in
any way. The methods ussafety
of
conmoving
into
a
comTake historic preservation health and
tion today, real estate taxes base by shifting the tax from
sumers from inadequate are five percent or more of a burden to such other real munity. Sometiems a com- ed to limit growth by state
laws.
Continued On Page 5
Many important historic construction or poor quality home's value. The burden of estate as single lamily munity has a specific advanlandmarks should be materials in a home or excessive taxation on pro- homes and commercial propreserved for future genera- apartment. Unfortunately, perty is borne by perty. The expense of comtions. Moreover, many pro- building codes do not confine homeowners and renters pliance with rent control also
bably could not be saved themselves to requirements alike.
increases the cost of houswithout- government in- that are absolutely
When a renter wants to ing. These regulations have
tervention.
necessary for constrner pro- purchase a home, high taxes proven,to be such a burden
however, tection.
Sometimes,
coupled with the mortgage that some property owners
restrictive historic preservaSome codes today contain payment often moves the abandon buildings rather
We salute all of our Realtors!
tion laws are adopted when unnecessary 'requirements price of the home beyond his than comply with control orvoluntary means for historic that add to the cost of hous- or her ability to pay for it. dinances.
preservation are available. ing. In addition, some codes Renters, too, are affected by
Laws that limit growth are
_One_ voluntary_ method is serve as barriers to the use high taxes because either probably the most harmful
simply to have governinent ofiieVrand-more-A•onomieal- --high-taxes-are- passed. on _ measures being adopted by
purchase the property at a construction methods. through in the form of higher state and local- ginierninetiti.
-2111-1:Mb. -151-041141
fair price.
Rehabilitation is discourag- rents or there is less money These are laws that limit
Another method would_ ed because the new codes available for the landlord to
allow the property owner to contain requirements that meet other expenses,such as
_retain title to the land with older buildings cannot meet. repairs.
needs in a most friendly
Excessive taxation of real
an agreement to restrict use
Rent control is another
and
personal manner.
of his or her property in ex- property concerns many type of restriction on private
change for government Americans today. So much property rights. Originally,
"We Want To Be Your
rent control was designed to
Bank- is symbolic of this
protect tenants from greedy
pledge. And it stands as
landlords during World War
more than a statement.
II. Today rent control is used
in some cases to provide afIt's a commitment ...not
fordable housing for the
We
pledge
to
just
from one, but from
elderly and the poor.
We salute all of our Realtors!
continually
offer
you
the
all of us. And it's an
In effect, the private property owner subsidizes the
newest and finest in
attitude
you'll find in
renter and thus bears the
banking
services,
as
they
every service of every
fruit of a problem which is
are developed, and to
really the concern of society.
department in our bank.
Rent control affects the
help fulfill your financial
Let us prove it to you.
1914 Coldwater
753-2900
amount of housing stock by
hastening the deterioration

PRIVATE PROPERTY WEEK
APRIL 19-25
ROSS INSURANCE
AGENCY

WeWant
lobe
Your

PRIVATE PROPERTY WEEK
APRIL 19-25
TUCKER T.V.
SALES & SERVICE

IT'S
PRIVATE

priorznirv
wEnc!
Oh, the Minutemen didn't know it.
But they did fight for a country and a
constitution that gave every citizen
the right to own land.
And because they won that fight, and
because that country and constitution are still alive and well today,
we're celebrating Private Property

This Week Is
Realtor Week.
Any Week
Every Week
We Want

5.•

11•11••••••••••••

We Salute The Murray
Calloway County Board
Of Realtors!

Your &ink

Murray Electric
System

401 Olive

PEOPLES/BANK
MURRAY

KY.

753-5312

Member FDIC'

Private Property Section
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Helpful Hints
fur Home Selling

Property Rights...
Continued From Page 4
and local governments in- was to protect the rights of
clude such zoning devices as private property ownership

nv no". efia0114
p1164411141017
i
4
1..r
,111,1111414,X.
2 7- --111
'
rference. Through
d rum yOur
uirements, -minimum floor 'in
, as it does to
many homeowners who try ing habits and your financial space requirements, the years, and recently at an
minimum frontage and se accelerating pace, the bunto sell their own homes, position.
Honestly, it pays to sell back requirements and the dle of rights inherent in
here's some things everyone
your
home through a local prohibition or severe lirnita_ private property ownership
should know about.
Realtor' . It's his or her full tion of multi-family dwell- has been eroded.
Today, government bodies
Selling a home involves a time business to keep on top ings.
mass of petty details.
of these details. They're
In many cases, growth and quasi-government
There's paper work to do, alert to every step of the restrictions have become so organizations are taking
attorneys to be dealt with, a transaction, know know how stringent that they constitute some of these rights from
title search to be made and to make the necessary ar- the taking of property private property owners —
vital arrangements to be rangements and follow without just compensation. often without the benefit of
made concerning down pay- through on details.
The most common injury due process of law and many
ment, escrow accounts and
They know how important suffered by propetty owners times without just compenmortgage financing.
it is to protect all parties resulting from growth sation.
What can you do to help
Unless you're an expert on against misunderstandings restrictions is the loss of inprotect private property
these subjects, you'll be and the importance of all vestment capital.
working at a disadvantage. agreements being in writing.
People who have purchas- rights? Start by informing
ed land as an investment, yourself about your local
who waited-tor-an ideattinie—ViverrffnentInd the reg11111
to sell or develop the proper- tions affecting private proPrivate Property Week
ty, have found that new perty. Attend the city or
growth restrictions have town meetings where you
made their properties live. Become familiar with
what is happening locally on
almost worthless.
Another example of loss is such property issues as zonwhen a development already ing actions, taxation and the
under way is terminated enforcement of regulations
because of a growth restric- that affect privite property
tion or reversal of an ad- owners.
Check out political canministrative permit apYour Private Property Rights...
didates for their positions on
proval.
Know and Protect Them
One of the reasons the private property rights. ExUnited States was founded ercise your right to vote.

PARAIIBE RESORT AREA
3 bedroom home on five acres. Main port of Ky.
lake. 2 Full baths. Almost 500 feet of
shoreline.

PARAOUE'UNIT AREA
Lake cottage on main port of lake, 5
acres —
almost 500 feet of shoreline. Coll us
about this
one priced at $58,000.00

3 Bedroom, 2 both in Gotesborough - ask about
price, go sheaf, electric air, living room, den,
many closets.

AREAT GREAT ROM
This lovely home has an extra large great room
with sliding glass doors adigining large rear
deck. 3 bedrooms, 2 bae separate dining
room, nice kitchen and utility. 2 car garage.
Call for details:

LOVELY U TIE MIRE
Everything in this home is lovely, great room
with lovely fireploce, dining area overlooking
rear deck, nice kitchen, 4 bedrooms, 2 baths,
double garage, and much more. Just reduced for

Shroatio
Waldrop
Realty

PRIVATE PROPERTY WEEK
APRIL 19-25
We salute all of our Realtors!

sourte
,
r.EMI)!

INC.
Chestnut St.

753-1474

PRIVATE PROPERTY WEEK
APRIL 19-25
We salute all of our Realtors!

Jane Rogers, Agent
State Farm Insurance
201 S. 6th St.

Phone 753-9627

We salute all our Realtors during

PRIVATE PROPERTY WEEK
APRIL 19-25 •

Harmon & Malone
Remodeling Company
S. 4th

753-4124

GREAT COSAIRIATTON
Good location and good home, brick
veneer
home with 3 bedroom, bath,
nice kitchen,
fireplace with insert and more.
$42,500.

tvutners FAVORITE
Tr -level beauty with 4 bedrooms, 1 1/2
baths,
ve,f1.14.kitttlert—dia41.seeler.4erime-pdfltr
my landscaped, goroge, family room, all you
could want at 1102 Doran Rd. asking $61,000.

AFTER HOURS CALL:
Nelson Shreat 753-6678
Buddy Spann 4744025
Wilma Schmitt 436-2166'
Sam Harris 753-8061
Pete Waldrop 753-7249

•

Private Property Section
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What Is A Realtor?

Most people know what a
real estate salesperson is,
„hut do 0-71.1radowtothe ..clifference,tie.Oleerfia
son and a Realtor? It's true
that they both sell real
estate. Both must pass an exam to obtain a license and
abide by a state license law
controlled by the state commission.
In addition, a Realtor has
made a commitment to professionalism in real estate. A
reaftor subscribes to a code
of ethics as a member of a
local board, a state association, and the National
Association of Realtors. A
realtor is commited to give
you the best advice and

fairest treatment possible;
The National Association
of
altors watfouriderl.in
CCNO titj .r.vcr-Ts mar,

representing 19 boards and
one state association. Their
goals then were about the
same as they are today: to
create unity in the real
estate profession; to compile
relevant information concerz
ning real estate; to promote
and protect private ownership of property; and,- to
establish professional stendards of practice.
In 1913, the National
Association of Realtors
adopted its first code of
ethics, and in 1916, they
adopted the term "Realtor."

"SpciaI Tax Ituk
Allow Sellers To
Defer Tax Payment

It nas grown into one of the
largest trade and professional gr
in the nation,
1,600 .
boards and more than
700,000 membersTogether, all the Realtors
in the national association,
through the state associations and the local boards,
are working to protect the
right of private-ownership of
property. As a large group,
we have been effective in
promottng bills that are
favorable to private ownership and defeating bills that
were unfavorable.
A Realtor's pledge is: to
protect the individual right
of real estate ownership and
to widen the opportunity to
enjoy it; to be honorable and
honest in all dealings; to
seek better to represent our
clients by building our
knowledge and competence;
to act fairly toward all in the
spirit of the Golden Rule; to
serve well our community
and through it, our country;
to observe the Realtors Code`
of Ethics and conform our
conduct to its lofty ideals.
As Realtors, we are constantly working for right of
private ownership of property, but we set one week in
April for a nationwide
celebration called "Private
Property Week."

meat interference.
Americans
The right
e
have to own private=y
of all our national heritages.
It is a right protected since
the birth of our nation. One
of the first acts of congress
in 1785, three years before
the adoption of the constitution, was to guarantee
the right to own private property. This was the first time
in history that the law of a
nation gave the people that
right.

Private Property
Week
ANinfit25
We Salute All
Of Our Realtors

Rickman & Norsworthy
Building Supplies, Inc.
SOO S. 4th — 753-6450

ROOFING
SAVE 30% Tif 40%
240 LB. ASPHALT SHINGLES, $15.95
240 LB. FIBERGLASS SHINGLES,(in the wrapper), $16.95
15 LB. FELT, $6.95 PER ROLL
/
1
2"4X8' DECKING PLYWOOD, 6.95
30 LB. FELT, $6.95 PER ROLL
5 GALLON FIBER ROOF COATING, $10.74
90 LB. ROLL ROOFING, 8.95 PER ROLL
5 GALLON ROOF CEMENT, $10.74
6018./
1
2" LAP ROOFING, $4.95 PER ROLL
1 GALLON ROOF CEMENT,$p5
26"x8' FIBERGLASS, $3.95
ROOFING NAILS, 50 LB. BOX, $24.95
26"x10' FIBERGLASS, $5.95
ALUMINUM WHITE ROOF STARTER
26"x10' FIBERGLASS, $4.95
15 CENTS PER LINEAR FOOT

Special tax rules allow months, your profit is a long
home sellers to qualify for term capital gain.
That means 40 percent
profit tax deferral or exempof your profit will
($40,000)
tion. The "residence
replacement rule" allows be taxable. If you're in a 50
tax deferral when selling one percent income tax bracket,
principal residence and buy- your tax will be $20,000,leavCORRUGATED
ing another. The well-known ing only $80,000 to reinvest.
can
be
$20,000
tax
But
that
"over 55 rule" $100,000 home
The primary reason we
sale tax exemption benefits avoided by using a taxobserve
Private Property
deferred exchange.
older home sellers.
Week is to join together the
HOW
TAX-DEFERRED
But every owner of investhomeowners, landowners,
ment or business 'property SWAPS WORK. To qualify
and realtors of America in a
exchange:
tax-deferred
for
a
can avoid tax payment by
observance,
(1) both properties must national
using a tax-deferred exthe
fact that for
celebrating
change when disposing of be "like kind;"
about
200
years,
Americans
owner
must
be
the
2)
property. New developments
have enjoyed the right to achave made such tax- trading up to a more expenquire land without govern- )000000000
deferred exchanges almost sive property (exchanges
"down
the
taxable
for
are
as easy as residence tax
trader"); and
avoidance.
(3) the up trader is taxed
WHY TAX AVOIDANCE
IS IMPORTANT. Erosion of on any -unlike property"
property sale profits by in- received, such as cash or net
come tax reduces the cash mortgage relief.
A "like kind property" is
available for reinvestment.
But Internal Revenue Code any real property held for insection 1031 permits tax vestment or use in a trade or
deferral when disposing of business. This includes virone property and acquiring tually all property_ except
your personal residence or
another.
To illustrate, suppose you realty owned by a real estate
own an apartment house that dealer for sale to clients.
you can sell for $100,000 net - Examples of like kind
profit. Assuming you've trades include exchanges of
b—wherfEeliuilditird'irer

ASPHALT ROOFING 36" x 6', only $4.95

LUCKY STRIKE SALVAGE
817 PARIS ROAD
HAYFIELD, KY. 42066
502-247-3276

Commercial & Residential
Landscaping
Lawn Maintenance
Mowing, Pruning, Spraying. We offer
prompt service, free estimates. Wide.
variety of trees, shrubs, ground covers
and fruit trees.

T&D Landscaping
Ralph Wright Rd.
Off 280 E.

FUN IN THE SUN!
Everyone's dream! 3 bedroom brick home with an extra large private pool with all
accessories. Beautiful maintenance free landscaping which ensures privacy.
Fireplace in den, sunporch with wet bar, including refrigerator, sink, and ice maker.
Home includes many extras such as carpeting, 2 full baths, burglar alarm system,
central heat and air, all kitchen appliances. Excellent location. For more information
call

PURDOM & THURMAN REAL ESTATE
753-4451

436-2333

Susy Wells 753-1585, or Geneva Giles, 753-6557

Private Property Section
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Murray Calloway Count
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Bill Rayburn
James Green
Audra Moody
Nelson Shroat
Helen Spann
Pete Waldrop

4-

Helen Spann
Vickie Swain
Wendy Rose
Gary Kenner
Pat Holton
Roy Folsom
Russ Spurlock
Kenneth Turner
Ray Reeves
Pitentice Dunn
James Green
Shirley Wilferd
Louise Baker
Jack Persall
Guy.Spann
Claude Miller
Cary Miller
Del Douglas
John Boyd
Warren Shropshire
Homer Miller
James Majors
Audra Moody
Reubin Moody
Rex Alexander
Barbara Erwin
Wilma Schmith

OFFICERS
Anna Requarth - President
Loretta jobs - Vice-President
Louise Baker - Secretary
Brenda Jones - Treasurer

Lula Darnell
Prentice Darnell
Clifton Coleman
Ray Roberts
Amos McCarty,Jr.
Bob Nanney
Margie Armbruster
Guy Wilson,Jr.
Lloyd Hasty
Hoyt Roberts
Alex McLeod,Jr.
Clara Humprheys
Wayne Wilson
Hewlett Cooper
Ron Talent
Ed Fenton
Bob Haley
Sandra McKinney
Glenn Wilcox
Loal Cole
Nelson Shroat
Pete Waldrop
Joy Waldrop
Alan Camp,
David Simpson
James R. Payne
John Neubauer

Geneva Giles
John Neal Purdom
Susy Wells
Tripp Williams
Chuck Woods
Glenda Smith
Judy Johnston
Brenda H.Jones
James Williams
Marie Hicks
Allen Rose
Loretta Jobs
Sindin Jobs
Agnes Payne
Hazel Brandon
Sam Harris
Harding Galloway
Billy P. Thurman
Paul Claypool
B.B. Hook
Bill Kopperud
Geri Anderson
George Gallagher
Lindy Suiter
Billie Joe Rayburn
Anna Requarth
C.O. Bondurant
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Home Finance
Important Step
Once the prospective home
buyer has, completed the
negotiation for the purchase
of the house,the buyer's next
important decision concerns
the financing of the home.
The buyer turns to his
local banking institution for
assistance in this decision,
by submitting a loan application to the mortgage lending
officer. The officer will interview the applicant about personal history, place of
employment, income of the
applicants, credit history
and precise information
about the home.

liens that affect the title.
'Al! of these items will be
recorded in the County Court
Clerk's Office.
The lending officer will explain the requirement that
the monthly payments not be
greater than one week's
salary or 25 percent of the
total available income.

If the payments exceed
these guidelines, then there
is a good possibility that the
purchaser will not have
enough income to make his
other payments, maintain
the home, as well as provide
for the necessities of life.
Without taking these items
The lending officer will
into consideration, there is a
disclose to the home buyer
good possibility of the loan
that a down payment ofc/20*-3
being in default, resulting in
percent is required, that the
repossession.
closing fees will involve only
Most banking institutions
the cost of recording the
consider the maximum
deed and real estate morlength of repayment as 15
tgage,and that a title search years.
This may seenrto bea--- is required.
short period of time.
The title search may be
However,when you compare
completed by an attorney of the differenc
e in the 15-year
the home buyer's choice. payment and
the 25-year
The title search is important payment, the increase
in the
because it will show that the monthly payment
is really
seller has a marketable title very nominal,
especially
to the property, defects that When you compute
the total
may affect the title, plus the amount paid
for a 15-year
real estate mortgages or loan versus
a 25-year loan.

Some Owner financing is available
on the following listings at ROBERTS
REALTY:
170 acre farm
70 acre farm
Six lake lots
Six industrial lots
Small country business
Cottage on the lake
Mobile home & lot
Residential lot
The qualified staff at Roberts
Realty is waiting to assist you in
your every property need. Call one
of them today!
Anna Requarth 753-2477
Roy Roberts 436-5650
Amos McCarty 753-2249
Marge Armbruster 753-5128
Clara Humphrey 753-2403
Stanley Wilson 753-7133
Wayne Wilson 753-5086
Alex Mcleod 753-1575
Hewlett Cooper 753-3336
Lloyd Hasty 753-2370
Bob Nanny 7531951
Hoyt Roberts 753-3924

Roberts
Realty
S. 12th At Sycamore
753-1651

Private Property Section

Congratulations
urray Realtors !L
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Murray Branch 12th & Main

When Buying A Home
See A Realtor it
For A First 1,1ortgage
Home Loan See
Home Federal!
REALTOR*

Remember! For A--Fair
And Honest Deal Contact
Your Local Realtor

"The ploce where thousands are saving milli
on"

HOME FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
PADUCAH,KY.
n-

I

S.,'e u.......... Ca.

-.1..m• • .40 001

EMAL IOSPIG

LENDER

OR
R'
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Good Plannipg Can Change
Routine To Creative Living

r•
.
create•a feeuiii- -of
It. There is no are an art lover. (A ritiiin us
I've
A beautiful, wefitii
home cah turn routine living decorating rule ideal for color scheme can be march- -peace. Color used badly will
and . daily chores into evely family. Consider per- ed to the color in the can- jar the nerves and give a
creative living and enjoy- sonality (character) com- vasses) If you are strong, noisy effect.
One basic color used on all
ment. The home is the most fort, function and at- vibrant and outgoing use
need not be dull. Every
walls
furpersonal of all possession's mosphere, the four most im- vivid color and unusual
in the palette has.its
color
If
you.
fits
whatever
niture,
and
you
decorating.
of
in
things
extension
portant
and
Personality: if you are the you are the more subdued deeper or lighter tones.
your family. Surprisingly,
many houses that do not literary type and enjoy type use calm color and sur- Variety and continuity can
seem right on first sight can books, don't scatter them, roundings. In other words be be achieved by staying with
be transformed into bring them together in one an individtralist and be one color family and its off
shoots. For instance start
beautiful homes by planning massive library arrange- xrourself_
Comfort: an elegant home with a good neutral color,
and imagination. Decorating ment. (leave space enough
is challenging and exciting. for a plant, photograph, is great providing your fami- (which makes an excellent
It requires, though, skill and sculpture) Handicraft or col- ly can live in it and enjoy the backdrop for pictures) such
a great deal of time.
lector items can be arranged elegance. Consider your as cream or off whites for
Lets start with people, a on shelves as a feature. A family needs. A museum set- your basic. Gold, coffee,
home should be related to room can be built around a ting can be uncomfortable to beige and brown tone can be,
the ones win are going to collection of paintings if you- • -loved-ones.- A casual way of— introduced into-other tOornS:
living may be prefered to en- Drapes,carpet in a lighter or
sure their comfort. Seating darker tones, also give a
For all your home improvement
and lighting plays an impor- flow to a home. In other
needs: Remodeling, painting,
tant 'part in comfort. Con- words, you can take any colsider hobbies, TV, reading or from the palette and vary
cement work, general home
it in depth and tone from
and etc. while planning.
maintenance and inspections,
Function: consider the room to room for a related
way you live. Young look.
call
Consider some wallcoverchildren, their play and
.messy recreation, teen-ager, ing to give character and
their own room and enter- break the blobness and
taining, a husband, need of a boredom of an all painted
study, hobbies, yourself, home. Wallpaper is-especialFree Estimates!
753-4,501
sewn*, cooking or hobbies. ly good for kitchen and bath.
All these factors are impor- It introduces color and pattant in the overall functional tern to an otherwise plain
planning of your home and room. Try an elegant coverWe solute all our Reoltors during
decorating. And don't forget ing for the entrance hall, the
about entertaining family or first impression one gets of
Today
home.
your
guest.
mostly
are
s
wallcovering
atmosphere
Atmosphere:
is the sum total of every vinyl coated and washable.
The heavy duty vinyls seem
thing that has gone before in
the planning and decorating to be indestructible. Also
your home. Color is a major great for childrens rooms,
creation of atmosphere. .colorful and serviceable. It
Pastel and softer shades serves to unify a decorating
753-3540
East Mahe St.
seem to create serenity. scheme as many have matching or coordinated fabrics
Vivid, darker colors cleverly
to be used for draperies,
spread, and covering of
chair or couch.
Speaking of draperies,
have you ever noticed the
difference in custom made
and ready made?. Custom
made drapes will fit to
perfection, they are fuller
and more elegant looking.
One has a greater choice of
fabrics and styles. Windows
should get a lot of your attention. They are the eye of your
house, for light but they are
also an integal part of the
formation and balance of a
room and should not be
overlooked in the early part
of planning your decoration.
Draperies should be as the
VEOETABLES A FLOWERS
same period as your furniture. The most important
Professional Landscape Service.
A
thing to remember when
planning your window treatment,is that a badly dressed
window can spoil a total efof a room and also throw
fect
Mon.-Sat. 8-S Sun. 1-S
it off balance. There are
407 N. 12th St.
many shapes and size winMurray, Ky. 42071
dows, hundreds of styles and
fabrics. No problem is to
Phone 753-1 725
large to solve. If you see a
style window treatment, you
Cinitinued (111 Page II
AO!'
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BOB'S HOME
IMPROVEMENT SERVICE

.1

;

4110111

141

ve, EXCELLENT INVESTMENT
,.
i•-•
proximately 4100 square feet each side. Call for
details.
=111161saibe

beamilk

NEED A THREE BEDROOM HOME? AND EXTRA
INCOME, TOO? This is for you. Located in Westwood, all city conveniences, but low county taxes. 3
bedroom home with private wooded backyard
PLUS a one bedroom apartment with separate entrance and Private deck. let us show you how you*
can have your home AND lower payments.

PR1VATE- AN S CLUDED SPOT ON THE LAKE,
beautiful 3 bedroom home located on approximately 5 wooded acres on the waters of Blood
River in Center Ridge Subdivision. TVA dock permit
available. Well equipped kitchen, sauna off master
bedroom,- and some furniture stays with house.
Everything is ready for your summer enjoyment.

1
:
r...o01111214
SPACIOUS GREATROOM with fireplace and
• cathedral ceiling, lots of room to enjoy your family
in the well equipped kitchen and dining area with
walk-out patio into the fenced back yard. 3
bedroom, 2 bath, double garage, REASONABLY
PRICED,in Canterbury.

PRIVATE PROPERTY WEEK
APRIL 19-25

FITTS BLOCK AND
READY MIX,INC.

ALL
FRUIT TREES
30% Off

TREES AZALEA'S SHRUBS
BEDDING PLANTS

Jones Landscaping

weiroz,

SELL OR TRADE — Beautiful split foyer home with
lots of formal living area as well as informal family
room with fireplace, walk-out patio as well as redwood deck, situated on five lovely acres in SW area.
Includes barn and garden area.
.ace

JUST REDUCED! Large wooded lot in Lynnwood
Estates. home has 3 bedrooms. 2 bath, large family
roorrcwith fireplace; 15x20 deck, R-13 insulation,
plastic moisture proof under house, storage space
in attic. Lots of extras are built into this immaculate
home.
2 ACRE BUILDING LOT with septic system,
driveway installed, $8500.
2 Acre wooded lot just north of city on paved
1
2/
road, $11,150.
FARM WITH FINANCING — Owner will finance this
cattle farm of 109 acres, 70 acres tendable, completely fenced, has 2 ponds and running creek. Outstanding buy in the 80's.
TWO BAY BODY SHOP plus two apartments upstairs. In city limits. Has just been reduced to
$39,900. Great way to provide the work area
needed, plus having the income from 2 residential
units.
163 Acres of commercial woodland PLUS an additional 100 acres tendable for $145.000. Owner
will consider financing.
SPECIAL INVESTMENT PROPERTY — 72 acre
wooded lakefront development property, excellent
location. Owner will consider financing at 11 00 interest to Qualified purchaser..

SPANN
REALTY
ASSOCIATES
'Helen Spann G.R.I. Broker
905-Sycamore
Murray. Ky. 753-7724
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Private Property Seetios

F PRIVATE PROPETY IlEll
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We salute all of our Realtors.

RAY T. BROACH
INSURANCE
310 S. 4th St.

753-4703

Salute To
Private Property
Week(April 19-25
and Our Realtors

STARKS
CONCRETE WORK
Al..., Ky. — 753-2243

PRIVATE PROPERTY WEEK
APRIL 19-25
REALTOR OFFICERS — Officers of the Murray-Calloway County Realtors' Board are,
left to right(counterclockwise)Brenda Jones, treasurer, Loretta Jobs, vice president, Ann
Requarth, president and Louise Baker,secretary. Standing at back is Doug Gibson, president of the Kentucky Realtors Association.

We salute all of our Realtors!

OZARK
LOG HOMES
Hwy. 121 Bypass

753-6774

We solute all of our Realtors during

PRIVATE PROPERTY WEEK
APRIL 19-25

HARRELL'S FARM &
HOME SUPPLY
Highway 94 East

753-7862

APRIL 19TH TO THE 25TH

We Salute The
Members Of The
Murray Calloway County
Board of Realtors
During Private
Property Week

WaseVaand is &oursand
PRESERVE IT...

ENJOY IT_

INVEST IN IT—

Jackson Purchase
PCA
641 N.
Murray, Ky.
753-5602

Murray,Ky.
753-5602

We Support
Private
Property Week

RANDY THORNTON
HEATING &
AIR CONDITIONING
We Service and Sell
General Electric Heat Pumps
802 Chestnut 7534181
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Shape Up House
19 Help Realtor
(A.
Close Your Sale

Private Prope

living..•

Continued From Page 9
just love in a magazine, tear
it out and take to your
decorating center with a
4
;"--**°°d workMiç'
custom make it, as long as
it's suitable for your window.
bulbs wherever possible.
Draperies, especially if
6. A good aroma sets the lined, are highly efficient,
stage — bread or cookies low-cost contribution to utilirecently baked, fresh ty cost. They shield a room
flowers or an open fire in from hot sun in summer and
season.
keep heat indoors in winter.
7. Owners should stay out So besides being beautiful,
of the way. They greet the draperies make both heating
salesperson and prospect, and air conditioning less
then excuse themselves: And costly.
they neve apologize for the
Whether you plan to
way the house looks,because deco-rate a eihole house or
it should look right!
one room, take your time
With cooperation from Mr. and give it some thought, but
and Mrs. Homeowner, the have fun and enjoy the
sale will be made.
results.

The tirst experience a
homeowner has in selling a
home may be disorganized.
Those inclined to be a little
untidy around the house
need to shape up — clean up,
paint up and fix up!
A printed or mimeographed checklist of fine points is
available from many
Realtor* which is an informative reminder of the simple things that can be done:
I. Clean up the front door.
A little paint improves the
first impression.
2. All minor repairs should
be made,especially those little eyesores in the kitchen
and bathroom.
Continued From Page 6
3. The yard should be
clean. Steps and stairs an apartment house for va- the number of or frequency
should be clear for safety cant land, a warehouse trad- of such exchanges if the
ed for an office building and chain of trades is unbroken.
and appearance.
4. Radio and tv should be a shopping center traded for
To qualify for tax deferral,
turned off, and guests asked a farm.
the property owner must be
Tax deferral lasts until the trading up to more expento leave, if possible, when
acquired property is dispos- sive property. An example
prospects are expected.
5. Bedspreads on, blinds ed of without making would be trading your
up, curtains fresh — and no another tax-deferrd ex- $100,000 equity in a $300,000
empty light sockets. Covered change. There is no limit to apartment house as down
payment on a $500,000 office
building.
We solute our Realtors during
That's called an -up
trade." It qualifies for tax
deferral on the profit if the
up trader doesn't receive
any'unlike property (called
"boot")in the exchange..
Examples of unlike orfpersonal property include cash
or net mortgage- relief.
Trades are taxable to the
Will Ed Ballot,°weer .
down trader because he
753-04E9
receives boot to balance the
equities.
OTHER REASONS FOR
••••••••••••••••••••
PROPERTY TRADES. Tax•
•
deferred pyramiding or
•
estate
building is the major
Paint•Carpet• Wallpaper
•reason for most exchanges.
• Carrico Paint & Floor Covering •Other reasons include: (1
Phil & Nancy Carrico, Owners
disposal of unsalable proper•
•
1210 West Main St.
ty; (2) acquisition of a
•
MURRAY.KENTUCKY 17471
higher basis for depreciation
• Iumen
Hoene Phone•
Phone
.
tax
shelter; (3) avoidance of
•
(502)7534217
)502)753-3000
•
mortgage refinance costs;
•
•and (4) acquisition of a
larger property without
cash.

Tax Rules...

Private

DON'T MISS
THESE LISTINGS
Moony.,7,23.000 AND
UNDER:

Property
-7)t.;

4.=‘,

Section

Completely remodeled 2 bldroom home just off
1 Soutts,,I.gt from Mummy Lanwasill1AtAlr
%•t-s\rfr,t--

•-0-0(44
*

BEING REMODLED: older home on 150x250
city gas and city water. Only $13,000.
307 IRVAN. 2 bedroom, 11
/
2 story home, gas heat,
aluminum siding, outside storage, nice lot, Only
118.500.
OLD SHILOH ROAD, 2 bedroom plus upstairs,
aluminum siding with separate garage and storage, •
on approximately 3 acres. Only $17,100.
NEAR LYNNHURST, 3 bedroom plus upstairs, one
acre with lots of fruit trees and garden area, only
$13,500.
NEAR CENTER RIDGE,2 bedroom,home phis out _
side storage, almost new well, approximately 3 to 4
acres, only $15,000.

SPANN
• REALTY
ASSOCIATES

Your Private
Property Rights..
Know and

Helen Spann G. R. I. Broker
905 Sycamore
Murray. Ky. 753-7724

Protect Them

BOYD-MAJOR
S
105 N.
ESTATE
i BM-MAJORS
ESTATI

REAL
153-8080

12$ Steel PRF7ERRED-vas

PRIVATE PROPERTY WEEK
APRIL 19-25

ALUMINUM
SERVICE CO.

THIS 105 NO SUMMON
personal kir el Ibis lee pew, cessOreingly aisranne
brick kae Maid I lapel Nam. You'll discover 3 lira
Was., 2 lull bees. an alappliame kitting, a Menai din*
mea, 110 al important lee yak %plea aid central pis
aid U. Priced below repiecepeal it 119.900.00. Call is
ledge

for a

1ARWAY SNOW
Env le cire fer alem. sided 3 bedroom hose. from hies ram
e sera view of he lakes fireplace I IlvI room, mon kri
nee. Ehc. heat hammer remake,ram has an woad same
which Mae mein ham. Aladin image. Ovh132.500.00

lb

See Us For Your Home Loan
Home Mortgage Money Is Available
Murray
Murray
Downtown
South
Branch
Hopkinsville
Branch
Federal Savings& Loan Assn.
7th and Main
753-7921

I

EZIE

lar.0..
•••=1.• OM •••MI

715 So. 12th St
753-1214

141111-f11114
10 Level eats. mash kaki, a black* N.E. of Norm
WeliceasIrecha teener 2 II. boot electric hut
draperies. raw air calibeeer "waled. Al,, weed spa
keno lot Kamp large aria 1. Wiener Oat stock
ben, grab bik vell base, 2 addifiall beadiness 90K Wan freatge. Noise Ihe market ei oriv 119,90010

THIS NOIR HAS EVRY1111N6
Mini Coe we Ibis kayak! 300.. 2',
The print
baA hatch hale I Ceeisrbery. lies ham with lame king
reek dine fees, bake with cookies Went dee with
bream, ord menemical beet mop cold he ner dram
beem.

lb 1715 COURN /1111110AD
lase* decoded 301, 115 labb.1.9 swims ikons,
hoe lachashe his beamed rein lairiash wiled
biro rum, men, closet Draperin apices keit lane
Ward peel could be resent Cape wilb sena.
fleiv 113,9111.00.

111151MENT PRET
1000 liaseat amen ase dila, air aim each shia
bane 2 Us. lino real, kkban.beth, wai is wall au
earias, apinciscie salevaed one. Each Mit teas lei
1225. See this on sea le Sits

Avdra Moody 753-9036
Warm Shropshire 7534177
B. B. Hook 7531387

Barbara Erwin 753-4136
Ruben Moody 753-9036
Milkr 153-7519
.
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1106 PLAIN VIEW
4 BEDROOMS, 2 BATHS

506 LYNN WOOD
NEAR MURRAY NIGH SCHOOL

NEW LISTING
CANTERBURY ESTATES

_
FIITIIINSTKWOME
CANTERIVRY ESTATES

3 BEDROOM NOME
WITH SWIMMING POOL

CRAMMING CONTEMPORARY
MST NORTH Of TOWN

1201 KIRKWOOD
ATTRACTIVE 2-STONY

5 BEDROOM TRI-LEVEL
CANTERBURY ESTATES

SPANISH 4 BEDROOM
CANTER MIR Y ESTATES

LOG NOW MST
WEST OF CITY LIMITS

WV POGUE
2 BEDROOM BUNGALOW

,

718 FAIRIJUIE
r
its

iiita IT.01111:trf;li!

Dit4P. 15 ?..1'1•1
CH 1 r.vie ;):Nit--))
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T-r!PTT 731 71.32
hrrri 731-7732
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rrI 7if071‘t7 731.1112
1 '(...77.17-7i 751 147)
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